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Tus SPEAKER took the Chair at
4130 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

QUESTION-SPIRITS IMPORTED,
QUALITY.

Ma. MONGEFR asked the Attorney
General: i, Does the Government intend
to take any steps to prevent the import..
tion into the State of large quantities of
whiskies, brandies, and rums that are,
according to the Government Analyst, a
fraud on the consumer and absolutely
unsuited to humnan consumption, and a
menace to public health ? z, If not, why
not ?

THE PREMIER replied: i. The
control of imports is a Commonwealth
matter, and will to a large extent be
controlled by the Commerce (Trades
Description) Act, recently passed by the
Federal Parliament.

QUESTION-GAMING-H1OUSES, OWNERS
AND AGENTS.

MR. TAYLOR asked the Premier: i
Has the Government, in view of the
recent convictions of beepers of gamning-
houses, considered the necessity of taking
action against the owners and agents of
such houses? a , Is it intended to re-
move the names of such owners and
agents from the roll of Justices of the
Peace ?

THE: PREMIER replied:- i, No action
can be maintainaed against an agent
under the present law. This is being
amended by the Police Offences Bill. It
is necessary, when an agent is employed,
to show knowledge on the part of the
owner. a, No.

PAPERS-PUBLIC B&TTERIES.
MR. TROY (for Mr. Johnson) asked

the Minister for Mines:- When will the
files relating to State Battery Charges
etcetera be placed upon the table, as
ordered by the House on the 8th
August?

THE MINISTER FOR MINES re-
plied: I now produce the papers, and lay
them on the table.

PUBLIC BATTERIES INQUIRY, PRINT.
ING OF REPORT.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES (Ron.
H. Gregory):- A few evenings ago the
member for Mount Margaret (Mr. Taylor)
withdrew a motion for the printing of
the report of the Public Batteries In-
quiry Board, on the understanding that
it should be printed if the cost did not
exceed a certain sum. I find that the
cost of printing would be £43 ; so I do
not propose to have the report printed.
But I will confer with the Leader of the
Opposition (Mr. Bath) and discuss the
matter with him, to ascertain whether it
will be wise to publish the report. In
the meantime I should like permission
for the officers of the H1ouse to distribute
typewritten copies of the report, already
prepared.

PAPERS PRESENTED.
By Tnu MIwisruxR rotR 2INES: Pilesi

relating to Public Battery Charges.
By THE MINISTER FORL WORS-1

Bunbury Roads Board By-laws. :,
By-laws for protection of Stock Wells
eteetera, in Yalgoo Reserve.

By THE PREMIER: File relating to
site for proposed new Town Hall in
Perth, moved for by Mr. Daglish.

SWEATING INQUIRY.
COMMITTEE TO TRAVEL.

MR. M. IF. TROY moved "That leave be
given to the select committee appointed
to inquire into the alleged existence of
sweating in West Australian Industries
to-.sit at Kalgoorlie and Coolgardie."

MR. G. TAYLOR seconded the motion.

THE PREMIER: The motion would
1not be opposed, as members of the corn-
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mittee assured him that to make a full
investigation they must visit the places
mentioned. At the same time he felt
sure the committee would endeavour as
far as possible to keep down expenses.

Question put and passed.

MOTION-MC [IOOL FEES REGULATION,
TO DISALLOW CHARGES.

Debate resumed from the 12th Sep-
tember, on the motion by Ms. BATHF
"That an Address he presented to the
Governor praying that the amendments
of Regulations 98 and 227, made under
the Elementary Education Act 1871
Amendmient Act 1893, appearing ini the
Government Gazette for 7th September,
1906, be disallowed."

THE TIREASURER AND MINISTER
FOR EDUCATION (Ron. Frank
Wilson): In rising to reply to the
speech delivered on last Wednesday
evening by the Leader of the Opposition,
I wish first to endeavour to, remove the
stigma. which I consider hie cast upon the
State of Western Australia and uipon thec
Education Department, and then f shall
as briefly as possible deal with the 'ques-
tion of the regulations which the Gov-
ernment have gazetted. Before doing
so let me one again emphasise what I
said in my few remarks oin die 29th
August last. We are all agreed in this
State as to the advantages of education;
we all hope that an 'Y movement that is
made may be progressive and not retro-
gressive in its nature; and I venture to
say that before I have finished, most
members of this House will perhaps
agree with me that the step the Govern-
went have in their wisdom thought fit to
take is progressive rather than retrogres-
sive, that it is a step forward, and is the
first ste p in a scheme which will ulti-
mately benefit the educational System
throughout Western Australia. The
alteration of the regulations was, I will
show, made to prevent the abuse of the
present System and to endeavour to) turn
the efforts of the Education Department
into a, proper channel. In the words of
Mr. Tate, it is -aco-ordination of teach-
ing facilities which will effect econuiny
without impairing efficiency." And I
venture to say that when I have outlined

the farther steps which the department
proposes to take, members will see that
the intention is to extend the whole of
the system of education, after putting it
upon a sound foundation. The Rouse
will doubtless agree with me that we
want more practical education in our
State. We want technical education.
We wish to turn out good tradesmen,
good farmers, good mechanics, good
miners, good commercial men. We wish
to turn out good housewifes, in order
that the State may in future generations
have that class of citizen which will best
develop its industries and advance its
prosperity.

Mu., A. J, WILSON: So that there
will be no need to import cooks from
England.

Twx TREASURtERIt It is the en-
deavour of the Government to give every
facility to children with brains. We
wish 'to give every facility we can to
those who have the natural. capacity and
the ability to receive benefit from the
educational system ; and we do not wish
to see the system abused, so that certain
children arc kept at school indefinitely
lbtcaiuse their parents can afford to keep
them there, and not because of any special
capacity or ability displayed by the
children. I venture to assert that if we
do not make some alteration in our
methods, we arc likel -y to cripple our
good intentions and court failure by
overburdening, as we are now over-
burdening our primary' schools, with
advanced education; and I say unhesi-
tatingly that the substance of the State
munst not be utilised. for educating the
children of weDl-to-do parents to any
age, regardless of their capacity, their
ability, or the likelihood of their benefit-
ing by such expenditure. The Leader of
the Opposition in his remarks took
members all round the world to show
this State in an unfavourable light. I Say
that the information he gave the House
was not only faulty, but was to a great
extent incorrect and calculated to create
the impression-in fact the hon. member
stated distinctly-that Western Australia
lags behind the rest of the civilised world
in the matter of educational facilities.
I want to give that an emphatic denial.
The primary educational system of our
Slate is more advanced than that of any
other country. I think I shall be able
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to prove that by figures. We are not
behind the whole of the world, as stated
by the Leader of the Opposition, but we
are keeping ahead of the rest of the Comn-
monwdaltb; and I venture to say that
with very few exceptions we are equal in
our primary educational system with all
the countries not only of Europe but of
America. The school-houses of Western
Australia are houses of which we may in
the majority of cases he proud; and the
appliances referred to so scathingly by
Mr. Tate, in regard to the Victorian
school-houses, are here good. Isay without
fear of contradiction that all the State
schools in Western Australia are up to
date so far as oair school-houses axe con-
cerned, and as far as the facilities and
appliances are concerned also. The com-
parisons which the Leader of the Oppo-
sition made, the unfavourable comparisons
between certain American States and
Western Australia-ecompaoring the total
expenditure in connection with other
State departments-I maintain does not
apply, for the reason that States such ats;
he referred to do not control huge ex-
pensive departments like our Railway
Department and our Hlarbours and Rivers
Department, and works of that descrip-
tion. Therefore he cannot say that
because a State in A merica, only spends
one-fourth of its expenditure on educa-
tion, it is doing more than Western
Australia; because to get a fair comn-
parison, we must have an exact detail
of the total expenditure of that State
to compare with the total expenditure of
Western Australia. Let me give mem-
bers some figures, showing the coat per
bead of the population on educational
facilities in several of the countries the
hon. member referred to. In Manitoba,
I admit at once, the cost is very high.
The cost per head of population in that
State of Canada is £21 3s. 9d. ; in British
Columbia it is 14s. 11 per bead of the
population; and in the 'United States,
taking the whole of the States together,
on the average attendance it amounts to
l3s. Id. In Scotland, turning to our
mnother country, the cost per head of the
population is 9s. 6d., and] in England and
Wales it is 8a. 30d. per head of the
population. In France there is a very
considera ble drop: it is 4s. 12d. ; and in
the German Empire, which has been
extolled by the Leader of the Opposition

aa being so much farther advanced than
any country of the world, the cost per
head of the population for educational
facilities is 7s. 31d. In Ontario the cost
per head of the population is 9s. 21jd.;
in Switzerland, 8s. 5d,; in Chili, one of
the South American States which was
referred to in such vulogistic. terms by the
hon. member, the cost per head is is.: 81-d.
of the population on educational facili-
ties. In Japan, another country referred
to as being far in advance of anything
we are able to do here, the State spends
is. 5d. per head of the population; and
in Peru, which the member said was also
one of the States much in advance of
anything we had heard of, that country
spends the large sun i of 2 jd. per head of
the population in educational facilities
for her children.

MAR BATH: The bon. member baa for-
gotten all about the local authorities in
those countries.

THE TREASURER: I have taken the
total cost of education, as given in the
report of the Commissioner of Education
for the United States for 1903. I can
give the volume and the page. These are
the totals of the edlucational facilities of
those countries.

Ma. BATE: Provided by the national
Government.

Tan TREASURER: The hon. member
can turn up the authorities for himself,
and then will be able to check my figures.
In contradistinction to all those coun-
tries, we spend in Western Australia 12s.
4d. per head of our population for edu-
cational purposes, and I may say that
not one of the kingdoms and grand
duchies or principalities of the German
Empire spends anything like we do on a
per capita or enrolment basis, nor spends
one half. There are several free States,
such as Lubeck, fBremen, and Hamburg,
where the cost is YB to £3 i3m. 6d. per
enrolment. That is below what we spend
in Western Australia. Some informa-

l tion was given in regard to Switzerland,
that that country was doing a great deal1

fo er children; but the compulsory
age in Switzerland is not, as stated by
the hon. member, 15 years, unless in
some special cantons, but it is 14, the
same as in Western Australia. But the
system, differs in some cantons. In
Zurich for instance, in the priniary
school, education is free up to 12 years,
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and in the enlarged primary schools from
12 to 14. In the secondary schools it is
free up to its. Contrary to the im pression
which the hon. member conveyed right
throughout his speech in regard to those
countries giving free educational facili-
ties to their children, I find they do
charge fees in technical and commercial
schools and in the gynasilum, that is
in the Classical secondary schools.' The
girls' high schools are free, the fees
amounting to something like £2 a Year,
or about Is. a week in these sch~ools.
The statement of the Leader of the
Opposition, when ho eulogised Japan
and advised me to go to that country
to get some knowledge of the subject,
was that the education was free of charge
to the people. I think I am quoting his
correct words. I want to point out that
the member was wrong in regard to prim-
ary education, and it is well to be accurate
when one brings charges of this nature
against the Government. Education in
Japan is free and compulsory from 6 to
10 years of age, but it is not compulsory
from 10 to 14 years, and fees are charged
-not high fees because Japan is a cheap
country-from 7'd. to Is. 2d. per month,
and only 54 per cent, of the children
complete the course to 14 years. Japan
spends nearly half at million of money on
secondary scho6ls. but the fees are not
given in the authority from which I
received this information ; so if fees are
charged in their primary schools, then I
ami right in assumning that fees are
charged for secondary schools also. I
come to that country which the Leader
of the Opposition eulogised more than
any country-I refer to Finland. That
country, he said, had great facilities for
education, and the cheapness of the edu-
cation had enabled that country to lead
the world in the smallness of the per-
centage of it4 inhabitants who could not
read and write. I 'as so carried away
with the enthusiasm that I felt it would
be wise if some of us in Western Aus-
tralia. went to that countryr, and that it
wats a pity the Leader of the Opposition
was not there Let me point out to the
member that in Finland the educational
facilities are not so free as he imagines;
in fact, they are at very great burden on
the people of that downtrodden country.
In that country people have to provide,
furnish, equip and maintain their schools.

They have to provide teachers' quarters
and fuel. They have to supplement the
not too large salary of the teachers paid by
the Government by £28 per annumn, and
they have to pay a smuall school fee of
Is. 8d. a year, half of which goes to the
teachers, in addition to that paid by the
Government. We are very mai in ad-
vance of the t:oiintry of Finland, and to
state that it ea"i give us an example in
free primary education is to be guilty of
at least an exaggeration. Let mne sayv
that in that country teachers are receiving
emoluments which perhaps appeal to the
hon. member, although they do not
appeal to me. They start att £32 a year
for male teachers, and £24 a year for
female teachers. After five Years a male
teacher receives £35 4s. and a female
teacher £26 8s. After 10 years of excel-
lent service a male teacher gets £38 8s.
and a female £28 16s.; and after 16
years of excellent servicte, £t 6i s. and
£31 4s. are paid respectively. After a
man has given twenty of the best years
of his life in excellent service, he may
hope to get £48 a yrar, and a woman
may get £36 a year; and they work six
full dayis a week there, instead of five
days as here in Western Australia.
There is a pension systemn attached
to the teachers in that counttry, and the
man or woman who has served 30 years
of irreproachable service may receive a
pension of £40 and £30 respectively.
The cost of ed ucation is not separated
from the cost of public worship; but the
cost of education and public worship
together amount to 3s. Id. per head of
the population, compared with 12s. 4d1.
in Western Australia for primary schools
only. I do not wish to labour the sub-
ject. I hope that I hive shown, at any
rate, that this stigma cast on our State
and the Department of Education by the
Leader of the Opposition is not one that
can be sustained in Western Australia;
and as I go on waking comparisons
with the other States, members will see
that in Western Australia, we are doing

Ivery much more than inoAt of the coun-
i tries referred to, and we are doing

more, I venture to so-, , than any
State in the Commonwealth as far

1as our primary education is con-
cerned. Of course we are more Concerned
with the Commonwealth and New Zea-
land than with other countries, and we
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wish to keep our educational establish-
ments on an equality, if not in advance
of the other States; and I think the
figures 1 am. going to give will show that
we spend more per head of the popu-
lation than any of the States, when the
relative proportion of the adults to school
children is taken into consideration.
We certainly give a miuch better manual
training and household instruction, as is,
evidenced by the results, titan they do in
other States. Let me say the whole of
the States of the Commonwealth are not
free in so far as educational facilities are
concerned, even in their primary schools.
Prior to 1899 we had a systemn in this
State which enforced fees of 3d. per
week, with a miaximum. of Is. for any
family. In New South Wales at the
present day, they are charging the sane
fees that we enforced in Western Aug-
tralia prior to 1899 and in Tasmania;- I
find that the fees are charged on a
preferential scale of 9d. a week for n
scholar, 7d. a week each for two ofon
family. 6d. a week eachi for three of
one family, andI 4d. each for any
additional child of the same family.
Certain reductions are made for monthly
or quarterly payments; and reductions of
3d. per week are made to children of poor
parents. With regard to Victoria. I
wish to point out certain facts with refer-
ence to extra subjects which in our State
schools are classed as specific suibjects.
That is a child having passed the sixth
standard may elect to be instructed in
one Specific subject, and having passed
the seventh standard 'nay elect to be
instructed in two specific subjects. In
Victoria very considerable fees are charged
for these subjects. For Latin, French,
and Germ an, Victoria makes a charge
of is. per week for each subject; for
geometry, algebra, trigonometry. Short-
hand, and typewriting, a charge of 6d.
per week for each subject; for book-
keeping, a charge of 3d. per week; for
manual training, a charge of 2d. per week.
Tuition in all these subjects, with the
exception of trigonometry and German,
which we do not teach in our schools, is
free in Western Australia; and cbildren
having passed the standards T have just
mentioned may in any of our schools
receive free instruction in those subjects.

MR. FOULKES: Pardon me for inter-
rupting you at this stage. You have told

uIS that Victoria charges an extra fee for
certin Specific Subjects likeLatin, French,
andl German. Are the pupils who pass
the seventh standard charged for other
than specific subjects ?

THE TREASURER: I do not know
what happens after the ])upils4 pass the
seventh standard. Tn Victoria primiary
education is free; but for the special
subjects I have mentioned the charges
which I have j ust read out are miade.

MR. Foui 4KuS: After the Victorian
pupils hrave passed the seventh standard,
the subjects classed under primary silo-
cation are still free, even whent the pupil
is aboIve the age for leaving school.

Tim TREASURER: Yes. Vic;torian
primiay education is absolutely free. Iii
our manual training and household
man'agement classes we have a much
better record than the othdr States. We
have 215 centres for mantial woodwork
classes, and 2,463 pupils; while New
Sou th Wal es h as on ly 11 centres and 813
pupils, including the students from the
training college. Victoria has 18 centres
a~nd accommodation for 8,740 pupils. I
cannot ascertain how many pupils attend;
but such is the accommodation provided.
Queensland gives very little instruction

Iof this kind at all ; and I have not the
details. The remaining States of the
Commonwealth give none. For cookery.
laiLndry, and household management we
have in this State 12 centres with 1,961

pu i i attendance. In New South
Wls there are but 13 centres, with 990

1 pupils receiving cookery tuition only -
and Victoria has 12 centres with 1.60
pupils. Victoria charges 2d. per week
for manual training; in New South
Wales this subject is included in the
ordinary school charge; and Western
Australia does mnore than any other
State by giving this instruction to our
children, for all pupils who pass the
fifth or higher standards can attend and
do attenid these classes free of charge.
Now let me give a, brief r~suvi6 of thc-
cost per head of populartion of public
education in the States of the Cornmon-
wealth. For 1904-5 the cost was in New
Zealand, 15s. 2d.; New South Wales,
12s. Os.; Queensland, 12s.46.; Western
Australia, 12s. 4d.; Victoria, 10s. ld.;
South Australia, 9s. 8d. ; Tasmania,
7s. lid.; and in Western Australia for

Ithe year 1905-6 just ended, our total
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expenditure per head was 12s. 94d. The
cornparison is not complete unless we take
into consideration the adult population of
the various States as compared with the
school population ; and when this is
worked out in the same ratio or propor-
tion, we find that were our school popu-
latioii in the same proIportion to our
adult population as is -to he found in
New S~outh Wales. our expenditure would
be equivalent to 13s. ld per bead of
population, while as compared with
Victoria our expenditure would be 1s.
8d.; with Queensland, 17s. 3d.; with
South Australia, 14s. 7d. ; with Tas-
mania, 10s. 21d. That is what we arc
now doing in Western Australis would
cost us, if our school Ipopulation were as
great in proportion as that of New
South Wales, l3s. ld, per head of our
population; and so with regard to the
other States, according to the figures I
have just quoted. We spend more on
our children than is spent on their
children by any of the other States ; and
that I think is fairly and conclusively
proved from these figures, which show the
cost per head of population worked outon a.
proportionate basis. It may be argued
that our greater proportion of adults
enables us to afford more for the educa-
tion of our children. Perhaps that is
so. But it has to be remembered that
some portion of our adult lpopulation,
especially on goldfields, are supporting
wives and children in the other States,
even in this year 1906. As I said some
fortnight or three weeks ago, the total
expenditure of our Education Depart-
ment is rising by leaps and bounds.
In 1900-i we spent £86,930, an increase
on the preceding year of £,17,952. I
wiUl quote the -round numbers only. In
the next year we spent £0101,000, an
increase of £14,000 on the preceding
year; in 1902-3 we spent £119,000, an
increase of £17,000; in 1903-4 we spent
£2133,000, an increase of £14,000; in
1904-5 we spent £148,000, an increase
of £15,000; in 1905-6 we spent,£162,000,
an increase of £13,000 on the preceding
year; and for this year I may tell the
House that the estimate is £173,844,
which will mean an increase on last year
of £11,734.

MR. TAYLOR : Those increases are
only in keeping with the increase of
population.

Tue TREASURER: I dare say. I
wish to show that Western Australia is
doing more than any other State in the
Commonwealth, as I have shown that
she is doing more than any other civilised
country in the world, to educate her
children. In addition to this, we have
expended large sums of money on our
School buildings. Ou our Government
sehoolIR for primary education, our manual
training schools, our Training College.
our monitors' classes and our technical
schools, we spent in 1900 the sum of
£26,762; in 1901, £49,931 ; in 1902,
£832,218; in 1903, £37,886; in 1904,
£93,020; in 1905.9£1,718. In Western
Australia the Government erects and
furnishes all the school buildings; and
if I remind members that this is not done
by the Governments in the other States,
they will at once perceive that Western
Australia is in this respect doing very
much more than her sister States. In
New South Wales there is a Government
grant of not more than £45 for school-
houses accommodating less than 15
children, and not more than £60 for
school-houses accommodating less than
18; and the grant is not made until
the building has been erected and passed.

MR. WAKE: That is an absurd
comparison.

TH E TREASURER: It is a fact,
nevertheless, whether or not it is absurd.
In Victoria. parents provide the build-
ings for less than 20 children; and in
exceptional cases the department pays a
portion of the cost. If a group of parents
in a country district want a school, and
have not more than 20 children to attend
the school, the parents have then to erect
the building.

Mnu. TAYLOR: That has been done in
this State.

Tntc TREASURER:- In very few cases
indeed. In South Australia, for less
than 20 children, half the cost of the
building, not exceeding £275, is granted
by the Government; and rent is paid for
provided buildings. In all Queensland
schools at least one-fifth of the cost of
buildings, furniture, and quarters must
be paid by the locality. In Tasmania
the Government erects buildings for
over 20 scholars, and pays rent

Ifor the smaller buildings. In Western
Australia the Governmens erects build-
ings for provisional schools, that is
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for 10 or 20 children, according to
regulation; but in practice buildings are
not erected for schools unless the number
of children be 14 or 15. So that in this
comparison also we find that the balance
is in favour of our own State. Now let
me briefly draw members' attention to
the cost per head of the avera ge attend-
ance in Western Australia. I cannot
say whether the figures for the other
States represent average attendance or
enrolmient, because the information is
not forthcoming. As regards the other
States I wish to qluote the figures for
1904 merely, The cost of our educa-
tional system, including administration
but excluding technical and evening
classes, scholarships, and exhibitions,
was for 1904 £25 l8s. 8d. per bead. In
Victoria it was £4 13s. 3d. ; in New
South Wales, £5 Os. Id. ; in Queenslaud,
£3 ifs. 2d.; in South Australia, £3 9s.
2d. ; in Tasmnania, £4 49. 5d. In this
connection also the cost of our State
education has vervoonsiderably advanced.
In 1900 we sppnt£4A 18s, 6d. per head;
in 1901, £5 7s. 3d.; in 1902, £5 10s,
4d,; in 1903, £5 Ile. 8d.; in 1904, £5
1s, 8d.; and in 1905, £6 Os. 4d. Now
I wish it to be clearly understood thdit
with the other States it is difficult to
mnake an exact and fair comparison;
because we are Got assured that time cost
is worked out under the saute conditions
as is the cost to this State. In addition
to the cost per bead of our primary
education, wve have technical and evening
classes which cost, in 1905, £7,995.
These classes have a total of 746 students,
the cost equalling £10 9s. per head of
students. In addition to that, we gave
scholarships, exhibitions, and bursaries
amounting to £21,475. In order that tbe
House may know exactly what these
bursaries are, I shall briefly recapitulate
them. There are three or more secondary
school scholarships of £50 per annum.
for four years, given to children under 13
years of age attending efficient primary
schools; and during the past four years we
awarded four such scholarships in 1902,
three in 1903, six in 1904. and seven in
1905. Bursaries to the value of £10 each
for one year are given to children under 15
years of age. The number is not fixed;
and for the last four years the bursaries
awarded were 19, 24, 27, and 25 respec-
tively. Eight junior exhibitions of £215

Iper annum are given annually to children
Under 16 years, and five senior exhi-
lbitionis of £25 to candidates under 18.
Five entrance scholarships to the Tech-
nical School of £10 each for two y ears
are given annually to children under 16,
and farther scholarships are awarded to
students at later periods of their course
at the Technical School. Lastly, two
university exhibitions of £150 eac-h for
three years are awarded to candidates
under 19. In addition to this the

*department undertakes to pay the fees of
the first ten candidates for the junior
exhibitions, and the first six for tihe
senior, on the rosults of a preliminary

*examination. These fees have mounted
uip considerably. In 1901 they wereX30
15s.; in 1902 they were £32 5s.; in
1903 they were £43 los. ; in 1904 they
were £60U; atid in 1905 th~ey were £284
I Us., while this year I have j ust passed at
voucher for £4109 6a, This all shows

Fthat our system of education is one as
replete as it can possibly bt-, and far
in advance, I maintain, of the countries
wh ich the Leader of the O pposi tion mad e
so much of when he spoke the other

*evening. Let inc turn from this ques-
tion of statistics in order to briefly refer
to the matters which arc now under con-
sideration, namely these regulations.

Whe I was speaking on the 29th
August last I intimated that the depart-
ment had under consideration the ques-
tion of higher-grade education. 'This
debate having widened out to its present
dimensions, it has, of course, necessitated
my going more fully into this questin
at an earlier period than perhaps I might
otherwise have done, and it warrants me
in briefly outlining the Government's
proposals in Connection with the future
of our State educational institutions;
and in doing that, I wish to point out
that the present systemn of education in
our State schools is a combination of
primtary and higher school teaching;
that is, as I have already explained,
children passing the sixth stndard mnay
take one specific subject, and childreni
passing the seventh standard may takre
two specific subjects. These specified
subjects are: algebra, euclid, mensura-
tion, Latin, mechanics, French, animal
physiology, botany, chemistry, and
shorthand- all of which are charged for
in Victoria-and in the case of girls they
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can elect to be educated in domestic
economy. The Minister may refuse ian
any school to grant permission to have
these subjects taught; but it would be
rather unfair to refuse permission to a
pupil who has won the right to he edu-
cated in these advanced subjects because
of the fact thatt perhaps there are only
one or two pupils in that school which
the scholar :ttendIs who could claim this
instruction. So we have this unfor-
tunate position in our system that in a
large number of the schools the teachers
may have to devote a considerable por-
tion of their time to teaching- perhaps one
or two scholars higher subjects, such as
algebra and euclid; and it must be
obvious to all members that this is cer-
tainly to the detriment of the great bulk
of the primary scholars attending these
schools. Teachers are sufficiently loaded
with the ordinary curriculum of the
primary school education, when it is re-
membered that in the smaller schools
they often have to teach from almost
babies of three or four years of age up to
children of 14 and 15 years of age, and
that they have to take almost every
standard from the first to the seventh
standard in the same school. So I
venture to say hon. members will agree
with tue that these teachers are suffi-
ciently loaded, without imposing on them
the necessity to teach one or two pupils
or more in the higher education to which
I have just referred, and that theme is a
.great waste of teaching power, and cer
tainly a great loss of efficiency. We
should have a continuous system, a sys-
temn which will enable us to promote the
welfare of the child of merit, which will
enable the child who has merit and can
pass certain examinations to pass from

the primary schools to the central
schools, which I hope we will shortly
establish with senior classes, and from
the central schools to the higher grade
school, when it is an accomrplisbed fact, and
some day from this higher grade school to
Ihe university. A system which is without
that co-ordination of educational agency
which Mr. Tate speaks so much about in
his report cannot he effective, aud cannot
be conducive to the well-being of our
educational system. I would like to
mention briefl 'y that the regulations which
were gazetted are not in any sense of the
word severe, and that they do make due

provision for cases where parents are
unable to pay the fees. A free list is
established, and any parent without any
undue publicity may apply to the in-
spector to have his or her ehild placed on
that free~ list. It is also provided that
where children have been, owing to
their isolation perhaps, unable to receive
a fair education during their earlier years,
they may also be exempt and may remain
on at the schools for a longer period than
is stipulated in these regulations. After
giving the matter farther consideration I
think it is possible we may still farther
amtend our regulations, and I propose
that we should do so by providing that
children passing the sixtht standard en-.
urination before reaching the age of 14
years may remain at school without the
ipayment of fees up to the age of 16
years, such children, however, to attend
a central school if it is within reasonable
distance of their homes. This would
emphasise and substantiate the principle
of advancement on merit, and by merit

Ialone. It would say that the child who
had the ability could pass juto the senior
classes, which I propose to establish in
central schools, to receive this higher
education. The child who had the ability
before the age of 14 to pass the sixth

standard would. be enabled to pass to the
central school, and from thence, when we
have the higher grade school, to the
higher grade school in due course. I
propose immediately to provide that
certain schools in the more populous
centres, such as the Perth boys' school,
the Perth girls' school, the Fremantle
boy ' school, the Fremantle girls' school,
anid the Kal goorlie mixed school, shall be
established as central' schools, at whicb

Ichildren by merit can receive this ad-
vanced education. Other schools in
other centres can be made central
schools as the occasion requires, and
as the departmental officers report
the necessity. This amnounts to the
establishment of senior classes in favour-
ably situated primary schools which
children on passing the sixth standard
before the age of 14, may attend to the

age of 16G years. I draw attention again
to that report which was quoted by the
Leader of the Opposition. In that report
they will see that Mr. Tate, in advocating
a system of this description, says that it
is the cheapest form of continuation work
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which he knows. It will be provided
that all children passing the sixth
standard before the age of 14 masy
remain at school up to 16 years, pro-
vided that if they are within reasonable
distance they must go to a central school.
Tt will tend to a saving of teaching effort
and considerable economy in teaching
facilities, by' doing away with that com-
pulsory instruction in those advanced
subjects by every teacher in every school
where every scholar has a right to learn
them, andi certainly' I think it will benefit
the whole system, and establish that
co-ordination of eduicational agency of
which Mr. Tate speaks so strongly, and
which he refers to as meaning economy
of nmey and effort, and at the same
time increased efficiency. Farther, it has
this distinct advantage, that it will pave
the wa,'y to a higher grade school.
Children with the ability and capacity to
benefit by higher education will then have
all the opportunity they* desire to farther
their ambitions; and concentration in
the central schools of these higher sub-
jects will enable the department to give
much better teaching in such schools than

they can possibly give under the present
scattered system. It goes without saying
that not only will this be the case, but
the children who are left in our primary
schools, who after all are the great bulk
of our school population, will be able to
receive much better attention than theyv
can possibly get in the present system.
The teachers will be able to devote the
whole of their time and energies to giving
primary education, instead of, as at
present. devoting a large portion of their
time to teaching perhaps a few higher sub)-
jects to some scholars who have been able
to pass the sixth and seventh standards
and can claim education in these subjects.
This all tends, 1 venture to say , to
economy of work and teaching power.
With regard to this higher grade school
which has been referred to by the Leader
of the Opposition, and which has given
the department a considerable amount of
thought during several years past, I may
say that special mention is made of it in
the report of the department for 1905;
and the Inspector General has given me
an outline of his proposals in that con-
nection. He suggests that the higher
grade school, when established, shall be
open to all children over 12 years of age

for a four-years course on an examina-
tion. After having passed a certain
examniation qualifying them to enter that
school, they shall be entitled to a four-
years course. He also suggests that
smuall fees shall be charged, but that
there shall be a large number of free
plaees in that school, at least 25 per cent.,
and that there Shall he. hoarding allow-
ances prolvidled for children from a dis-
tance, so that the benefit may be
received by the country children as well
as by town children. He proposes that
special attention in that higher grade
school shall b'e given to science and
mathematics to prepare the scholars for
our technical schools, including agricul-
tural schools, and that we shall also
give a course of conmmercial educa-

Ition. He points out that this higher
grade school will be the means of direct
economy in connection with monitors.
If we can establish this higher grade
school as recommended by the Inspector
General, it will form a preparatory course
for our teachers. He estimates we can
make a distinct saving of something like
X2,000 per annum in the salaries of the
monitors. Perhaps I may read a brief
risurnA of the position in connection with
the monitors. The present s 'ystemn is
that children over the age of' 11 years
mar sit for the candidates' examination.
Then those who get appointments serve
as monitors for four years, at the follow-
ing salaries :-First year, girls £20, boys
£30; second year, girls £80, boys £42;
third year, girls X40, boys £66; fourth
year, girls £60, boys X66. In the first
and second years theyv assist in various
schools for four half-days each week ;
the other six half-days being given to
study at the central classes or, if they
are away back in the country, they have
to do it by correspondence. In the third
and fourth years they assist in schools
for six half-days, and spend four half-
days in study. But it is found that this
system is not beneficial. The candidates
who pass at the age of 14 years are not
qualified to teach, and the system has
been adopted in the past more with the
object of getting a supply of teachers
than to derive any benefit or assistance
which those monitors can give in the
school management. It is proposed to
alter this system from January next, and
to provide that the selected candidates,
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those who have passed the necessary'
examination, shall attend classes for two
years, absolutely attend those classes to
get better education before starting teach-
ing. No salaries are paid, bitt books and
train fares wilt be provided. There will be
some boarding scholarships, so that a
country candidate may have the opportu-
nityof coming down to attend the central
classes. After this course, when they
are 16 years of age they will go into the
schools for nine months, in order to get
some insight into the necessary methods
of imparting instruction before they enter
the training college and come out fully
fledged teachers. This applies to monitors
in large centres. As I before mentioned,
they have in the past been utilised more
with the idea of keeping them at school,
in order that they should fill the position
of teachers as necessity arises, rather
than to get the best results. The future
system, when we can establish this higher
grade school, will be that monitor classes
will be merged into it. The advantages
of the new system are that there will be
better opportunities of education for
future teachers, who will give all their
time to their studies up to the age of at
least 16 years, and will not attempt to
teach while under this age. In fact, Mr.
Andrews, the Inspector General, is very
strong indeed in relation to this, and he
points out that not only will we get a
very much better class of teacher, but
that we will save at least £2,000 per
atinum, which will go a considerable way-
to meet the expenses of establishing this
high grade school. He also points out to
me that there is a general movement in
all progressive countries in this direction.
They want to abolish the immature pupil
teachers and secure better secoiidary
education for their candidates as teachers,
before they' actually start upon their
course of imparting instruction. The
Victorian continuation school has this
aim. New South Wales, I understand.
is moving in the same direction. In
England, many scholarships are granted
to secondary schools for the same end,
to provide for future teac~hers. This
is an outline of the classes which
we hope to estalblisb in certain schools.
and which we hope will gradually
merge into a higher grade school. I
wish to submit with all due respect
to this House that if we are to be in a

position to carry out the course which I
have briefly outlined here, we must first
of all put our Rouse in order, and we
must put our educational system on a
sure foundation. I maintain that we
must see that our primary schools are
used for the purpose of elementary educa-
tion only, antS not as at present a kind
of high school within a. primary school,
mainly' for those who can afford to keep
their children at school to almost any
age. I am sure the House will absolve
me of any' intention to be Parsimonious
in this connection. The educational vote
must have cost an increased amount year
by 'year, and although the country has
no hesitation in spending the amount
necessary for a6 proper system, yet I
venture to say that any extra money we
have to devote ought to he expended in
granting the ordinary primary facilities
to out-back centres, and in establish-
ing continuation schools or evening
classes and technical schools, rather than
in providing advanced education for
scholars a great number of whom have
not the capacity or the ability to benefit
thereby. Let us, as Mr. Tate says, turn
out a class of men and women from our
schools which the country is most in need
of, and the system which will carry out
that object is the best system which any
country can establish in connection with
its Educational Department. Theme was
one point which the Leader of the Oppo-
sition made in his speech which is
deserving of very serious consideration
at the bands of this Government and
Parliament. He referred to the question
of land endowment for the Education
Department, and suggested that it
might not be too late to establish that
system. I agree that it is not too late.
I go farther and remind him that
14 years ago the officers of our depart-
ment made representations in that direc-
tion to the Government of that day, and
were not listened to. Had that system
been established 14 years ago when those
representations were made by the Chief
Inspector, Mrt. Walton, and the present
senior district inspector, Mr. McCollum,
I venture to sy' that this department
Would have been in receipt of some very
handsome contribution from its land
endowment towards its establishment and
upkeep. We have not the money with
which to endow our Education Depart-
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ment, but we hare a considerable quantity
of land yet in the hands of the Crown,
and I quite agree with the* lion. member
that Some actionL should be taken in this
direction in order that lands should be
set aside for educational purposes when
laying out new townships. so that the
department may get the unearned in-
crement of those lands, instead of its
being passed on to individuals as at the
present time. In New Zealand this
course was followed, portions of town-
sites and other areas being set aside for
educational purposes, and to-day they
have an income of over £263,000 per
annum from those lands. In South
Australia, although they have not done
so much, they have, from rents of the
dedicated lands a sum of £6,000 per
annum coming in. I quite think that if
we do not take some steps in this direc-
tion we shall find that our Education
Department will become so massive and
so burdensome that we will not be able
to give that due attention to it and those
due.faeilities which we all desire. The
member for Subiaco (Mr. Daglish) asked
me to give some information with
regard to the estimate in connection
with these proposed regulations. It is
very difficult to form a correct estimate,
but we have roughly some 1,600 children
who would come within the scope of the
regulation as I propose now to amend
it. If we consider that half would re-
main iii the school and pay the pre-
scrihed fees, we should receive an
amount of £2,025, and assuming that
the others leave, it is estimated that on
the sala~ries and maintenance there would
be EL possible saving of some £3,000,
mat mu a total of abtut £25,000. In
addition to that, we have to consider the

capital expenditure on school-houses
an the maintenance which is to be pro-
vided for these pupils. That is taken at
an all-round expenditure of £10 which
our school buildings come to, and worked
out at 8 per cent. per annum for main-
tenance, interest, and sinking fund, it
amounts to £560 per aninum ; so that
the figures, which are of course only
approximate, and the full benefit of
which cannot be received at the present
time, for it must be gradual, would mean
ultimately a, saving of £5,560 per
annum. I want, before I conclude, to
emphasise the fact that the Government's

intentions are not niggardly at all in
connection with this department; but
we wish to stop what we think an abuse
of our educational system, and we want
to see that the expenditure on our schools
is directed into proper channels ; we
want a system we van extend to the
country, 's requirements and yet be finan-

*cially sound. I should like also to say,
with all hutmilityv, that this Government
is conmposed of men of action -and not of
theoryV, and that had the hion. member
had a Kinall percentage Of the practical

Iknowledge that the members of this
Government have when he was in charge
of the Education Department, he would
have had this land endowment system
established and in working order. I
hope that the House will indorse the
action of the Government.

lffa. TAYLOR: All in two months.
TH.E TREASURER: Yes. I have

had about two months myself. The
Government is anions to put the
Education D)epartment on a, sound foot-
ing, and its intentionis are to extend
the facilities of education to children of
merit, children who can beneft by these
extensions, and not those who remain at
school regardless of their ability or capa-
city to benefit thereby.

Ma. T. WALKER (Kanowna) : I
did not wish to speak at this early stage.
I should have liked first to hear those

*more fully acquainted than I with the
educational statistics of foreign countries,
and more ca pable than I of analysing the
figures which, as I must admit, were so
ably placed before the House this after-

I noon by the Treasurer. But I cannot
help feeling that the impression he has
evidently created in the Rouse is due to

Ithe fact that figures in the bands of a
skilful manipulator can be wade exceed-*
ingly deceptive. The Treasurer may
take to himself and to this State all due
credit for the advancement of education

*-for the liberality with which we have
patronised education, and the assiduity
with which we have attended to the
details of education. But in mny opinion
he has failed to prove that our advance-
ment is a reason for taking a stl back-
ward ; that because. we have done so
much we ought to be ,atisfied with that
muchi, and be content to slacken the rein
and to turn in another direction. For
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even his own figures, even what he has so
elaborately detailed to us, tend to show
that in every nation of the world that is
moving ahead, a chief feature is being
wade of education. I admit that comn-
pared with those of other nations our
figures may look exceedingly large. The
sum of 12s. 4d. seems large as compared
with a few pence. For instance, in com-
paring Western Australia. with Japan,
the gulf seems enormous between what
we spend per head and what is apparently
spent per head by that country. But
when the value of money in the two
countries is contrated-when it is
known that for a shilling or two
per week a teacher in Japan can
live in comparative affluence, and that
we here have to pay comparatively
large Salaries to our teachers, when a
shilling will buy in Japan as much of
life's necessities as a sovereign will buy' in
this country---[MEMBERS: Oh !]-well,
there is not much difference. In Japan
are people supporting their families on a
little more tha~n a penny a day. [MIR.
GULL: On rice.] Never mind what it is.
If the hon. member ate more rice we
should perhaps have inure sense from
him. I am not pretending to state
accurately the exact purchasing value of
money in Japan and in Western Aus-
tralia; but I am showing that there is
not that disparity which the Treasurer
has striven to prove in the cost of our
education. The astonishing phenomenon
is that in Japan. a nation barbarous only
half a century ago, altogether devoid of
that Western knowledge which has given
an impetus to its civilisation, we now find
not only the. State making the expenditure
mentioned by the Treasurer, but we find in
addition teaching by what I may term
the municipalities, the subdistricts or
divisions, that take upon themselves the
duties and the onerous burdens of educa-
tion. The whole empire of Japan is
alive with education; and its great
generals, its great admirals, its great
statesmen-how were they created but
as a result of an appreciation of the
value of education by the sending of
youths out of the country to be educated
in the universities of England, France,
Germany, and AmericaP From infancy
those children were nurtured in tbe
bles~iiigs of Western civilisation; the
highest knowledge that Western civilisa-

tion could give was bestowed on them;
and they went hack to Japan as am-
bassadors of education. The statesmen
of Japan admit that the victories they
have obtained over a nation that has
more or less neglected general education
and has kept her people in ignorance and
snbserviency-that the victories gained
over the great Russian nation are due
to the knowledge that the children of
Japan obtained by education in the
world's great schools, in the uni-
versities of Europe and America. So
much for Japan's appreciation of learning.
And what nations are now competing
most keenly with England? What
nations are depriving her of markets and
throwing England out in theraceofeompe-
tit ion, even on her most favoured ground,
even where she has had i the past the
strongest advantage ? Here in Aus-
tralia, at the port of Fremantle, what
nation sends the largest shipsP It is
Germany. And with respect to Germany,
the comparisons made to-night by the
Treasurer were scarcely fair. Go back a
few years, and what was Germany?
What was her education only a decade ort
two since? Contrast her present agita-
tion over educational matters with her
apathy in the past. Consider not only
what the State spent in the lump sum,
consider not only the figures quoted but
what is spent by private institutions,
clubs, social organisations, what is spent
in cheap literature, in the distribution of
papers by various organisalions; con-
Sider the propaganda lecture platforms,
night classes galore, free in all the large
cities of Germany ; and particularly note
what is being done, and what scarcely
shows conspicuously in the Treasurer's
figures, in the matter of technical educa-
tion. When we compare pound with
pound and shilling with shilling, con-
trating Germany with WesternAustralia,
the same error is obvious as in the con-
trast between Japan and Western Aus-
tralia. In the foreign countries money
has a greater purchasing power. A man
can live and be in comparative affluence
in Germany upon what a. working
man here would starve, with his
high rents, the enormous prices of meat
and fish, resulting from the operation of
rings and other institutions for beeping
downa the chance of the worker prospering
in this State. The comparison is not
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fair for amoment. The energy put forth
in Germany in the interests of education
is the thing to measure; the number of
pupils actually at work, the results, the
men tnued out capable of being sent to
any part of the world to occupy front
positions in commercial enterprises and in
all kinds of operations requiring technical
skill-these are the things to measure,
instead of comparing pound with pound,
or with its equivalent in German money.
In that respect Germany is showing a
marvellous activity, as a result of which
she is taking the lead amongt the nations
of the world. It is that which has made
Mr. Chamberlain so keenly alive to the
facet that England is sleeping in educa-
tional matters. I in common with you,
Mr. Speaker, had the privilege of listen-
ing to an able educationalist-the ablest,
I imagie, that we have had for some
years past in Western Australia or at
any time-Dr. Hill; and wbat did he
tell us ? That we had to overtake
Germany in matters of education; that
we were a generation behind; that Eng-
land herself was only beginning to wake
up to the need for education. And if we
are behind in the race, what becomes of
the Treasurer's figures ? If we are a
generation or two lagging in the rear, the
figures quoted by the Treasurer are
absolutely valueless. This we know,
that in technical education, in all matters
of industrial enterprise, in producing-
from nature what is of service to man,
and in flooding the markets of the world
with textile products, Germany has
taught England a severe lesson. In
those things upon which Mr. Chamber-
lain's town most prides itself, the pro-
ducts of Birmingham, Germany is a
competitor, and has planted in Birming-
ham rivals to the products of that city.
Though England used to supply the
world with all kinds of ironware, rail-
ways in England are being laid down
with German rails; and all this is due to
that stimulus of intellect, to that arousing
in educational matters from the Emperor
down to the humblest citizen, in a country
where the benefits of education are
recognised and fostered, where to the
work of education nothing is begrudged.
That is the ground of comparison. Is it
not a fact that we need the benefit of
brains in national enterprise, cultivated
brains from the humblest citizen to

the highest? Brains mean success
in the great national rivalries of
the present day; and these rivalries
we cannot ignore. It is as true of
nations as of individuals, it is as true
of States as of races, that thme struggle
for existence necessitates the weaker
going to the wall. And reverting again
to the statement of Mr. Chamberlain
that brains were the best asset of a
nation, his awakening to the fact that we
need education, and at the same time need
to protect ourselves against the competi-
tion of the world, proves the truth of
what I am saying. England, -with all
her Cobden Clubs,'with all the eloquence
of her John Brights, with all the long
series of pamphlets that have been issued,
now feels that she must use her brains to
piroduce a good result, must use her com-
mercial knowledge, her education, in
placing good Rrtiele on the world's
market, else the rival nations about her
will completely destroy her chance of exist-
ence. That is what England's ablest
statesmen are now recognising; and all
.this is intimately connected with educa-
tion. It is the nations that are show-
ing the keenest ability in intellectual
pursuits, paying the greatest attention
to the cultivation of youth, that are
leading the world. The Leader of the
Opposition, in spite of the disparage-
ment of his case by the Treasurer,
made out a splendid case for America.
America led the way at one time, if it
does not now, in free education, in the
recognition of its value for all, in the
recognition of its democrat ion character
from the fact, that the poorest son cannot
be neglected, because it is the concern of
all to have every citizen properly
ed ucated. America started a long way
ahead of England in the establishing of
free schools, in the establishment of
carrying on education from the primuary
to the higher stages without cost to the
individual parent; and what is the result ?
Is it not marvellous to contrast Amnerica
now with what she was only 100 years
ago!1 True, the steps England has made
are marvellous, but what steps have been

i made in America! And is not the very
greatness of Enalaud her keen activity in
British enterprise? And have not these
been increased and augmented by the
example and rivalry of America? Is it
not true that Germany and America, the
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nations that pay most attention to
education, are the keenest, of all the rivals
England has F Need she fear any other;
but must she not fear America and Ger-
mnany, due to the fact that her citizens
are intelligent citizens ? They are no
longer clodhoppers, they are no longer
the ordinary servile individuals who
follow their duties from day to day per-
functorily' froa the cradle to the grave.

HON. F. H. Piussz. And they reach
the grave very soon.

MR. WALKER: Some of them live
to a pretty old age if they are not shot.
They compare very favourably with the
rest of the world.

Hou. F. H. PisassE: Trheir activity
and energ-y are too great.

Mu. WALKER: It may be overdone,
especialy in the commercial world;
especially where they are fretting their
brains over the millions the~y put into
trusts and iniquitous concerns for robbing
men instead of dealing in honest enter-
prises, but I do not think you will
fin,] a more healthy individual in the
world than in America, strong in both
body and mind. What was the purpose
of our Immigration Commissioners, those
who sat on the CommissionP What did
they want to do? They put aside the
English, the Irish, and the Scotch, and
they wanted to bring over Scandinavians.
They recognised the development of those
people ; but this is beside the question
The vigour of the German nation cannot
be disputed. They a-re a strong, healthy,
and powerful race. And the Americans
too-I have been amongst them and know
it-they are strong and vigorous in
both body and mind. These nations are
rivals of Britain. They are surpassing
her, excelling her in products4 and in the
skdill of obtaining markets. All these
things go to show that it is 'he policy of
education. Without disparaging in the
least what has been done for eLI ucationl in
this State!, but appreciating it, let us
remember the blessings of free education
were obtained here after a stuggle. We
did not grow into it, we bad to fight for
it, and when I say "we," those of a few
years ago had to fight for it. It was
granted with fear and trembling by Sir
John Forrest, who had to 'Yield to the
loopular cry. It was a victory. and after
obtaining that victory our people outside

are not likely to go back on it. I know
the Treasurer tells us he has mnagnificent
schemes ahead. It is wonderful he did
not tell us of these schemes ahead three
weeks ago when this matter was before
the House. How came it that alter
criticism from this side of the House,
after criticism in the daily papers, that
only after the reports of meetings held
all over the Staite-, only after public
bodies have expressed an opinion, and the
columns of the Press have been filled
with correspondence, that the Treasurer
enlarges his sceeme, practically going
back on it, modifying it? If we can keep
this going a fortnight, if the people out-
side will speak as they ought to speak
within a fortnight, this side of the House
will have obtained all it wants. We
shall bare all the barriers of free
education taken away. The hypocrisy of
the thing!1 The first plea waLs that educa-
tion was costing too much, that we could
not afford it. That was the position, we
were spending too much money on
education. That was the need for bring-
ing down the proposals, to assist to save
money. Now what do we see ? Does it
not make one suspect that the Govern-
ment is something like the chameleou,
chanlging its colours according to circum-
stances ? Ministers do not care for the
paltry £3,000, they do not begrudge it,
they do not want it, but they wvill use it for
increasing secondary schools, for estab-
lishing new technica schools. Instead of
saving £23,000 or £5,000, they are talking
now as if they intend to spend hundreds of
thousands of pounds. It is a complete
change of front, and makes one suspect
if there is any honesty on the Treasury
bench or not. It makes one feel that
the Government is not sincere. Pull
the ropes a little bit, and see the figure
dance in the most grotesque manner.
Let us look at the future. The plea was
made, an exceedingly plausible one, that
the Government onky wanted to foster
the real brains of the country, that is to
say if a young boy or a young girl can

Ipass a certain standard before 13 or 14
years. of age he or she will be assisted;
we will give them free education up to 16
years just because they have the brins ;
but what did the Treasurer tell us in the
same breath ? I believe the member for
Katanning applauded this, that there arre
a vast number of children in the State
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not worth educating after 1$ or 14 years
of age.

How. F. H. PLEasE : I believe that too,
thoroughly.

Ma. WALKER: The member applauds
it. I grant the member's sincerity. It
is a, common fallacy indeed. Wbat
brains need the most cultivationP Those
keenly sharp by nature, or the children
having a misfortune to be born with dull
brains?9 To whom shall we give the
kindest attention-those on whom nature
has lavished her full fruitious gifts,
or those who need the building up
of the intellect stage by stageP These
are the people the State must take most
care of.

Roto. F. HI. PLEs:. You are on the
wrong track about that. What is the
good of wasting energies on a boy or
girl who it thoroughly unable to grasp
the education given?

Man. WALKER: I give my friend
every credit for his keenness and sharp-
ness and ability when judging of' the
merits of potatoes, butTI question whether
he has made the same elaborate study
into the varying qualities of nerve tissues
and brain substances.

HON. F. H. PIEasE: A, good thing I
have not.

MR. WALKER: The, sweelt, con-
tented look shows the member has not
worried much about these things but the
member entirely shows his want of
acquaintance with the effect of educating
any brain, except p -rhaps the idiot's that
cannot be built up. There have been
special caes that. could be quoted where
absolute idiocy has been brought to
sanity by proper building, proper tuition.

How. F. H. PirassE: We do not doubt
that there are several cases.

Mu. WALKER: What is every school
for, but for the special treatment of
special cases ? It is the fault of our
education that, you rush boys into a
school like you rush meat into a sausage
machine. It goes in at one end and out
at the other. They are rushed, and
those that are downtrodden, let them die.
Those that get out all right get the
benefit. The hon. member would treat a
school as he would treata threshing
machine. You put the material in one
end, and you take it out in bags at the
other. That is Dot what a school ought
to be. It ought to attend to the proper

requisites of alt cases. It is in that
respect that Germans and Americans show
an advantage over us. It is in that respect
that they show special skill, and show
authority in poor derided. Japan. Not in
the culti vation of a few special eases, and
making all boys study. It is one charge I
have against education in this State,
that at the primary schools a few boys
are nursed, those who show a little pre-
cocious intelligence are taken charge of
entirely, and others are put aside. It
happens in almost every school. In the
State schools there are the favourites of
the master. Why ? Because these
bursaries mentioned by the Treasurer,
these scholarships, these awards, are for
the bright boy. What is the aim of
most schoolmasters-tn get the brighter
boys amongst the list of honours for the
school, and the time and energy of the
schoolmaster are given to the bright boys
and others are left to struggle on for
themselves. And in education it is not
alone brains that have to be considered
there are other elements that are con-
cerned in education beyond a boy's
power to understanld and grasp. The
heart feelings, the emotions, all have a
great bearing in education. Treat some
boys with coldness and you wither them

*as you wither a flower with frost; treat
some boys harshly and with neglect,
make them feel they are in the way' , that

*they are not worth noticing, and instead
of their intellect developing and their
brains expanding, they* sink within them-
seves, discouraged. I do not like to
give a vulgar illustration entirely, but I
would like to give one that would appeal

1to the member for Katanning. He has
seen two roosters fight. Before this
fight he has seen both in separate pad-
docks. Both are capable of vigorous
growth, expanding their wings, flapping

ithem and giving forth the music of the
farmyard, After the fight, one has con-
quered. For a long, time after, the defeated
rooster droops his tail, his eye is dull.
If he starts to crow he crows very
feebly, and with no music in its votes.
It does not call even its companions of
the fowlyard; it sneaks into a lone corner
neglected; it droops, and in some cases
actually dies. I do not wish to see all
West Australian boys like the defeated
rooster; but the illustration will show
how defeat, neglect, subjection, and ignor-
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ing will crush a boy, will break his

spirit, will deprive him of the chance
which nature has given him to make
his way. And the boy is no good;
be does not accomplish what was ex-
pec-ted of him; and it is the fault of
the public schools that they do relegate
some boys into the cold shades of abso-
lute ueglect. The boys are not treated
as they ought to be;0 and what is the
resulte They do not advance; they
fail at their examinations; they are put
back time and time again, still wore
discouraged. An hon. mnember says
some boys are not warth. educating.

How. F. H. Prxssz: Does the lion.
member admit tbat there are a certain
number of failures in every sphere of
life ?

MR. WALKER: I have known some
young men pass all their examinations,
who were in the opinion of the school-
master as bright as boys could bit take
a university degree, be thrown on to
the world, and prove not worth a snap
of the fingers. Many bright fellows,
university graduates, come ultimately to
the gutter. Wasters will be found in
all grades of society. There are black
sheep in every flock, especially of the
flock of the hon. member interjectiug.

HON. F. H. PIassEc: A plodding boy
is worth spending money on; but there
are certain boys and girls on whom time
and energy are wasted.

MR. WALKER: That is the point I
wish the hon. member to consider.
Energy spent on education is never
wasted. Granted you are dealing with
a very dull brain, the lowest possible on
the plane of intelligence. If You im-
prove that a little, You have done 'good. If
you raise to a slightly higher level all the
dull boys in the State, you will elevate
the whole State to that level. 1 do not
care bow dull the boy, if you can improve
him a little you will have done something
worthy of accomplishment. Shall we

stop at the bright boys, picking and
chosing none but them ? That is one
reason why I feel so keenil y on the sub-
ject of education, that there is nothing
in the world so democratic. As an
eminent man has said, "The ball of
science is the temple of democracy."
There are only two classes -they- who
teach and] they who learn. And true it
is, every school-house, if properly con-

ducted, is a temple of democracy. In it
there should be no distinctions, not even
an aristocracy of intellect. We should
recognise all as equal. And if the bon.
member or others like he can absorb
more cf the good things of the school
curriculum than can be absorbed by me
or by others, let him be pleased and
thankful to Providence; but let others

Ialso get their share, as large as they can
absorb, and let them too be thankful.
Let us make no distinctions, not even
between the bright boy and the dull boy.
Both conic to school to drink of the foun-
fain, of knowledge. Shall only the boy
who can run well and be there first drink
at that fountain? Shall it be only for
the chosen few? Thle game water that
quenches the thirst of genius quenches
the thirst of a fool; and the same educa-
tion that improves the diamond in its
brightness, polishes also the common
stone or metal. That which the lion.
member can absorb, let it be equally for
all. That is what we need in our school
education; and I say that no Govern-
mnent which professes to be democratic
can make these distinctions between what
it calls the bright boys and the other
boys, can neglect one cksas and improve
another. Why, what is the purpose of
education ? Why is free education justi-
fiable at all ? It is because every citizen
in the State has a direct interest, not
alone in his being educated, but in every
citizen's being educated. What does it
mean? That education is a safeguard
against crime and against all kinds
of misfortunes. Every man with brains
helps the State along. We make laws
in this Assembly. Is it not our duty
to enable every citizen to under-

Istand those laws? Why should we
employ police and build gaolls if our
people are not educated so as to be able
to comprehend what our laws mean ?
The fact that we have laws impLies that
we must prepare for obedience those who
are to obey; must give them the neces-
sary education, and that irrespective of
whether they are poor or rich, bright in
intellect or dull in understanding. That
makes no differeuce. The consideration
should not enter into the question. Our
duty is t4o encourage the dullest intellect.
Help the boy who is bright, and he will
considerably help himself. The dull boy
may need considerable help before he can
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take a, step on his owvn initiative. The
ascent is not from the summit, not from
the beaming light which gilds the peak,
hut from the very base. By lifting up
the lower grades, a nation goes ahead;
and in that respect the nations I have
mentioned show their educational superi-
ority over to the British nation. I will
admit that there has of recent years been
a vast change in England, a change due
entirely to education. But had we gone
to England only a, few years ago, left the
large townsi and travelled only in the
country, what kind of people should we
have found there 'r Men incapable of
talking about anything but the weather,
their immediatiate surroundings, or their
daily occupations; men with no horizon
of thought; men without any concoption
of the world outside their little villages
or their little farming districts. They
were dullards. Go to Germa~ny, and you
mneet no man who cannot discuss with
you political econom 'y, who has not read
the works of the master-spirits of the
age, who is not versed in Schiller, in
Goethe, in all the other great masters of
his tongue; who has not perhaps at his
fingers' ends Karl Marx and all other
great leaders of thought. That is the
difference. The Germans have made the
common man, the 'workaday man, an
intelligent and educated man. And that
is what we want here ; not to pick and
choose; for that is as much favouritism
as is giving the privileges of education to
none but the sons of the rich. And this is
what moves me, because I know the
fact. Is it not true that the sons of poor
people are very often dull in intellect
because they are starved in stomach ?
Is it not after all a return to the old dis-
tinction between the boy brought up on
bread with very little butter, and never a
slice of meat, and the boy who is well
nourished from the first time he is given
suck till-the time he passes his last exa.-
mination ? Think of what the poor lad
has to suffer-a. squalid home, a miserable
bedroom, a wretched table to sit at. No
friends in his home, driven perhaps at
night into the streets for companionship,
neglected by his parents; nothing at all
to warm his nature to aspiration, to lift
him from common levels to spheres of
ambition. Contrast that lad, who may
have to Lyo without boots and shoes, with
the pett~d darling Of a fond parent whose

home abounds in luxury, a boy who wants
for nothing that his stomach can crave,
who wants for scarcely anything that his
eye can desire, who is nursed in warm
rich luxury all through his life. He is
petted at home, patted on the head and
encouraged; and be advances, while the
neglected boy is bieing intellectually
starved. There are some men who would
not waste their energies on that lad. But
give him the same surroundings, give
him warmth, internal strength, give fire
to his blood, and you will perhaps make
that boy better than the nursed darling
brought up amid luxury. We should have
none of these distinctions in this demo-
cratic country; and I wxish to ash, are we
not, by the Treasurer's proposals which
I am about to examine, about to introduce
those distinctions ? Let us see. There
are to be distinctions which should never
exist in a democratic State between the
bright boys and the dull boys. But there
are to be other disti nctions than these -
distinctions between those who start late
and have not had the chance of com-
pleting their education before the age of
14, and boys more fortunately situated.
'There. is a farther (listinction, for if
the former boys go to the Minister, the
State will undertake to defray the
cost of the education up to a certain
age of those who will admit, who
will confess, that they are too poor
to pay the fees. Mark you, we heard
nothing of these destiuctions before. In
the preceding speech of the Minister this
change was a mere matter of economy;
these distinctions were not introduced;i
but they are now being introduced in
deference to public opinion. And I
submit, and shall afterwards be able to
show, that these distinctions are in the
very teeth of the policy which this Gov-
ernment professes and has all along pro-
fessed-an ultra-democratic policy, carry-
ing out the wishes of the people, obedient
to the voice of the people. The pre-
decessors of this Government, told us at
election times that with successful mani-
pulation of the public departments, the
correction of defects, the cessation of
some extravagances, the Government
would be able to do without additional
taxation, would be able to adjust the
finances so that the country would
resound with progress and advancement.
What now P Not only has the Govern-
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meat to revert to legitimate taxation ;
it has to do more. It resorts to a
tax on knowledge; it attempts to pre-
vent the gaining of knowledge. Some
may say it will not do much harm by
that attempt, that other channels of in-
struction will still be open ; and n umerous
castlesa have been built in the air. Why,
we can almost see those wonderful spires
of an architectural structure, a modern
university built by' this Government with
a waive of the waud. We can see here
and there in every suburb secondary
schools arising, all subsidised by the
Government; technical establish~ments
with sounds of hammers, the fy* ing of
sparks-all the result of a word from the
Minister. Yet the truth is that for the
sake of a paltry £3,000 or £5,000 the
Government put the brake on the chariot
of education, and by stopping the vehicle
deprive hundreds of children of their
chance of progress. and intellectual culture
in this world.

At 6-30, the SPEAKER left the Uhair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

Ma. IWAL1KER (continuing) : I was
dealing with the distinctions that have
been made in the Government policyv,
and aill for what ? What is the purpose
of it? Evidently it is no longer the
pupils that are to be considered, but this
scheme is to be conducted in order to
furnish a better class of teachers. The
Treasurer outlined a plan in which the
present method in vogue, that of taking
a child of 14 years and teach ing it from
youth, is to be swept aside. We are to
have secondary Schools for the benefit of
these teachers. They are not to comn-
mence learning their secondary education
until over the age of 16 years. They are
not to be entrusted with the teaching of
minds until over that age. Without
discuss-ing whether that scheme is good
or bad at present, I ask the Government
if the only way it can devise to carry
out that scheme is to put a tax on educa-
tion, more particularly when-and it
shows a lack of consistency in the argu-
inents of the Treasurer-it is argued
that Snch a scheme would he a saving of
money ? By this means the department
will .be spared unnecessary expense-
There can be a, focussing of teaching
capacity and teaching energy. The dis-

tribution not being so wide, and the
focussing- taking place, expense will grow
less. It all shows that if the scheme
be a gocd one, it can be carried out
without resorting to the taxation 1 have
indicated. Supposing it be granted that
it is necessary to have other kinds of
schools besides our primary, a matter
with which I agree-that we should have
our technical and also our secondary
schools-is it sufficient to guarantee the
possibility of carrying out these institu-
tions that we raise the sn in of £2,000 f rom
actual col~ections from the public school
Scholars? There is no consistency in the
argument that to do it we inust violate a,
principle, go back u pon I lie victory that
has been obtained by the people, and
abolish free education. Is it the only
alternative to either charge a few paltry
shillings per week to the pupils who
attend these classes, or do without free
education? Is that the alternative the
Government present to us? Is it not
absurd! If there have to be these
schools of which the Treasurer has
spoken, a. question of a tax of a few
shillings per week from a few pupils will
not commence to lay the foundations of
the scheme, let alone carry it to com-
pletion. It seems to me therefore that
this other alternative of the additional
schools is only dust thrown in our eves
to enable us to vote for this violation of
what I submit is a national principle.
Look at the humiliation it will bring on
the State, and farther look at the incon-
sistency of the arguments of the Trea-
surer. He practically says that the
person who can afford to keep a. child at
school till 13 or 14 years of age can afford
to pay the additional tax. Quite so;
but why not be consistent? The person
who can keep his child at school till 13
or 14 and onwards can afford to pay
from the beginning. The people posses-
sing these riches, who keel) their children
at school only as a means of demonstrat-
ing their wealth, so to Speak, can pay
from the beginning; and -what is the
principle, coming down to bed-rock ?

IDoes it not come to this, that the man
who can afford to pay for his children
should be made to pay for their educa-
ionfrom the beginning? Is that not the

logical pLositione IS that not What
the Treasurer wants to drive homne ton
us, that the man who can keep his
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child at school after 14 is a man
of means, that a man who has the
means to pay for his child after 14 has
the means to pay for the cbild before 14;
and therefore, to be logical, lie ought to
be made to pay from the beginning?
That is what it all means. To be con-
sistent we should charge right from the
beginning. In other words we should
inquire into the banking accounts or into
other sources of revenue and means of
existence of the parents to) find out what
they can afford, and if they can afford to
pay- for their children's education, they
should pay for it from the earliest stages
upwards. That is what the argument of
the Government amounts to; otherwise
there is no argument in it whatever; it
has no consistency. Then we go backr to
the old system, we throw away entirely
our free education system, and our
national schools have no name once that
state of affairs is introduced. There is
no consistency in introducing it j ust. at the
time the child is 14, any more than there
is when. the childI is 13. If we are con-
sistet we must start at the beginning
and have schools where we charge right
from the first day of the child's scholar-
ship to the last; and then all the fight
and struggle there has been for that
great natioal privilege is rendered null.
But does it not entail a sort of inquisi-
tion, when the step I mention occursP
It is admitted that it would be iniquisi-
tonial to inquire if a parent can afford to
pay for the child's education from the
time the child first goes to school; but is
not the present system inquisitorial, that
the man who has not the means to pay
for his child's education can make a
statement to that effect and the tax will
be foregoneF Is not that inquisitorial,
or rather 4loes it not do worse than an
inquisitorial process would do ? Does not
it make the fathier and mother confess
their poverty? It may not be, to the
Minister's mind, humiliating for the
father to go to the inspector or other
offcer in the department and say that he
cannot afford to pay his child's fees week
by week, that he has three children to
educate fronm 13 to 15, and he cannot afford
to do it, and that he begs the officer to
let his children go free. Who would like
to do it? I n a democratic State, where
every citizen stands on an equality, the
poorest being on an equality so far as

citizenship is concerned with the highest
in the land, it is not as charity the sons
of the poor claim education, hut as their
right; and that tight is being denied to
them. Way, to fix the limit and say the
child shall stop the day it reaches 14 is
to say," We have bhithL~rto educated your
children on sufferance and. by charity,
we have just gone far enough and cannot
go any farther, and if you want to go
any farther you must pay for it." That
is the attitude of the State. That is the
distinction between democracy and the
attitude of the Government, Democracy
says that we cannot make these dis-
tinct ions. Education belongs to the
citizens by right, not by charity, and we
all pay for it; every' citizen in the
State, whether he be a parent or not, is
compelled to contribute to this tax from
which tme education vote is derived. I
have heard the argument, "1Why should
the bachelor he compelled to pay for the
education of the children of the married:?"
I ha-ve often heard that argument. Why
should he ? Because the bachelor has atn
object in seeing that children do not
grow up with all the tendencies to crime
that ignorance implies. He is in-
terested in promoting the intelligence of
the tbildren of the State. We all pay
for education, and on that ground it is
right that citiziens should claim it as a
right that does not cease when the child
reaches the age of 14. Then again,
another distinction has been made,
that in the case of some children
starting late at school they should
ho allowed a, little longer in the sichool;
but where, again, is the consistency
of thisP Some children can learn in a
year, as son inembers have pointed out,
what it will take others three or four
years to learn. It has been demonstrated.
by experience among teachers that
children sent to school young may
possibly have their intellects damaaged by
a too great strain being put upon them
at the beginning, so that they do not
make the same progress that a child
starting at school at seven or eight years
would. The child of seven or eight will
overtake the child who has been at school
since the age of four or five years, and
surpass it. Very often that in the case
because the strain on the too early
development of the child is too great to
permit of farther rapid expansion. Are
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we not to make allowance for that ? Is
the State to make this hard and fast
rule? What will it wean? That if
these regulations are adapted, the great
curse of our modern school days will be
intensified cramming. We do not edu-
cate our children nowadatys. We try
to din and hammer it into them. We
test their memories only. The children
have to hold] parrot-like the phrase
taught them by the teachers. They are
whipped up into the universities through
the exanmination stages, get there,
and it does not matter what
becomes of their minds afterwards.
That is the position now in our schools,
a system of terror, hammering it into
the mind without the drawing out;
not the training of the mind. It is a
swallowing of information without any
digestion; it is cramming. as it were,
the stomach of the brain without allow-
ing what is taken in to be absorbed
and become a part of the being. This
will intensify it. We have to keep a
child there up to the time he is 14;
weakness, sickness, compulsory holidays,
absence from school of any kind, the
need of rest for the mind, none of these
things must be taken into consideration.
There is the rapid rush of memnorising,
mere memorising, not learning, not un-
derstanding, not absorbing, not compre-
hending, but the mere muemorising until
they are 14 years of age. Theu if they
happen to get through one of the tests, a
purely arbitrary test, not a real test of
(he capacity, ability, or real attainments
of the child, there are bursaries, there
are rewards; they can go ahead. There
are minds that will not stand this cram-
ining, will not stand this pounding into
them. You must take these gradually,
lead them slowly, step by step. They
are slower in learning, but they retain it
longer when they have once taken it into
iheir minds, and their minds and their
faculties develop simultaneously, and not
one-sidedly and lopsidedly, but there is a
wholesome development, which should be
the feature of education. We must be
very catreful. We can make education a
curse. We can ruin the wind instead of
building it up. We can make intellects
which are never any good to anybody, by
over-cramming, by overstraining. 'The
object of school is to educate, to bring
out the faculties, to strengthen the mind

as well as to inform it, to build it
up as well as to give it sustenance,
tW give it light as well as information.
That is the object of education. But the
method we are adopting makes it like a
mechanical process; so many days at
school, so many lessons learned, so many
hours' attendance, and the thing is done.
Whatt is the real effect, then, of this G3ov.
erment's position; that it makes these
distinctions between the rich anti the
poor, absolutely makes them, and it
makes another distinction wvhich is cruel,
the distinction between 'the bright boy
and the dull boy; and it still makes an-
other distinction, between the child that
is taken early to school and the child
whose parents kept it away fron, school
till its faculties are somewhat matured.
The Treasurer said the object was to put
education upon a sound foundation.
What he advocates has no foundation.
It turns on all sides. It is "Pay your
money and take your choice." There is
no systemin the plan the hon. member
has proposed. I will go farther and
say that the scheme we have heard to-
night is no evolution of Cabinet; it is
not the product of the mature wisdom
of Ministers, but the result of public
meetings held in this State. It is to
meet criticisms that we have the comn-
p lete backdown, or almost complete back-
down, from the statements we had in

this House only a few weeks ago, only a
week ago. [MR. BATE: A fortnight.]
A complete backdown from the position
they had taken up; a change that must
astonish everybody. Are we sure if we vote
even for the altered programme that we
have to-night, of the promised things that
are to come, the new Jerusalem of educa-
tion-Are we sure they will carry them
out ? I know that it is not right to
impute wrongful motives; but without
imputing any motives, at all, is it not
miraculous hiow some people can change
with the times? What should we have
heard of this to-night had it not
been for the opposition on this side
and for the little roll of rumbling
that appeared in the West Australian
this morning ? Should we have seen this
alteration, this twist in the kaleidoscope ?
I despise a change that comes to me
apparently in obedience to opposition. I
like the courage of a person who, having
said a thing and feeling it is right,
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sticks to it. or falls in consequence of his;
convictions. That is the kind of policy
I have seen in Governments hitherto
men who, having resolved upon a, course,
stood by that course, or took the conse-
quences. But I cannot for the life of
me understand a form of Government
that shifts and changes its sails with
every change of the wind, that one
moment is firm and the next is elastic as
a concertina drawn out to its full lenDgthi,
just as one starts to criticise. I can not
understand this kind of policy:. it is
neither fish, flesh, nor fowl; but they

Prraectically say, 11Any bill of fare you
ikin order that we mar carry out in

some measure or other our scheme."
Give us consistency. Be strong in what
you undertake. What do we findP How
comes it on a Tuesday night that I have
the pleasure of seeing these benches so
full? How comes it that members not
generally accustomed to be here on a
Tuesday night are in their placesO What
whisper has gone round to members and
brought these aids to the G-overnmnt
triumphant to their seatsP Is it not
that there is a sense of tremor, that fear
has seized the Government, and the
Whips have been at work to brin.z menm-
hers to vote? To vote for what F To
-vote against the education of the people.
That is what it means. These supporters
of the Government may help, under the
modified form, the altered promises that
we have had expressed to-night, to carry
that regulation. But they need not
think that either the policies of the
future or the policies in the clouds, or
the altered condition of the regulation,
the modification to suit all purposes, will
satisfy the people of this country. There
is too much at stake. It may be trite
that the people of this State, the young
people particularly, the rising generation
born here, scarcely know the value of
that blessing that has been won by many
a bitter fight. Their education has come
to them like the air of heaven or the
sunshine above them, without an effort
of their own. It is a blessing they aire
in no wise responsible for. They on that
account but lightly appreciate it: Rot if
they, as 1. belie-ve the youths, and thu
young people of Western Australia do,
possess powers of imagination which
enable them to compare the past and
present, even. skipping from countries

1they know to exist to those that have
been, they know that huimanity owes to

Inothing, 'else so mouch debt, 'so much
repc, and so mnuch good, as to know-

ledge. It would he ill-becoming in a
place like this to attempt to elaborate at
all the benefits of knowledge, or to sweep
over the tracks of history; but I vannot
hielp in my mind's eye noticing for a
mnoment the difference between knowledge
and its absence. When that little ceintre
of the world, the poroud State of Route,
with its eloquence, with all its glory, ruled
the then known universe, when Athens
was the mistress of the world, and when
the city of Alexandria with its museums,
its teachers, and philosophers, rose to
those illustrious heights, was not the

Iworld great ? Do we not look back over
chasms of gloomn and of ignorance to
those days ? In our schools, in our
primary schools, do we not still kneel at
the footstool of those great teachers,
those bright men of the ages and glory of
Greece and Rome and EgyptP When-
did. darkness, when did the tortures of
the stake and of fire, and all kinds of'
gloom and melanchol *y prevail in the
world? When was it that science took
the place of superstitious learning by the
magician, and mercifully relegated to the
past sacerdotal prejudice and ignorance.?
When tvas it that the dark world. came
out from the bosom of darkness of every
kind? It was -when education began to
gleam again. When did England rise
from lethargy ?When we revived the
Greek language at our universities, when
once mnore we looked hack upon the
glorious knowledge of the past, to the
days that were gone. Afterwards science
came, and light, everything that brought
the stairs into the grpof mnan, and the
lightning flash to the rv ice of h umanity,
and took the tides and made them do the
labour of mortals, and even the silent
sunbeam s were harnessed to the servi oeof
men, the very light I see to-night being
nothing but unloosed sunbeams9 that
shone there glorious in the past. Science
gave us this, it was knowledge gave us
this; knowledge that we crave should be
free because it is; necessary for the
nation's prosperity. Cicero said, Coodlo,
erqo in, -- I think, therefore I am."
TIhat is as true of nations as of men :it
is by a nation's thought it advances.
'Rob nations of intelligence and go
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back to the darkness once more. This
Government is the emissary of darkness.
It will check education and make distinc-
tions between citizens, and strike at the
very root of the sacred principle of
democracy.

Tn& MINISTER FOR WORKS
(Hon. .1. Price): I should not to-night.
even if I were able, follow the member
for Kanowna. (Mr, Walker) in the flights
of eloquence which he has exhibited to
the House. my endeavour will be to
bring down this argument to a common-
sense and logical basis.

MR. TAYLOR:- Then you had better
stop flow.

Tna MINISTER FOR WORKS:
That is a matter of opinion; but I
venture to sa 'y at the outset of my
remarks that we on the Government side
have listened to miost extraordinary state-
ments from members opposite, and have
listened to them in silence. We have
given the Opposition an opportunity of
expressing their opinions; and I trust
that members will not be unfair with me,
but will allow me to proceed without
needless interruption. That is, all I ask,
and that is what I think I am entitled
to demand from honourable opponents.
I wish first to say that, unlike members
opposite, we give our opponents and
friends on the other side of the House
credit for as much sincerity as we claim
to exercise in matters educational. But
we d0 claim - many of us on this
side claim--that in our past careers we
have exhibited an equal desire and an
equal honesty to that exhibited by mem-
bers opposite, to have the best ednca-
tional facilities provided for the youth of
this State. There is a central idea in the
proposals of the Treasurer- [MnR. JON-
soN: Of the Government]-or of the
Government. We hold ourselves respon-
sible for the Treasurer's scheme, and it is
indorsed by us. The crux of his idea is
that our educational house shoul be put
in order, and that the money which we
have to spend on education should be
spent in the best and mrost. economical
manner. That is to say, for the amount
we have to vxpend it should he our
endleavour to arrange our educational
system so that we may get for every
pound a full equivalent in knowledge
imparted to scholars. 1 venture to think I

that the curriculum in some of our
schools does not lend its~elf to this end.
We know that in sonic schools we have
not only a system of primary educa-
tion, but a system of higher elementary
education; and experience throughou~t
the world shows that to graft the one
iiethod on the other in the same school is
wasteful. To many of its the ideasi ex-
pressed to-night by the Treasurer are not
new. We ha-ve watched the progress. of
education in other States; and it has
been oar desire to lay the foundations of
a system. which in time-when possibly
our places have been taken by others,
when the population of the State has in-
creased, when our cities have become
great - shall be so elaborated that it ma~y
be in somne respects equal to the systems in
countries with which we are all familiar,
and where educational methods are
recognised as the best known. The
member for Kanowna has referred to the
educational system of Germany, telling
us that Germany's rise in the commercial
world is largely due to education facilities.
Buit I think that the hon. member, when
speaking on fiscal matters, has ascribed
the pre-eminence of Germany to a different
cause. I do not say thatthe hon. mem-
ber is wrong to-night. I believe that we
ought in many respects to take for our
model the educational system of Ger-
mnany ; but I venture to say ihat if you
were to go through the public schools of
Germany you would havo to seek far and
wide before you could find one school
in which both a, primary education and a
higher elementary education were given as
the James Street School. The Treasurer
began at the root of the matter. We
must recognise that in this State one of
our greatest necessities is a good elemen-
tary systemi for educat ing as many children
as we can reach. Not long ago I was at
Southern Cross, and 'on. the railway
stat-ion, at 8 o'clock in the evening, were
some half-dozen children who had left
their homes at about 10 o'clock in the
morning, and who would be unable to
get back until long after 8, because within
a shorter distance of their homes no
educational facilities were provided.
Opposition members have often made a
point that before we spend money on
technical education, or on secondary
education of any kind, it should be the
duty of the Government to provide
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primary educational facilities for all
children in the State. Now I1 venture
to say that if the funds raised by
the Government and devoted to educa-
tional purposes are spent as they are
spent at the James. Street school, it
will be extremely difficult, without de-
voting to education 16, considerably larger
portion of our revenue than is now avail-
able, to carry out that idea. We find that
while in some parts of this country chil-
dren are running about without any school
which they can attend, at the James
Street school men with incomes of five
hundred and upwards a yearr are hav-
ing their children educated at the expense
of the State. I amn certain, from many
conversations I have bad with the Trea-
surer, that his original intention, the root
idea he had in framing these regulations,
was that economyn should be effected not
merely with a view to reducing the, ex-
penditure of the State, but so that the
revenue saved in one direction mighit be
devoted to the education of children
who need it more sorely than those
favoured few who live near this particular
centre. I and other members know well
that there are children at the James
Street school, being educated. at the ex-
pense of the State, whose parents can well
afford to shoulder the burden of educat-
ing them privately. And I say that
while we are uunable to extend our educa-
tional system to centres where parents
are not so fortunately' situated, where
children are growing up without any
education, we have no right, at tbe ex- I
pense of the State, to educate the children
of well-to-do people whose homes are
surrounded with educational facilities,
but who, for some'reason or other which
I do not care to mention, have their c;hil-
dren educated at the public espense and to
the detriment of the poorer children. That
is what members sitting opposite will have
to explain to goldfields constituents-i
why those members object to the Gov-
ernment in preventing the abuse of the
system at schools like the James. Street
establishment, in order to give better
educational facilities to children in out-
back districts. There is absolutellY noI
getting away from that position
and say what members will, those
were the motives guiding the Treasurer
when he framed the new regulations.
One would think from remarks of

members opposite that all opportunities
for educeationial advancement were denied
by the Treasurer to children over four-
teen 'years of age. The member for
Kanownia said it was the dullest child
who most needed educational attention.
If we could also afford. to give a, good
seconda ry educion01 to eve ry ch6ild ina this
State, no one would welcome it more
than I; and I believe this is the ideal
towards which we should endeavour to
work. But we arc faced with the fact
that our resources are limited ; and in
the circumstances, I think that we are,
perfectly justified in so arranging our
educational system that in what the
Treasurer terms centrat schools the
brightest of the children attending
pri mary schools may receive a higher edu-
cation free of cost. I agree with the mem-
her for Kanowna that if we could afford
to give to every child in the State a
primary education, a secondary or higher
elementary education, and a university
education, it would be in the best
interests of the country. 'But unfor-
tunately we have to take things as we
find them. It is impossible to legislate
in advance of public opinion; and we
are already devoting as much of our
revenue to educational purposes as the
great body of the people will approve.

Mn. SCADDAX: That accounts for your
dimh-down -public opinion.

Tiff MINISTER FOR WORKS. It
,does not account for any climb-down at
all. That is a particularly ungenerous
way of putting it. The regulation will
still stand.

Mn. TAYLOR: The Treasurer promised
the House to alter it.

THE M1INISTER FOR WORKS: The
regulations, in their main features, still
stand ; but in view of the present position
the Treasurer has perhaps somewhat pre-
maturely taken the House into his con-
fidence, and has shown exactly what are
the ideas of the Governnient on this
question. In my previous remuarks I have
referred to the educational system of
Germany. Nothing that che member for
Kanowna has said of that system do I
dispute; but I look on the proposals
of the Treasurer as the foundation
of a somewhat similar svstatn in this
country, as a basis fromn which we can
work up towards a system like that of
Germany. Let me instance the menuu-
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facturer of aniline dyes. We know that
the Germans have taken from Gireat
Britain the hulk of that tradle, simply
because in their technical schipols in
the higher centres of education they
have applied science to trades and mau-
factures, and hare so taught their
artizatus that scientific processes have
been perfected, thus taking from Great
Britain a very' valuable export tradie.
Bat we know well that, in this State for
a long time to conie there are not likely
to he opportunities for thle e-stablishmient.
of mianufactures similar to those of the
old country, though we know it is quite
possible, in two at least of our primary
industries, to apply science in such a
m-aunr that these industries may be verv
much improved. I refer to in ining andl
agricutuire, in which a vast field is
open for the application ot stiencific
methods. And it is with the inten-
tion of founding a system which can
be elaborated into something like the
German system that the proposals of
the Trea-surer have been framed. He
believes this can be done by econowis-
ing, in certain directions; and p)roviding
for central schools, which are the coin-
wencenient of such a system. I do
not think it anl unreasonable proposition ;
it is one that the [louse should regard
with a good deal of confidence. Anyone
who tackles this question, which is thorny,
deserves the s *ympathy of the House.

ME., WALKERt: He must be kept froml
going thle Wrong road.

THs MINISTlERI FOR WORKS:
From conversations on this topic with the
Treasurer, and I ha-re had a good many
during the last few weeks, I think some
of the suggestions as to want of interest
in this subject are entirely uncalled for.
From my observations I have concluded
that the Treasurer is particularly in-
terested in this question.

Mn. BOLTON: -He has'heen during the
last week.

THE MINISTER FOR WORKS: And
before last week. He desires to see the
educ itional system oif the State put on a
proper basis. I do not desire to detain
the House much longer, but I want to
point out that owing to the enormous
area, we have to deal with and the smuall-
ness of the population occupying that
area the problem becomes a difficult one.
It is all very well in large centres to

arrange primary schools, higher schools,r
and technical schools; this can be done;
but where we have small communities
scattered over al country of vast area, also
entitled to consideration, thle problem
becomes complicated. It is in dealing
with the question in accordance with the

Ipresent conditions of the State, and the
present population with which we have to
deal, and recognising the area over which
that population is distributed, we can
hope to lay the foundations of at system

IWhich will le a benefit to the community
in future. I hop~e mers on the Opposi-
tion side will recognise that there are men
on this side just as much interested in this
problem as they are, and on no account
would we see the amount to be expended

Ion the education of our children
diminished. But we desire that the
money we have to spend should be spent
to the best advantage. I think that if
members will help the Treasurer to
carry out his present proposals, this end
will be attained.

Nia. J, C. G. FOULKES (Claremont):
The member for Fremantle asks the
House to assist the MT1inister for Educa-
tion in dealing with this complex ques-
tion of education. I can 'respond to that
appeal, and I hope all members on this
side of the House will respond to it,
because this should not be a party ques-
tion, and I regret for that reason the
motion has been moved by the teader of
the Opposition, because to a certain
extent I hat is apt to affect the question.
If this is likely to be considered as a
party question, then I say it should not
be. The Leader of the Opposition seemed
to nw in a great hurry to table the
motion, and perhaps if wore time had
been given to the matter it would have
been found that other members would
have brought the subject forward.
Perhaps that would have been better,
and would have freed the matter from
party feeling. The fact that the member
who has moved the motion is Leader of the
Opposition can be brought forward, and
so far as he is concerned it must necesarily
be looke-d on a~s a party question.
[Klfmnsn: He was Minister for Educa-
tion.) I do not regard his experience as
Minister for Education as a very im-
portant one, because he only held office
for a short time, This question of
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education has been discussed iii European
countries more than any other subject.
If we look at t he present. state of nations,
we find certain countries in Europe
giving more attention to education than
other nations. Take the ease of Germany.
That country has been quoted to-day as
paying more attention to education than
any other country, and that no other
country relatively has made greater
progress than Germany has during the
last few years. There are other countries
that have paid very little attention
to education. Take the countries of Spain
and Russia; no countries in Europe have
paid so little attention to education
as those two countries. I believe this.
f ront statistics that have been given, that
there are a, greater number of illiterates
in Spain and Russia than in any other
European country. No two countries
have receded mo~re from the positions
they occupied previously in Europe than
Spain and Russia. That is a warning to
us, that there is one question which we
people in Australia cannot neglect, and
that is the education of the people of
the country. I mention these facts
because the Minister for Education has
called the attention of the House to the
fact that we have spent a large amount
of money in educating our children. He
has quoted the various amounts spent in
other countries and the amount spent 'by
ourselves. But these figures to my mind
are not at anl important, because it is imi-
possible to judge of what a country does
spend on education unless we know truly
the conditions prevailing in that country.
To me it is a, miatter of no importance
whether Fiji, Japan, or Peru spends 2s. or
3s. per head or 10s. per head, because the
question has to he considered what is the
relative value of money in those coun-
tries. A member asks me what it costs
us. It cost us a larger sum than it costs
Japan or Victoria;i and the reason for
that is this, that it is more expensive to
live iin this country than in Victoria. or
Japan, and until we get cheaper living in
this country it must necessarily follow
the cost of our administrative services
must be higher than they are in other
countries. The cost of education, to 'my
mind, is immaterial. We admit we must
provide the children of this country with
primary education. It is as necessary to
supply them with education as it is to

sup ply them with rood, if we are to hold
our position as we hope to do. If
We want to maintaini our position
and mnake the same relative progress
thatt other nations are doing we must
at, all cost eduate our children. With
regard to primatry educattion I think
it can lie tru1ly m1aintbtilled that we
have honestly done our best in this
country during the last five yeai's.
EnormouLs SUMS tof m1oney have been
spent in providing schools even in tbe
most distant places, and every Admini-
stration since responsible government
has recognised thc necessity for attend-
ing to the education of our children. In
the primary schools, primary subjects are
taught, but I take it fromt the proposals
of the Minister for Education that if
there are any children in the primaory
schools above the age of 14 years they
will have to pay fees to remain. in those
schools. This is a proposal T. regret the
Minister should think it necessary to)
bring forward. I regret that it should
he necessary to charge for children being
taught primary education, because to my
mind it is immnaterial whether a scholar
is of the age of 15 years, 16 years, 17
years, or 18 years; if that scholar has not
obtained primary education; it is neces-
sary we should afford himn facilities to
obtain it. Arid it is hardly likely that
any scholar over th ie age of 15 years will
require primary education, hut if there
are a few suich scholars I am certain they
must be very small in number and the
question hardly comes into consideration.
To my mind it is a wrong principle to
charge- fees for primary education for
children above the age of 14 years.
There are some cases in which parents
have found it "necessary to keep their
children A School above the age of 14
years in order that they may get to the
highest standard. These poarents in keep-
ing their ehildroin at school above that
age are making a considerable sacrifice,
because these children to a certain extent
could contribute some amount towards
paying the expenses of living. And as
there are parents who are willing to
make the sacrifice and keep their
children at school, I think every en-
couragement. should be given to them
to send their children to primary schools.
There are many parents, I am s-atisfied,
who, although primuary education is given
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to their clildren, have to make a
sacrifice for this to be done. I have dis-
cussed s(1 far the ques4tion of primary
education. In regard to secondary
education there is one aspect of which
the Minister for W~orkcs spoke, and that
is in regard to taking the children of
well-to-do parents in the public schools;
and thle Minister for Education seemed
to regadrd that as an offence, almos8t.
Bioth the -Minister for Education and the
Minister for Works appeared to regret
that parents in the country who are
sufficiently well off to pay for their
children being, educated at secondary
schools should send their children to
Statte schools. That is a curious aspect
of the case, for while they deplore thatI
childrena of well-to-do parents sbould
obtain education free of cost in primary
schools, they do not seem to remiember
that the Stte already pays a large
amount of money in educating the
children of well-to-do parents at second-
ary schools. This State, for years past
has paid the sum of £1,000 a, year in
maintaining the High School in Perth,
and the vast majority of the children
attending the High School in Perth are
the children of well-to-do parents. But
there seems to be no desire, I am glad to
say, on the part of the Minister for
Education to reduce that amount. The
Government does not seem to think that
the system should be changed. It
seems to think the children of well-to-do
parent-; should not go to primary schools;
yet there is no regret that £1,000 a year
should be contributed by the State to one
secondary school. The State for some
time past has awarded several scholar-
ships for the benefit of children of well-
to-do parents. I believe we have two
scholarships (I am open to correction on
this point) costing the State £160 a, year,
provided for sending youths of this
country, to the universities of Cambridge
and Oxford. That sum is provided to
give university education to the children
of well-to-do parents. If the Minister
for Education wishes to refrain from
giving fac~ilitiesj for primary education to
the children of well-to-do parents in
primary schools, he should adopt the
sme systmoneyth regard to giving
grants ofmnyto secondary schools.
The M inister has recognised the necessity
for providing secondary education ; andt

this evening, for the first time, he has
made variouis vague statements and pro-
inises with regard to secondaryv education.
Re has pointed out-and I think he is
qunite right, and that he is inspired on
this lint by Mr. Audrews. the Chief
Inspector of Schools-that there is a
great difficulty in supplying secondary
education in our primary schools, owin'g
to the small staffs of teat-hera in some
s.chools of that class. There are other
difficulties, too. Some schools ha-ve a
very, small percentage of pupils who wish
to obtain secondary education. But one
curio-us fact impressed me. Though the
Treasurer pointed out at great length
the difficulty of giving secondary educa-
tin, the remedies he proposed were not
at all satisfactory. ife proposed to
charge fees to children over the age
of fourteen years who seek for secon-
dary education in primav schools. I
am sure the remedy for eisting difficul-
ties is not to make charges for primary
education; and a. charge of one shilling
or two shillings a week will not meet the
difficulties. It is said that the teaching
staffs are much hampered by having to
provide secondary education. That may
he; but as the teachers will not receive
the fees of one shilling or two shillings,
which might be some recompense tothem
for the extra trouble involved, they will
still be hampered as before. The only
department assisted by the fees will be
the Treasury, which will receive an addi-
tional revenue of soine £2,000 a year
therefrom. I believe that a petition hias
been sent to the Governor asking that
the regulations be rescinded. The regu-
lations were framed by the Treasurer
about a week before Wednesday last,
when this motion was moved; and when
the Leader of the Opposition made his
introductory speech the Treasurer was in
his seat. This evening the Treasurer seems

*to be full of the best intentions. Hle makes
vague promises and vague statements. He
said. "1We hope to establish secondary
education; we hope to do this and that."
But it is strange that not until -to-night

Idid he make any announcement of what
he proposed to do. When the new
regulations were first framed, not a
whisper of his intentions was heard any-
where. No announcement was made in
the Press, though I notice that when any
Minister proposes to adopt a scheme
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likely to benefit the public -and this is
true of any Administratiou we have had
during the last few years-he never
hesitates to wake at Press announcement
of his intention, particularly if likely
to streingthen the Ministry or wvin
public favour, It seems curious that no
announcement of any kind hats so far
been mnade as to) the establishment of
secondary education. Even this evening9
I amn not satisfied that wve are to have
secondary education. I listened most
carefully to the Minister; and when his
speech is analysed it wilt be found to
contain only vague statements of what
the department hopes to do. The Min-
ister for Education is Treasurer also' He
did not say in his speech that he would
do so-and-so, but simpl. that he hoped
to establish this and hoped to do that.
The remarks of the Inspector General of
Schools were quoted at some length by
the Minister. I believe the Inspector
General is sincerely anxious to provide aL
system of secondary education ; but the
Minister has not yet sanctioned the pro-
posals of the chief offcer of his depart-
ment, and all 'we have hia so far are
vague generalities. 'Unless the whole
proposals are put before us I do not
think it fair to ask the Houise to agree to
a change in our system of education. As
a step towards secondary education we
are asked to make parents pay certain
fees for children above the age of 14
remaining at school. Where I think the
Minister has erred is in making those
regulations before preparing and publish-
ing his scheme for secondary education;
and I think his best course is to with-
draw the regulations until the whole
scheme -41 secondary education has
been considered by the House. it
has been announced that the Budget will
he brought in within a week or a fort-
night; and when we have the Estimates
we can see what sums the Government
propose to grant for seeondaryv education.
To my mind there is; no ne~ed for the
sudden desire to 4make charges for
children over fourteen years. If the
charges are thnught necessatry, it will be
time to make them when the secondary
education scheme has been introduced,
so that the House may form an opinion
as to whether they are necessary. I do
not think them at all necessary. This
should not be considered a party question.

We all recognise Lhe need for economy;
and doubtless the Minister thought this
a good mnethod of effecting a sinall.
retrenchment. .1 Inok on his scheme
as one of the chief evidences of
Ministers' desire for retrenchment; and
we cannot shut our eyes to the need for
greater economy in State adniinistration.
The s iu aU am ouant we can save is on ly two
or three thousand pounds a year. I
believe there are other ways in which we
can afford. more adlvantageously to
retrenchl than in many cases mnakinig
people who cannot atfford these fees pay
for the primary eduication of the children

1they send to) our Stat,! schools.

Tic PREMIER (Hon. N. J. Mloore):
The speech mnade to-day by the Treasurer
as the Minister for Education was worthyv
of the occasion, and contained matter
which must commend itself to the sense
of the h1ouse. The discuission has no0
doubt brought forward some very' ex-
cellent spechles, and the i'loquvnt effort
of the member for Kunowna is at liberal
education in itself.

MR. A. J. WILSON: I hope you wvill
not charge a shilling echb for it.

THE PREMIER: I do not think any
member of this House is against free
compulsory elementary education; but
the rock'on which some of us split is as
to how far the State is entitled to con-
tribute towards the cost of advancedIeducation. Pfrsonally, I have ever been
in favour of giving ever 'y opportunity to
the child of the poorest man in the State
to qualify for the highest positions in the

IState, whether it be in commercial, pro-
Ifessional, or scientific circles; but at the
same time it is necessary, it seemis to me,
that time child should have some special

1aptitude for the subjects in the curriculum
which he studies.

MR. DAGLIsH;- And should pay Is. as
well.

TiR PREMIER: The shilling does
1not crop up to a very large extent,
because what do we find at the presenit

1time?

pMR. Hoass;- Why bother about it if
it does not crop up?~

THE .PREMIER:- We find at the present
timne that the continuation classes held
in the different country towns do not
debar in any way children and others
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from attending these classes during the
evening sessions, but there is no object
in cramming a boy with some subject
which will be aibsolutely of no benefit
to him in after life.

Ma. HORAN : What has that got to dto
with the caseI

TNE PREMIERl: The mnethod that
commends itself to me is the one which
was outlined by the Minister for Educa-
tion. He stated that those who have
reached thle highest standard in the
primary schools should be enabled to
qualify for such additional educational
training as would best equip them for
the calling for which they are best adapted.
I contend there is no object in craminig
a boy with Latin and N reek when hie
shows aptitude for niathematics; because
where lie may be a ghiastly failure as a
lawyer lie may be a decided success as
an engincer. It seemis to me that we
should give the children the opportunity
of developing the talent which, if diverted
to proper channels, would be at once more
congenial to the individual and at the caie
timte Very valuable to tile State. The
educational facilities given in Western,
Australia compare very well with those
given in any other part of the World,
and they are a distinct advance onl what
we had in years gone by. I went to a
U-overnmientschool myself, but at that timte
thle highest standard we could reach was
something which would be approximate
to the fifth standard at the present time.
At that period of the history of the colony
it was absolutely necessary, if a boy wanted
to get beyond decimal fractions, to go
outside the State. We know that at the
present time the education which a boy
may receive at the Government school
compares very favourably indeed with
the education he would receive in many
of the secondary schools. The object
which the Treasurer had in view in pro-
posing the regulations which have re-
cently been introduced was to stop what
were considered the abuses existing, where-
by persons perfectly able to pay for the
tuition of their children took advantage
of the State educational facilities, the
result being that money that might be
devoted to extending eduvational facilities
in far-back portions of the State is to a

1 certain extent diverted, and these out-
lying districts are to an extent neglected.
The wording of the motion moved by the
Leader of the Opposition, as the member
for Claremont has stated, is practically
taking the administration of Educa-
tion out of the hands of the 1Minlistry,
and the Government are not going to
avoid their responsibility in any degree;
in fact we would be unworthy of the name
of men or Mfinisters did we accept this
motion in any othier way but as tanta-
mount to a motion of want of confidence.
USEVERAL MEBES: Bear, hear.]

MR. WALKER: Well, you have done
business with this vote of no-confidence
hanging over you.

TH E PREM IER : Si nce wvhen?7
-MR. WALKER: Since the matter was

first debated.
MR. HORAN: They did not know it

was loaded.
THE PREMIERt: We have sincve had

an opportunity of considering the motion.
Seeing that the motion did not appear to

Ius at that time it) such a serious ight-
Riaerjections.] Hon. members need not
be afraid that the Government, if they
feel that they have not the confidence
of tile people and the House, have any
incliniation to stay here in power. There-
f ore lion. mnenibers can make up their
minds on the question. They must not
think for a moment that we want to
hang on to office. I can tell the House
that a man who does his duty in a Minis-
terial office has to sacrifice all his own
private business and private home-life
and everything else.

Maif. TAYLOR: That is right.
Tim PREMIER: The hon. member

speaks feelingly.
MR. DAGULSH: The member for Mount

Margaret sacrifices his home-life.
THE PREMIER: I notice that those

gentlemen who talk most about sacrificing
their hbme-hife and about education as
a rule have no youngsters to send to
school; but joking apart, the Govern-
ment recognise, that if this proposal of
the hon. member's had been put in some
other form we could have decently re-
considered whet her it would not be advis-
able to alter the wording of the regulation.
I admit that there is a possibility that
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the regulation as it stands at the present
Lime may be liable to cause invidious
distinctions to be made. At thle same
time, I am niot going to be forced at the
point of the bayonet. If the G overninent
had not been prepared to take responsi-
bility when this regulation is intended to
come into force on the Ist November,
in two months time, and if thle Govern-
ment had wished to do this thing sur-
reptitiously, could they not very well
have introduced it in recess?~ But, as
I said, the Treasurer having considered
the question on the advice of his respon-
sible officers, trained the regulations to
be brought into force. I do not propose
to speak at any length on this question,
nor to reiterate what has been said by
the Treasurer. He has at great length
detailed a scheme which he considers will
be in the interests of the State generally
if adopted, and which lion, members will
have an opportunity of speaking to
later when the Education Estimates
are being dealt with, whether those
estimates be introduced by the Treasurer
or by my friend the Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

MR. H. DAGLISH (Subiaco): I cannot
help admiring the bravery of the bold
and gallant Premier, in his defiance of
this (Opposition) side of the House, and
I am sure this was given before the hon.
member counted heads or had the slightest
notion as to how this motion was going.
If there had been a sure Government
majority on thuis question, of course his
words would have counted for nothing;,
but seeing that the issue is in doubt and
that the motion may be carried, possibly
by an overwhelming majority, the Pre-
mnier's bold defiance must appeal to every
member of the Chamber. The hon.
member's other remarks, I understand,
mean that the Government are quite
willing to admit that they have done
wrong. [ThEF TREASURER: 'No.] The
Premier admits that the wording of these
amending regulations did not altogether
meet the case, and that if the cartridge
were withdrawn the Government would
perhaps be willing to reconsider their
proposal ; but he says they are not
going to do so at the point of the bayonet.

Will the Leader of the Opposition for a
few moments turn the point of the bayonet
down and give theo Premier the opportu-
nity of reconsidering the question iIn
other words, will the Leader of the
Opposition be willing to postpone the
motion, will he promise not to use
the bayonet for another week, so that thle
Premnier and his colleagues may quietly,
calmnly and dispassionately reonsider this
question without any fear whatever of
what the consequences of their reconsidera-
tion may be I Before the Premier gave
the admission that the amendments were
somewhat unfortunately worded and did
not represent the desires or will of the
CAovorninent at all, hie told us that while
the Uoverrnmeht were very anxious to
assist in the cause of elementary education,
the question to be considered was how
far the State could go in thpi direction
Of supplying -advanced education. The
samec plea was raised by the Minister for
Works. I want to point out that it is
altogether beside the question, and any
menmber who has read these amiending
regulations will find that they do not

tuch the question of advanced education
at all. The question is not one of the

I degree of education the child is receiving,
but it is altogether a question of age on
the part of the child, and purse onl the
part Of the parents. The Minister for
Education might create capital out of the
desire of the Government to give the
fullest educational facilities to the child
who had the capacity to use them; hut
here again the desire of the Minister is
not shown in the amendment of the
regulations. The r-egulations place en-
tirely on one level the child who has the
capacity and the child who has not the
capacity, and again the only distinction
is the distinction of age and the distinction
of the purse- two utterly unjustifiable
distinctions. I have pointed out in other
places that in the first days of State educa-
tion the complaint was that people who
were wealthy and could afford to pay
for the education of their children, would
insist on separating them from the
common herd, would insist on sending
them~n to separate establishments where
they had the advantage of boasting ]low
much they paid for the education of their
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family, and thus keeping their children
from the contamination that resulted
from sending thenm to the State schools.
1'hat was the 'result in the early days of
cheap and free education in the Eastern
States, that children who could afford
to dodge our State schools, could avoid
using thle State establshments, would
not use them); but to-day the complaint,
is that people who can afford to send
their children to private educational
establishments decline to do so, and use
the State schools that they and other
taxpayers have to maintain. I rejoice
at the fact that the children of all
classes are found side by side in our State
schools, knowing no class distinctions,
and this is the highest testimonial given
to our State schools. Some members
contend that this testimonial is not alto-
gether a reliable one, but represents a
desire for economy. But surely there
are few people in this community who
rejoice in having children who would
for the sake of saving a pound or two
debar their children frout the best. educa-
tion. afforded. But our State schools
stand pr e-minent in the cornmunity as
places where the best educational faoilities
are afforded, and for that reason they
are resorted to by all classes, It is only
within the last few years we have had
an entirely free educational system in
WVestern Australia, and when it was
secured the people here thought they
were making a step forward. We find,
however, now a new doctrine propounded

'by the Treasurer. A few years ago hie
was one of the advocates of free education,
one of the warmest advocates in his early
career of this popular reform, this pro-
gressive step. I want here to draw the
attention of members to the exact effect
of what the Minister is proposing to do.
lIt is proposed that the present regulation
98 shall be cancelled. This allowed that
children over 16 years of age might be
retained in school, and in eachi case a fee
of 6id, per week should be paid to the
teacher, which might be retained by him.
Now in place of that it is provided-

After a scholar has reached the age of four-
teen years the following fees shall be paid,
unless an application has been made for the
child to be placed upon the free list and such

application has received the approval of the
Minister. A. fee of one shilling per week must
be paid by all children over fourteen and
under fifteen years of ag in attendance at
school . Children over fiteen must pay two
shillings per week. The head teacher must
collect these fees and forward them to the
department each month with the salary sheet.
To facilitate the checking of the lists, the
teacher of any class containing over-age chil-
dren should enter on his register first the
names of children over fiffteen, next the names
of those over fourteen, end next the names
of those who Will attain the age of fourteen
during the quarter.
There is no reference here to the capacity
of tile children, no reference whatever;
no reference to the degree of education
that children shall have received. As a
matter of fact if a child who has lived
in a country district where until recently
no school has existed, because of the
mere fact that there were not sufficient
children in the district to justfy tile pay-
mient' of a teacher, if for that reason
any child has been sent to school at the
age of nine, or ten, or eleven, or twelve
years of age for the first time, and is
ever so backward at the age of 14, and
has not acquired the ordinary scholastic
knowledge of a child of 10, he must,
inmmediately he reaches 14 years of age,
leave the school, and must be deprived
of all possihility of farther education
unless his parents are prepared to p'y
Is. a, week. A year later, no matter
how backward the child may be, he is sent
away from school, although his parents
may be able with difficulty to dispense
with his services as a worker, probably
as a worker on the farm;- still they
must make a farther sacrifice and
pay 2s. a week to enable the boy to get
education. No matter what disadvantage
the child may suffer under, whether such
mental disadvantages as the member for
Kanowna referred to or such geographical
disadvantages as every agricultural fli-
ber can speak of, the child when he reaches
that age limit is deprived of any farther
education unless the parents are able to
pay a fee of Is. for the first year, and
2s. for every subsequent year for his
tuition.

Hon,. F. H. PntsE: WVhy agricultural
districts I

Mut. DAGLISH :I single out agricul-
tural districts as anl example of the cir-
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cumetances which the member for Katan-
ning knows exist. And the member for
Katanning knows from his experience
that there have sprung uip fromt time to
time in this country small centres that
for years, perhaps after the first settlers
went there, have not bad a population
sufficient to justify the establishment of
a Government school. In may time I
had the pleasure in a number of instances
of authorising the establishment of
schools applied for in country districts.
And I saw on the requisition for such
schools the ages of the children stated,
and I know children who had reached
twelve years of age, children who had
never had the advantages of attending
a State school because none was avail-
able in the district they resided in, and
no other school existed. LEvery member
of the House can probably give definite
names to seone of these localities which
are or were without schools; and I
am sure that the member for Katanning
from his knowledge could supply such
cases; therefore I have quoted a case that
will be familiar.

HON. F. H. PI93SE: They are infinitesi-
mal compared with the number that
exist throughout the State. rTbe mnember
has particularly referred to agricultural
districts, and what lie refers to in regard
to these districts exists more in settled
populous districts.

MR. D AGL1SH - The hon. member
will understand that population grows
mnore slowly in agricultural districts than
say in mining diitliet3. Anid in mnining
districts too there are these smuall comi-
munities that exist in some eases for a
year or two before they become qualified
by the number of children to have a
State school. I can remember an instance
which came under my notice before i
was in Parliament, an instance in re-
gard to Wyndhians, when a S3tate school
was established there for the first time
while Mr. Cyril Jackson was Inspector-
Genera] of the Education Department.
There were a number of children at
Wyndham who had been there for years,
but there had never been a sufficient
number to warrant the Education De-
partment in locating a teacher in that
place. Thxe children in that district had

in some instances, for years after they
reached the age at which education should
be started, been without the educational
facilities that they should have enjoyed.

,Mn. STON&J: Were there any white
children there ?

Ma. DAGLISH: There were at the
time I am speaking of. This is just a
sample case to illustrate the point I am
trying to bring before the House, and that
is that a large number of children, and
in the aggregate they do make a large
number, do not have. the advantages of
education, and ther fore- they become
very: backward. [HON. F. H. Pitssa in-
terjected.] I am not quite clear what
the Minister did propose to do. I do
not think many members are clear on
that point, and I shall be very glad to
hear the position defined by the membher
for Kattanning. We have had promises
f romn the Mi nister in regard to this amend-
ment of the regulations. The Minister
promised something in the fiture, hut
has done something already in the amiend-
mnent of this regulation ; lie hiar, taken
what hie calls a progressive. step. He is
the only person I have heard style it
such, but lie has taken what really
amounts to a retrogressive step fromt an
educational point 4~ view, and proposes
to make up for it in the somiewhat un-
certain fulture by taking a progressive
step. I am glad to hear of his intention
to take a progressive step, but I would
be pleased instead of raking a step back-
ward with a view of taking a step forward
in the future, if he would take two steps
forward consecutivelyV. So far as the in-
tentions of the Govern wtent are concerned
one cannot help appreciating them as
expressed by the Minister for Works and
the Premier ; and I want here, referring
to the remarks of the Minister for Works,
to refuse altogether to inipute any in-
proper montives whatever to the Treauftrer
or the Mlinistry. We have not to deal
with intentions, we have not to deal with
motives, but the effect of actions, and
evil is wrought we know by want of
thought as much as by want of heart.
I amn willing to admit that tihe TIyeisgu~r
and the Government iarv have erred
in this mnatter with the best intentions.
Even if that he so, what concerns this
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House is the fact that they have erred
according to the Treasurer for the sake
of saving £5,000; for the sake, in other
words, of saving about 41d. per head
per annum in the cost of our education
system. That is boiling the thing down
to the actual paint. We are paying at
the present time about 12s. 4d. per head
for our educational system, anad the
Mfinister proposes to save about 44d. on
that, It reduces it, in other words, to
uls. I lid.

MRf. TAYLOR: Quite a bargain price.
MR. DAGLISH: It is a, bargain price,

We can rejoice over an odd Jd.-I
forget the quotation. I am coming
back to an argument I briefly touched
On. at the outset, that the Uovernntent
were anxious to afford facilities for the
highest education to those children who
had capacity. WXhat have we at the
present time'except an opportunity for
education offered to children who have
capacity '1 The only mneans of admission
to any other class thwan the lowest iii all
our. educational establishmients is an
examination test. Without that exarnina-
timi our children cannot go fruin one
clasto another; therefore if the examina-
tion be a reasonable one, if the methods
of examining be good. our schools are at
present controlled entirely hY rime capacity
of the children who attend them. in
other words, a child who is below the
standard which every child should reach
by 14 will, even if over 14, only be work-
ing up to the common standard. in
other words, our, (th, 7th, or ex-7rh
class child who is above the comimon
standard, though hie be under 14, may
be at one of those continuation classes,
and here again hie will be in the position
his capacity entitles him to reach. If
the desire be to give children with the
greatest capacity the highest education,
how can it better be achieved thtan by
retaining the existing regulations wit hout
making a. cash limit, without treating
the capacity on a cash basis ? Under
the new regulation the position will be
that where the parent has plenty of cash
it will be -easily possible for hinti to keel)
the child at school, regardless of capacit -Y,
to any age hie pleases; till the age of 21,
if it suits, the parent to do so. On the

other hand, no matter how great tile
capacity of die child, if the parent, in
addition to sparing the child's service
as a wage-earner, is compelled in the first
instance to pay ls.a week, and in thesecond
instance, after the first year, 2s. a week;-
then, regardless of its capacity, that child
must give up aiy hope of farther educa-
tion, or the parent must go in the form
of a pauper to the M1inister of the Euca-
tion Department and ask him to be
graciously pleased to remit the charge in
the case of the child. That is a position
surely we should ask no person to take.
I have myself known very many cases
of children who have been kept at school
year after year by their parents at the
greatest personal sacrifice ; at a sacrifice
greater in some eases than tihey' ought
for their own sakes to have made. I
have know!) people who have stinted and
starved themselves in order that their
children may enjoy better educational
advantages thian they themselves had the
oplportuitv of getting. There are mnany
of thuse people ini Western Australia at
the present time. T1hcre are soine of
themn in iiiy own constituency ; therefore
I amn speaking from personal knowledge.
These people, in addition to their sell-
denial. are to bear the farther strain of
finding m~oney for paiyient to the Eduica-
tion -Departmlent, or on the other hand
they are ordered to let their children
stay away from school because it is only
for those who can a~fford to pay, or for
those who are willing to beg for the educa-
tion of their children without fee. ] hope
WC ate not con1iing to this. Probarbly in
this AssemiblY, among those to whom I
speak to-night, there are men who have
suffered from want of that degree of
educa~tion that they would have rejoiced
to get. Probably thiere arc men in this
Chamber who are less capable men and.
less capable legislators to-night because
of the fact that they have not enjoyed
those facilities of educating themselves
which we desire to offer to coming genera-
tions; and I ask any such, who ought
to be able to appreciate the merits of this
question, to refuse to stint the mental
development o[ the young people of this
State for the purpose of saving 04d. per
head of our population.
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MR. P. COLLIER (Boulder): I am
rather surprised at the turn the debate
has taken this evening. The Premier
practically threatened that this motion
moved by the Leader of the Opposition
is going to be treated as one of want of
confidence. 'the motion is very harmless.
I venture to say that if the motion had
not been treated in this way there would
have been no possible doubt of its being
carried. This is only cracking the whip
by the Premier in order to secure the
defeat of the motion. Tile Treasurer has
told us this evening that he does not
desire to abbreviate or curtail the educa-
tion of our children in any way, but
that he merely wishes to remedy abuses.
I would just like to quote what- the lion.
gentleman stated a %ortnight ago in this
House. He said then that when th.,
State gave a sound primary education
to every child up to the age of 14 it had
gone as far as it could be called upon to
go at present. But there is no, mention
made there about the dull boy and the
bright boy, which we have heard this
evening. It simply proposes to cut off'
every child at the age of 14, whether lie
be in the second class or in thle sixth
class. The Treasurer has given us a
considerable quantity of figures this even-
ing in order to show that thc education
of Western Australia is in a much better
way than that in any of the other countries
of the world. He desires to make that
point by proving that we spend ever so
much larger sums of money here than
other countries. What is the use of coin-
parisons of this kind without taking into
consideration the difference which has
been already pointed out in the value of
money in different countries. We know
very well that the cost of our educational
system in Western Australia is very high.
And why is it soI Because our State
has an enormous area. It covers some
thousands of miles from one end to the
other, and necessarily when we have a
mere handful of people spread over an
enormous area such as this, our cost of
education is much higher than is that
in a thickly and closely settled country.
If you are going to consider our- system
in Western Australia is better than the
system in other countries because we

spend a larger sum of money, we can
carry the comparison farther, and say
that because the cost of the education
of a child in back parts of the country
costs about four times as much as does
that in tile city, we are proving that the
children in the country are being better
educated titan children in the cities,
whereas we know very well that such
is not tile ease at all. I have taken the
trouble to prepare some figures, and they
are authentic. These figures are taken
from the report of the Rloyal Commission
which sat for a period extending over
five years in Victoria. Tfhey are comn-
piled by Mr. Fink, a late Member of tile
Victorian Parliament, a gentleman who
stands out as one of the highest authorities
on education policy in the Common-'
wealth. And what do we find I1 In
Victoria the compulsory age is fronm 6
to 13, and there is no limit onl the
age to which a child may be sent to
school. There is no limit on the age
of free education. The curriculum is
equally as extensive as ours in Western
Australia. It includes not mnerely a
literary education, not merely the three
it's, which after all only qualify a child
to be led by the nose by a newspaper
without having the capacity to think for
itself; but it includes manual training,
needlework, cookery, and nearly the
whole of the subjects taught in our schools
in WVestern Australia

TNE Tnn~aa: They charge extra
for manual instruction in Victoria.

MR. COLIJER: For special instruction.
but in the primary schools they do not
charge extra.

Tfa TREASURER:' Yes.
MR. COLLIER: These are the figures

that have been given by the Royal Com-
mission in Victoria, and I think they are
reliable. In New South Wales the com-
pulsory age is from 6 to it. It is true
that they charge a small fee of I believe
3d. a week for each child ; but even there
of late years they appointed some three
or four years ago a Royal Commission,
and they are rapidly. moving up in the
matter of primary and technical education.
In South Australia, which I suppose is the
most backward of the whole of the States
in the Commonwealth, the ages are from
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7 to 13, and there is no limit; education
is free over five years of age. In Queens-
land the compulsory age is from 0 to 15,
and education is free to 15. That is a
year farther than is proposed by the
Government in these regulations. In
New Zealand the compulsory age is from
7 to 13, and from 5 to 15 education is
absolutely free. Arid by the way, I would
like to point out that the Treasurer showed
considerable cleverness in quoting and
arranging his figures this evening, as
men dealing with figures often do. They
carefully deal with those figures which
will support their case, and very carefully
leave on one side any which tend in opposi-
tion to their case. I do not intend to
refer to Switzerland, Germany, or any
other foreign countries, because owing
to the different customs and habits of the
people it would not be quite a fair com-
parison. I amu referring to English- speak-
ing countries where the lives and habits
of the people are somewhat on a par
with our own. Therefore. 1 think that
a comparison may very well be made.
It has been a popular cr1-or in Australia
to believe that we are ahead of most
countries in the world with our educational
system, and particularly that we arc
ahead of the old country, England and
Wales. But that is not the case, I will
just state what the ages are in England.
They spend there yearly £-13,000,000 on
education, and if we have regard to the
increased salaries paid to our teachers
and the cost of living, that is very little
less than what is spent in this country.

a. BROWN:. There is a direct school
board rate.

MR. COLLIER: -In England and WVales
from 3 to 15-this may be information
to members-eoducation. is wholly free.

MR, H. BROWN: By a direct tax.
'Mn. COLLIER: how do we pay for

our education here but by taxation of
different kindsI Not only that, but their
definition of free education is a much wider
one than ours. I have an extract here
from their latest code, and it reads as
follows

Every father and mother in England and
Wales have a right to free education without
payment or charge of any kind for his or her
children between the ages of 3 and 16. The

right of free education was not a concession to
poverty, but is common to all classes alike.

That is what I would like the 'Minister
to recognise, that our educational system
is not a concession to poverty, but a right
which every child in the State has to
receive. The extract continues-.

Any parent who has not got free educaio~n
already ruuty writo to the Board of Education
and claim it, either alone or in combination
with other parents. The free education to
which parents have a right mnust be uncon-
ditional; that is to say, must not be free while
the child is in certain standards only, or be
given on the grounds of poverty, or be subject
to any inquiry as to the means of the parent
or the reason the parent has for desiring it,
or to be free only on condition that the % id
attends regularly, or have any other con-
ditions attached whatever.
Education is free f rom the a~e of three
to fifteen, without any condition whiat-
ever.

MIMiSTERIAL MEmmmt: It is not comn-
pulsory.

MR, COLLIER1: That does not affect
the question. The extract concludes:

It must be whol ly free, without any charge
for books, slates, or anything else; and it
must be at a school within a reasonable
distance of the child's house.

If we turn to Ireland, also a comparatively
poor couintry, we find that though Ire-
land was until recently very baickward
in educational matters, it has lately made
great strides ahead, The age for free
education is from three'to fifteen years,
and the range of subjects is almost as
wide as in Western Australia. In Scot-
land education is compulsory from five
to fourteen years of age, and is free from
three to fifteen. Scotland is another com-
paratively poor country; and there the
people have never hesitated to make
sacrifices for the education of their
children. I notice that the Treasurer
carefully refrained from referring to the
United States. In the United States
education is; not Federal, but is under
the control of the States; and the ages
during which education is free will I am
sure be a surprise to a considerable number
of members. The limit of free attendance
is fromn 8 to 17 years in one State, from
7 to 21 in anothier, from C to 1S in six
States, from 6 to -20 in four States, from
G to 21 in seventeen States, from .5 to 20
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in four States, from 5 to 21 in ten States ;
over 5 in another, from 4 to 16 ina another,
from 4 to 20 in two States; and in a
good many States it is a constitutional
right provided in the constitution of the
State, which neither Parliament nor
Ministers have the power to alter. I go on
to the provinces of Canada. The province
of Ontario, for instance, is much like our
own. Fromt 5 to 21 education is free,
and from 6 to 18 it is compuilsory, In
Nova Scotia education is free from 6 to
16 and comnpulsory over five years of age.
This will show that miost countries of
the world are, if not ahead, at least on
a level with Western Australia in matters
educational. It is true that until comi-
paratively recent years the Australian
Colonies were far ahead of any country
in tie old world. But old-world countries
rapidly realised their deficiency, and of
late years have been adding enormously
to their educational expenditure; and
it will not be long, if they progress at
their present rate, before they will be
considerably ahead of the States of the
Commonwealth. We are continually
patting the pioneer on the back. Ever
since I first entered this House, and for
a number of Years previously, I have
heard politiciains continually' patting on
thle hlack the agricultural and the mining
pioneer, lauding him for his backbone
and his courage in going out to the
wilderness.

THE PRENUMi: Did you ever go out?
MR. COLLIER: Farther than the

Premier has gone.
TRE PRAmuan: I do not think so.
MRt. COLLIER: Well, you do not

know anything about it, like many more
matters.

TnE PREMIER: 1. know wflore than you
about pioneering.

Ma. COLLIER: I venture to say that
if thle P'remier had been left to pioneer
for himself at die age when I was left,
lie would never have gained a seat in
this House. I 'na 'y tell Min I have
pioneered a good deal more in the Corn-
mionwealthi than hie or most of his Minis-
ters. Our State schools are, in thje back
eountry and par-ttularly onl the goldfields,
thev onily conuecting links with civilisa-
tin. on the fields there are no factories.

no workshops to which parents can send
their children. If children are turned
out of school at the age of fourteen they
will be compelled to go into thle lanes
and byways, whiere they widll pick tip
that which will not be of use to themn
in after-years. It is much cheaper to spend
a few extra thousands in educating our
children over the age of fourteen than
in after-years to spend many thousands
orn prisons and reformatories to hold
those children, as a result of their Tack
of education. 'Lack of education drives
children into the slumns and riakes of
them hooligans, who in after-years fill
our reformatories and our gaow

MaR. OULL: TVley are the children of
bad parents.

MR. COLLIER: Bad parents ? That
is easily said by people who can afford
to pay nurses and private tutors for their
chtildren ; but poor people have not thle
same opportunities of caring for their
children as the wealthy classs possess.
.It is the schlool-teac her who acts as tihe
foster-parenit of the poor child ;and
nothing has so elevating an influence on
tihe child as what it learns at school.
Children have greater opportunities of
learning at school than at ho-ne. I trust
that thev motion will he passed. I aim
quite certain that it would he pasted were
it not for the Premniers intimation that
he wvill treat it as a motion of want of
confidence. If party lines are to divide
us on such a question. I ami quite certain
that party lines will not divide tile people
outside. In the mninds of those people
a still, strong current is running in favour
of retaining every inch we have gone in
our present educational system; and if
members, for fear of turning out the
Government, vote against this motion,
I have no hesitation in saying that there
is in store for diem a day of reconing.

[MR. ILLLNOWUVRTC took the Chair1

MR. 0. TAYLOR (Mount Mlargaret): I
have no desire to delayv the settlement
of this question. I think that the whole

ara if educational effort has been
traversed in the [House this tveinig-tiC
cost oif educaltion, and the valube of it when
received.

[A88tAtBLY.3 to Disoilblio.
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MeI. HORn.% : And the absence of it.
MR. TAYLOR: And also the ablsence

of it, which I will not sU v is so COnlijlctohtS
in the lion. membher. But [ anit miore
than sorr ' to think t hat a motion ',f this
character, affecting the welfare of the
risi ng generation. shoultihe tiaken liv the
!'rcrnier *,i thme lilies that lie indicated
in his few loastfutl uitterances this af(ter-
liti. it is well within the "nnr * of
meimbers t hat a few short weeks ago,
when a motion requiring at list of namres
of certin chlIdren attending the ,fames
Strecet schoo l to hle laid on t he table of the
House was tinder consideration, the
Minister for Education said hie believed,
ais administrator oif time Education Depart-
mnent, that the State had done its dluty
when it edlucatedl chlildren till they reached
fourteen years of age, -irrespective of
what knowledge had been imparted to
them. Bitt to-night the Minister, with
his statistics carefully compiled by the
department and read so eloquently to the
House, does not take uip that a~ttitude.
Hle has not maintained to-night the
attitude lie took uip it fortnight ago, but
has promised that the Government will
increase the educational facilities of the
children of this State. That is directly
contrary to his utterances a fortnight ago.

Tan TREAksuRERt: No; it is not.
MR. TAYLOR: The rules of this

Chamber do niot allow me to read from
Hanisard the hon. member's speech; but
Ilam sure that next year, when the forms of
the House will permit of its being read,
we shall find that my statement of the
Minister's attitude is correct. Now the
Minister has backed down; in fact the
whole action of the Government to-night
is an ignominious back-down. Beyond
doubt the outside pressure brought to
bear on Government supporters by their
electors was quite sufficient to cause a
back-down by the Government. There is
no doubt members have been calhl before
their electors to address meetings, oppose
the Government, and support the motion
of the Leader of the Opposition, irrespec-
tive of the position in which that motion
will place the Government. I wish to tell
the Premier that on this question the
people are not concerned with how the
Government will be affected. They are

concerned with the effect of the Treatsurer's
Iregulations on themselves and their
children. We recognisc Chat it is not

Ialone with the fi nancial aspect that the
people are so much concerned its with the
dividing line which the Treasurer's policy
would create in our schools. It has been
pointed out by the member for Subiaco
(.Ir. lDaglish), and other members, that
in the early history of State education
the wealthy classes did no0 avail tlUcnielves
of the State School sy* steml, though they
might have (lone so. "lTey paid for the
education of their children in private
schools. But subsequently, those who
woere in at position to pay for private
tuition, but thought that their children
would receive better attention in the
State schools, sent them there and paid
for them. What was the result I I have
heard fromn members of this House and
from outsiders, I have heard it from
Eastern school-teachers who have come
to Western Australia, that the child who
was paid for told the child who was not
paid for that it was a pauper. There is
the trouble. We do not want these class
distinctions brought about in our educa-
tion system in Western Australia, but
that is exactly wvhat these regulations
as gazetted by the Minister will bring
about. If children go there who are
paying, they will naturally say to those
who are not paying that those are paupers.
We have had this position forced upon us
many years ago mn Australia in our
hospital systems. Until within the last
few years in our hospital systems of
Australia, in at least three States of the
Commonwealth to my knowledge, not
speaking of Western Australia, persons
admitted to the hospitals without the
money to pay had written above their be
the word " pauper." For years that was
being fought down by the democrats, by
the people who are opposing the amended
regulations as gazetted by the M3inister for
Education. The very people who have
been fighting down that class business in
our hospitals are recogniising that it will
crop uip in our school sy- stem if we allow
these regulations to passe as gazetted.
1 hope the House will carry the motion.
No argument has been set up by the
Minister as to the justice of the alteration.
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He has waded through carefully com-
piled figures dealing with our education
system from its inception, going back as
far as 14 years ago, and has given recoin-
mendations from the various teachers in
the department recommeinding things
that should have been (lone and that were
not done; but there has not been one
argument in favour of the regulations
as gazetted for altering our school system.
The Minister of course recognises, as is
shown by his speech, that his alteration
was ill-considered. The Premier himself
told the House that the regulations were
unfortunately worded and in a very
unhappy fashion. The Leader of the
Government pointed out that, so deeply
is he sensible of the fact that this is a very
atrocious principle for the Government
to adopt, if there were a possibility of the
Government decently backing down and
saving their face there would be no ob-
jection on his part. He pointed out that
if it were not for the loaded gun pointed
by the Leader of the Opposition he would
review the position and consider some
way of getting out of the difficulty. But
there is no way out of the difficulty. The
only way out of the difficulty in the opinion
of the Premier, as shown in his speech
to-night, was by bluffing the House that
he would not retain office unless the
Government had the confidence of the
majority of the people of this State. If it
is a matter of the Government not
having the confidence of the people, I
want to say that at least one Minister has
not the confidence of his electors, if the
leading journal in the city he represents
is any guide to public opinion. Ho has
been called upon by that paper to prac-
tically tender his resignation. I allude
to the Minister for Works. I have the
paper, the Eveninzg M4ail, of the 17th of
this month, containing a whole column
pointing out where the Minister made
promises during the election which are
unfulfilled, and saying that it is time he
intended to redeem his pledges then made,
and that if he did not get to Work to do
so it was about time Fremantle had an
opportunity of returning another member.
It is easy for this publication to reach rho
House. It was published on the 17th.
I suppose there are hundreds of publica-

tions from places farther away than Fe-
mantle that have not yet reached us. It
is idle in the face of these promises so
faithfully made by the Minister for Works
during his election, for us to accept farther
promises from the Government. It is
idle when they fail to carry out promises
miade four months ago. I have had
promises mnade by the hon. gentleman
who has to-nighit promised us an advanced
stage in education. 'They were made
last December. and they are to-day uan-
fulfilled. They are promises, not affecting
my own electorate, but affecting the people
of the district in which 1 am living. I
was asked to introduce a deputation of
these people to the Minister. 'They asked
for certain things for their district, and
we had a promise from the Minister that
the matters would be rectified before
January last, but they arc not. True
the Minister does ndt control that depart-
ment now, but I have had farther promises
from the gentleman who does control that
department, and still these matters are
unrectified. Now I am asked to-night
togive an opportunity for farther promises.
I have been reminded frequently by
speakers on this side of the House that
it is a concertina Government. I think
it is a promising Government. rNIr.
HARDWICK: A very promising Govern-
ment]. In fact I may say that the Govern-
ment stand to-night up to their ears in
broken promises. I want all members
who desire that these amended regulations
should be cancelled, or who have indicated
that desire, to support the Leader of the
Opposition. I have no desire for their
support on party lines. So far as I am
concerned I believe there are no party
politics about the motion. It is only
moved in the interests of the Stare
generally; and that is why 1 am support-
ing it in any case. I have no desire to
prolong the debate. As I have said, the
whole subject has been traversed from
end to end. I suppose we have had one
of the most eloquent efforts and instruc-
tive speeches to-night from the member for
Kanowna that have ever been delivered
in this House. I do not know whether
it will avail in any way. but I am sure it
does the hon. member every credit. I
am sure it was a pleasure to me to hear
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him on the education question. Though
members may disagree with the member
for Kanowna in politics, they cannot hut
say, as I say, that his speech to-night was
not only agreat effort from an elocutionary
point of view. but likewise f rom an educa-
tional point of view. 1. can only say in
conclusion that I hope members will deal
with the question oIL principles that will
aff'ect the State asi a whole, and not on
party lines. I have itch pleasure in
supporting the motion.

HON. F. H. PIIESSE (Katanning'): in
reference to the suibject which has been
debated so lengthily to-night, I. would like
first to deal with some remarks of the
member for Kanowna. The lion. member
evidently looks upon mc as an incarnation
of autocracy, and lie takes every oppor-
tunity he can to belittle in a measure
the efforts of men who are similarlyv
situated to myself. He may perhaps
possess a certain education attained in
places where opportunities have been
afforded him ; but there are men here who.
though they have no doubt taken advan-
tage of their opportunities 'and do their
best in the circumstances in which they
find themselves, have not had similar
opportunities to those afforded to the bon.
mnember; and when remarks are made,
the intention is, at any rate in my ease,
to obtain information. I object to t ic
remarks made by the member for
Kanowna belittling the occupations which
mien fill, perhaps looking on them as
degraded. He mentioned the producers
of wheat and potatoes; but if a man
possesses a knowledge of these things,
such knowledge is an advantage to him,
as perhaps would be the higher education
the hon. member has obtained under
advantages which are not afforded to
every man. The practical side of affairs
has to be taken into account, I feel that
practical knowledge possessed by anyone
may be of infinite importance and advan-
tage to a country like this, perhaps more
so than the theoretical side of affairs
so eloquently* and abl iy advocated by the
lion. member. Having had opportutnity
ef gaining practical advantages, we are
perhaps able to judge many things with
practical knowledge from our standpoint

in a way which would commend itself to
hon. me~mbers, perhaps, more so than the
utterances of a mnan who puts forth theore-
tical argumnents. In regard to the educa-
tion question, there is no one more desirous
of seeing people wrell educated than my-
self. The opp)ortunfities to-day afforded to
trio youth of this country are grelater
than those afforded in the paist, and no
one rejoices more than I do in that fact.
H-owever, the e ducati on system ha s reachied
a stage when, perpaps, a slight change
may be of advantage. Though not
entirely in accord with the proposed
changes, yet with the promises made by
the Minister for Education to-night re-
lating to the amendments he proposes,
and also with regard to the future
conditions unjder which he intends to
conduct secondary education-

Ai. JuHNsoN: Could you follow himI
HON. F. H. PLESSE: I did.
AN. JOHNSON:. Then no one else could.
HON. F. HI. PIESSE : I think the

Treasurer has been much misunderstood.
His objects no doubt were those expressed
by the Premier. His intention was to
reach a certain class of people;- anid in
an attempt to don that, lie has evidently
failed, in the opinion of many who have
expressed their objections to the new
regulations. There is one thing, how-
ever, I think we should do. I think we
she Uld be temperate. There seems to
me to be amongst people many who adopt
a sort of fanatic-al method of dealing
with these things. They themselves by
their words frequenitly suggest certain
epithets which may be used by children
who attend schools. For instance, there
has been frequent reference to-night to
the pauper element. People have said, not
only in this House but outside, according
to the speeches 1 have read, that children
attending school ap' d paying will look
on those who do not pay in the light of
paupers. Invidious distinctions have
been suggested, but they have not been
drawn. With my opportunity of judging
these schools lip to the present, I deny
that these epithets have -been used, and
I say that the people who have used thenk
in different directions are in a measure
instigating their use, and the responsi-
bility will rest on their shoulders.

Sclwol Fees: [18 SEPTEMBER, 1906.1
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MR. BATH : No ; on the regulations.
HON. Ft H. PIESSE: If it were not for

insinuative remarks made and the way in
which this matter has boon treated by
those who have expressed their opinions
at public meetings, we perhaps would
not hear anything of, these. However,
these distinctions have been suggested,
and members who have spoken seen] to
think they will be used by chilreni
attending thle schools if a charge is made
Prior to 1889 education was on the partial
payment systemi in this State similar to
that ruling in N\ew South Wales.. I had
a groat deal to (1o with various schools
in this country as & scholar. I had not
the advantage of obtaining thle higher
education which exists to-day, but I had
to make the best I could get of thle educa.-
tion then prevailing, and I did not hear
of that distinction which sonic tiiiebers
say has been drawn. I did not hear of it
in connection with 15 or 16 schools I had
something to do with a few years ago,
first under the boards of education and
then under the boards of advice that
subsequently controlled the local manage-
ment of the schools. 1 do not think there
is likely to be that invidious distinction
drawn amongst children. No one is more
pleased to see the children attending the
schools, as mentioned by the member for
Subiaco, sitting side by side without class
distinction;- and I do not think for a
moment th~at this alteration will make
such a great difference, for in many
instances there are still cliques in the
schools and they will continue notwith-
standing that all the children assemble
together. I am not against children
attending State schools;- my own children
have attended them and other children
that I know attend them to-day. I
appreciate the education given, and I
may say as to bringing about the distinc-
tion which it is said will exist, I do not
think it will do so. The modification of
thle i-eguilations has been put forward to
effect a certain object, and the object no
doubt will be reached. Buit in trying to
reach it, it is found there are certain
objections raised because it is possible
distinctions thay arise, for the reason that
one child may be exempt from paying
feems because of the inability of the parent

to pay and for other reasons, perhaps
not having reached a certain standard
of education, and it is said that may have
a bad effect on the children attending
the schools. Thle Mlinister is prepared
to modify the regulations in the direction
of allowing some children to attend free
who have reacohed a certain standard of
edluca~tion, and it is also proposed that
certain secondary schools shall be estab-
lished A few evenings ago when the
Minister spoke on this subject, Q, great
deal of matter being brought into that
debate that should not have been intro-
duced as it was beside the question, the
Minister said more than bie probably
intended to say. I then intimated that
I was in favour of the establishment of
secondary schools in the large centres of
lpoptulation, and that an efficient staff of
teachers should be provided for those
schools with the object of giving a higher
class of education without having in the
same schools children from three to four
years of age and upwvards which is at
present the case- Although the corn-
pulsory age is from G to 14 years, still
a system has growfx up of sending children
to school who are very young, which is
realty making a nursery of the schools.
A school such as the James Street school
would be well adapted to the system I
suggested of having higher education
taught there and excluding from that
school the younger children, making the
school available only for children who have
passed from another school into that
school. It is proposed that that course
shall be followed. I am desirous of pre-
venting any hardship being inflicted on
certain sections of the people who are
not in a position to pay, and who would
rather pay than have their children
placed on the free list. Although this
regulation has met with so much dis-
approval, it may be the result of certain
changes being effected and certain im-
provements made which will be appreciated
later. Although it is said people object
to make application for exemption because
of the invidious distinction likely to be
drawn by others who are paying fees,
I do not think that was the case in the
old days. There is no doubt that there
is more in the expectation than will be
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found in the realisation. One absurd
remark was made which was conducive
of disgust in the minds of some people.
It was said by one speaker some time ago
that by the Minister making the regu-
lation it would throw upon the country
a superabundance of boy labour, that
would interfere with the ordinary labour
and bring about a reduction in the rate
of wages or prevent people from getting
employment which they would get
if there was nrot this superabundance of
labour thrown upon the market. That
was an absurd remark to make. It was
made by one genitlcman who attends
recognised meetings of unions, and the
remark appeared to have been approved
of by the persons attending the meeting.
It shows how unreasonable and unfair
these statements are.

NIR. BOLTON: WVho made the state-
inentl Was it a member of thelHouseI

Ilox. F. II. PIESSEi: It was made by
a gentleman who attended one of thre
meetings held recently. In regard to
the comparisons drawn between this
country and other countries and other
States, after all we are dealing entirely
with a question which affects the people
Of this Country and not the people of
other countries; and although cojin-
parisons are useful to show that we are
doing equally as well in this State as
people in other places, still I do not place
a great dcal of reliance on the se corn-
parisons. There is one statement I do
not care to pass, and that is in regard to
German education. It was one of the
points I interjected about, and it is a
mnatter I have thought seriously about.
It is no uise attempting to educate the
who. of the children up to one standard,
because you will never succeed. There is
the same thing in regard to occupations:
you will have those who are successful
and those who are not ; so it is with the
children. There are some who are
able to grasp knowledge which will benefit
them, and others who are not able to do
so. In Germiany in regard to t~chnica
education the authorities select tie
students who are most successful and
place them in universities, and it is from
these scholars that they draw their
scientists, their clever artisans, and their

clever mechanics. There is one thing
I would like to see given more attention
to than higher education. Recently I
received a letter from a gentleman in
England in reference to the thrifty and
econoarical habits of the people who are
eager to make a success in life. He par-
ticularly dwells on the economy of the
People and the way in which they' value
money. He refers to Australia as a
country where high wages are paid and
where reckless expenditure takes place
as a result. A number of people, I admit,
are not extravagant, but many people
are. And I think everyone will admit
what I say, if they have followed the
general run of things, that there is less
value placed on money than there ever
was in Australia before, and there is
more money expended in reckless wvaste
than has ever been expended previously;
which goes to show that the people- as a
whole are not so thrifty as they should
be. I think there are other branches of
education where we could do Much more
good. Not only should we go in for the
training in the higher branches of educa-
tion, but we should also turn our attention
to what the child we are instructing is
adapted for. If lie is adapted for a coin-
miercial training, let us give that, and if
we do that we do not require Latin and
the other languages to be taught him.
I may say this, and perhaps it will be
news to many members, that in secondary
schools they are dropping that kind of
teaching to a great extent. In the higher
schools in the Eastern States they are
dropping it, and are not teaching the
children the languages that were taught
previously, preferring to impart a sound
commercial education; because after all,
when we come to compare how Germany
and other countries are competing with
British commerce, we find that they have
made great strides because of the particular
attention given to imparting commercial
education. Then they go in for technical
education, and we have heard that re-
ferred to to-night, and if we bring about
a better system of technical education
than at present exists which will lead
to practical results, I think we shall have
gained a great deal. It is not a question
of keeping children so long at school
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to acquire the higher branches of edu-
cation, but of turning their attention
to practical subjects. I am an admirer
of manual exercises, and although I have
at times said jocularly when I have seen
chtildren going through them, using
broomnsticks, that I would prefer to see
the children using the brooms at the end
of them and using them oftener I have
made it a rule in my own family, and it
should be the practice in all families, to
have girls taught how to become good
housewives. I think more good could be
done by that than by giving the whole of
them higher education, which perhaps after
all unfits them for their different spheres
in life. That is where a danger comes in.
I am not against the higher education.
Although there is no doubt much in what
the member for Kanowna (Aft. Walker)
said as to the earnest plodding boys or
girls who are apparently dull frequently
making some of the best men and women
in the future, still there are many who
perhaps, no matter how much teaching
you gave them, cannot succeed. The
member for Kanowna, I am afraid, is
rather inconsistent in some of his remarks.
He says that the education given to many
men in our universities is frequently
wasted on account of their not being so
practical as others, and they are some-
times thrown on the world ; but although
I have. seen bachelors of arts and masters
of arts working as navvies, still it does
not follow that all bachelors of arts or
masters of arts are likely to become
navvies. We know that on our railways
some men by force of circumstances
take that occupation, which is an honour-
able occupation, and one which can be
filled with equal honour and credit to
that found in relation to others which
men may follow. Yet at the same, time
those remarks have been made to-night
because education is given in the highest
branches under certain conditions, and
there are objections. It would be better
to take a boy from the gutter and educate
him and bring him up, and prove him to
be perhaps of better calibre ithant some
of the other people. Perhaps he is more
persistent, and it may be more desirable
to do him justice and take him in hand.
I regret that the question of oducation

has been re-opened. It is one which, no
doubt, might have been allowed to lie
dormant. In the old days we f ound the
matter a most troublesome one for eight
or nine years. Little by little we granted
free education and ultimately it was
granted in loto, and we hoped we had
heard the last of it. In England to-day
the question is causing great trouble in
the political world, and it is one which
may cause trouble here. However, we
are trying to do our best. The intentions
of tie Government were with the object
no doubt of preventing the crowding of
these schools under certain conditions.
I am certain of this, because we know
from the remarks of the Minister when he
made his first speech upon this matter,
which, as I said before, was really outside
the question altogether, the idea then
was to prevent injustice in certain direc-
tions, to prevent the filling of schools
by certain people able to pay. At the
same time, it seems to have reached
farther than was intended. I prefer to
agree with the Government under the
circumstances, relying upon their justice
to do what is right. I am certain, in
regard to the proposals made by the
Treasurer to-night we shall not be dis-
appointed, and therefore I feel under the
circumstances it is preferable to vote in
the direction I have indicated, relying
upon those promises which have been
made. .

MR. W. D. JOHNSON (Guildford): I
had no intention of speaking, because 1
feel that to-night sufficient has been said
in opposition to the proposals of the
Government; but very little or nothing
has been said in favour of those proposals.
Even the Minister for Education failed
to bring any convincing arguments in
favour of the introduef ion of this new
system of charges in connection with
education. The other members who
spoke on that side have raised no argu-
ments. It is true that both the Minister
for Works a ad the Premier apologised for
the change. They practically admitted
that a tactical mistake has been made;
and even though it was wrong, they were
going to use their majority to inflict that
wrong upon the people of the State. The
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reason I rose to speak was to try and
point out to the member for Katarning
([Ion. F. H. Piesse) that we have had no
promise at aUl from the Minister for
Education. The Minister spoke right
round thie question. He said, as the
member for Claremont (Mr. Foulkes)
pointed out, he hoped to do this and the
Government hoped to do that; but there
was nothing definite about what was
intended and hoped. He raised one
distinct point, and a point I would have
thought the member for Katanniug above
all others in the Hou~se would have been
the first to protest against. The Minister
says practically, " I will modify it, and
make a test of children of 12 years of age.
TI they pass that test they can have higher
education free." And because you have
that change, they are to be charged for
it. How does it affect those children
down in the hon. member's electorate
who are not in school to-day at nine years
of age? I know families in the hon.
member's electorate which have not
schooling facilities. They are inteligent
children, the children of intelligent parents
who camne from the goldfields years ago,
and those parents are endeavouring to
educate the children; but when a school is
established at a reasonable distance, and
a child of nine years of age has been ad-.
mitted, this test is to be applied three
years after the child has been to school
to see whether he can get the higher
education, which has been given to a
child in Perth because that child in Perth
has had a. school at its doors over since
it was five or six years of age. 'fhat is
the position which we find the member for
Katanning endorsing.

HON. F. H. Pinsa: I said to-night
I could not understand why agricultural
districts were singled out as special, be-
cause I thought it should apply there less
than anywhere else.

Mx. JOHNSON: It is not aquestion
of singling out agricultural districts. It
is a question of outside districts gener-
ally. We have gold-mining districts, per-
haps not to the same extent as agricul-
tural districts, because in our goldfields
communities we have larger numbers
congregating in a limited space. They
are more scattered in the agricultural

districts. What I desire to emphasise
in regard to the member for Katanning
is, that this is a question which directly
affects his electorate It practically
affects a friend of mine I have there, who
I know perfectly weti will suffer an in-
justice if this is carried, and yet we find
the member for Katanoing apologising
for the Government and saying he be-
lieves that they will carry out promises
which he claims to have been made, but
which I never heard them make, and I
do not think any other member did so.
They are going to do this, and they are
going to put this test to children 12
years of age,

How. F. H. Pissn: How will these
remarks compare with the statement
about members ignominiously climbing
down P

MR. JOHNSON: We know the Gov-
ernment have not climbed down, and
it is because the Government have not
climbed down that we have these speeches
from the other side.

How. F. H. PiEsE:t It is unfair.
MR. JOHNSON: It is not unfair, and

it is time we tiaid that we have a patient
majority here that will vote every tims to
keep the Government in power, whether
the Government doezs right or wrong. The
question resolves itself into this: is the
existence of this Government moure neces-
sary than the existence of our free State
education? That is thequestion before the
House. It is not a questiou of edu-
cation now. The Premier gets up and
states that he is going to deal with the
motion as a no-confidence motion. We
find members on that side of the House
departing from their opinions which they
voiced only a night or two ago, and now
they are going to endorse this simply
because they think the existence of the pre-
sent Government is of more importance
to the State than the existence of a free
educational system. I have aid publicly
that I am absolutely sick of this party
system of government, and an illustra-
tion of this description makes me still
more disgusted with it, if it be possible
to be so. We have a patient majority,
and without saying any more on the
question I desire to say that the patient
majority to-night is going to assist the
Government to enforce these charges.
There is no question about it, that is
the position before the House. The posi-
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tion is that we are going to have charges
levied on certain childreu who attend
school after a certain age, and the Pre-
mier knew that had be not made that
announcement4 this motion would have
been carried, and we would have had a
continuation of our free education in
Western Australia. We find members
twisting round and trying to make mew-.
hers believe the Government have pro-
raised to do something, and that they
are prepared to accept those promises,
when in their hearts they are voting to
save the existence of the Government
because the Government have treated
this as a no-confid.oce Iiotiun. I want
to repeat before sitting down that on this
vote they are putting the existence of the
Government before the continuation of
our free education system.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES
(Hon. H. Gregory): I had no interntiou
to make any statement in connection with
this debate, and should not have done so
but for the statement just made by the
member for Guildford (Mr. Johnson).
When dealing more especially with
country districts he spoke about a child
going to school at nine years of age, and
a test being prescribed at 12 years of
age, saying that if the child could pass
the standard at that age it would have
the possibility of getting the higher
education. The M1inister for Education
never said anything of the sort.

MR. BATH: That is exactly what hie
did say.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: I
have his notes here.

ME. HoRAN: But did he stick to the
notes F

MEmBER: He read them.
THE MINISTER FOR MINES:

Surely members have read the regulation
concerning which all this debate has
taken place, and it points out that the
limit is 14 years of age, not 12. There
is also a special provision in the regula-
tions which enables the Minister to extend
the term in those agricultural districts
which the hon. member was pointing out
on that occasion. I do not wish to say
more about it, except that 1 feel t he
Minister's remarks were being misrepre-
sented by some members. I am satisfied
the bon, member did not wish to make
that misrepresentation wilfully.

MR. JoHNsoN: The member for
Katanning used the same argument.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES:; The
age is 14 years, not 12.

MR. HoIZAN: Read his speech, and find
out what lie dlid mean.

MR, HoLXAuN: Move that the Min-
ister's speech be recommitted.

THE 1INISTE~R FOR MINES:
With regard to the method adopted by
the Government on this occasion, I feel
satisfied that the Leader of the Opposi-
tion anticipated, when he tabled a motion
similar to thai which appears on the

*Notice Paper, that the Government would
accept it as a motion of want of con-
fidence.

MR. BATH: I had no thought of how
they would accept it. My only thought
was on the education question.

TEE MINISTER FOR MINES: I
know that 1, and I think most members
sitting on this side of the House. felt at
once that the motion ats submitted by the
hon. member would he treated as being
no other than a motion of want of con-
fidence.

MR. HOLMAN: Then why did you not
accept it constitutionally and stop bnui-
ness ?

THE MINISTER FOR MINES: I
had no intention of rising. I only want
to correct what I feel satisfied-and the
hon. member will admit it if he coimults
the Minister for Education-was air error
in reference to the age of children. Ilam
sure the bon. mneumber would not wilfully
state that the Minister for Education
made such a. remark; hut of course the
hon. member's utterances would create
quite a different impression from that
which was conveyed to the House by the
Minister for Education. We all know
the other courses open to us. If an
ordinary motion had been submitted to
the House, we could well have afforded
to deal with it the same as with any Bill
before Committee. But to allow the
House to deal with a motion asking tire
Governor to disallow a regulation framed
in the wanner in which that regulation
was framed is a thing which no self-
respecting Government would do for a.
single moment without treating it in the
manner in which we are dealing with this
motion.

MR. Joaysoyv: It was never mentioned
until the Premier mentioned it.
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LABOUR MEMBER: It was never in-
tended as a motion of want of confidence.

MR. BOLTON: No. Let them take the
responsibility of voting against the
motion.

INI. J. VERYARD (Balkatta): I
regret personally the attitude taken up
bv the Government in reference to this
question. I had intended to support
the motion before the House, because

my sypthies are in that direction.
[rfZitejec tions.] I think that it is a very
important matter and that the results are
verv important, but I do not think it is

ofsuffiientiportaiice for wue to vote
against the Government. I do not think
that the amount of saving to be realised
as suggested by the Minister is sufficient
to put the poor parents in the position
they will be placed in in regard to the
education of their children, and I do not
think that Rufficient has been put before
us as ti why the free education system
should be departed from. But the ques-
tion is placed before us, "'Are we to
support the Governnment or OppositionP"
I have been elected to support the
Government. [SEVERAL OPPOSITION
Mnrnst Oh!] I am prepared to take
the responsibility under the circumstances
of supporting the Government. Being
elected to this House to support the
Government, I intend to oppose the
motion with a view of supporting the
Government.

MR. J. EWING (Oollie) : Some weeks
ago in this House a discussion on the
education question took place on the
motion moved by the member for Perth
for a return, and on that occasion I stated
that I could not follow the action pro-
posed to be taken by the Treasurer. Now
I find myself in a somewhat difficult
position. I felt somewhat anxious when
I saw the action taken by the Minister in
publishing the amending regulations in
the Gazette. At the same time I think
the Leader of the Opposition must have
thoroughly understood the position and
must have recognised its effect when he
tabled this motion, and he must have
known that it was practically a vote of
want of confidence in the Government.

MR. HoRLN: Nonsense.
MR. EWING: It cannot be accepted

in any other way. Though I was elected

to support the Mason Government, and
though I have very great pleasure indeed
in supporting this Government, it is not
on that account alone that I am going to
cast my vote to-night in favour of the
Government. My reason is the clear ex-
position of the case placed before the
Rouse to-night by the Treasurer. It is
I tbink idle for any member to say* that
no definite statements have been made in
regard to this question. The crux of the
whole qujestion is that the Minister has
recognised the fact that primary educa-
tion in this State is to a certain extent
overdone, and that in our primary schools
at the present time we are really going in
for secondary education. I understand
from th,- remarks of the Minister-and
the Premier himself has substantiated
what I am saying--that the Ministry
now re.:ognise that the gazetting of these
regulations was somewhat hasty, and I
gather that the Government are going
to reconsider the position and to bring
before this House certain recommenda-
tions in regard to the education system.
The Minister says that the Government
is prepared to go in for what appears
to be a higher education, that it will
be free, and that the difficulty that
obtains in regard to secondary education
in our primary schools would be over-
come in that direction. There is no
misunderstanding the position I take up.
I have always been and always will be in
favour of educating the people of this
State, whether rich or poor, if it were
possible from the kindergarten to the
university. That is the position I take.

MR. JOHNSON: And you are voting
against it to-night.

MR. EWING: ITam not.
Mn. JonNsow: You are.
MR. SPEAKER: Order!
MR. EW[NG: I say without fear of

contradiction that two months have to
elapse before these regulations can be
enforced, and I have suficient confidence
in the Government that it will recog-
nise and respect the feelings of hon.
members and endeavour to legislate for
the people of this State in the way the
majorit 'y of the people desire us to
legislate. That is a, fair position to take
up. LJntretion.] Members may do
as they like, but I have sufficient con-
fidene in the Government to know that
so far as this particular question is con-
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cerned it will be rectified, and the eduica.-
tion system of our State will be greatly
improved by the discussion to-night. If
I believe that, and if I have full con-
fidence in the administrative powers of
the Government in office-and I believe
Ministers will act in this direction-I am
fully justified in casting my vote for them
to-night. The Minister for Education is
certainly to be congratulated for the clear
and lucid explanation of the case he has
given to-night. [Opposition laughter.]
Members laugh because they know what
I say is true. They know that a clear
statement was laid before this House.
They know that the Premier, and the
Minister for Works I believe also,
though I dlid not hear him, spoke in a
direction which will justify my vote,
because it tells me that farther and full
consideration is to be given to this
matter, and that on the floor of this
House the question will be discussed as
to the position the Government will
have taken up when the Estimates come
down. The question I have to ask
myself is: have I sufficient confidence in
the statements of the Minister and the
Premier P Do I believe they will carry
out their promise and try to elucidate
this question of great importance to the
people of the Stare? I believe they will
do it. 1 believe the outcome of this
debate and the outcome of the action the
Government will take will tend greatly
to tie advancement of the education
system of our State.

Mn. HORAN: I do not see where it
comes in.

Mu. EWING:- The hon. member may
not. He may not have a, clear under-
standing. No doubt he will have anl
opportunity of placing his views before
the House. and they will be judged on
their merit. For my own part I believe
in a very short space of time we will have
an educational isystem in our State which
will be greatly improved, and we will be
thoroughly satisfied that in keeping the
Government in power we will have done
the right thing. The position in which
we are placed is one for which we have to
thank the Leader of the Opposition. No
gentleman holding his position, and
knowing so much about parliamentary
life and parliamentary tactics, could do
other than recognise the fact that this
motion was intentionally placed in the

way it is on the Notice Paper. [Mu.
HORAN: No.] The hon. member may
say it is not so, and that the only desire
and wish of the Leader of the Opposition
is to advance thle education of our young
and growing children. That may be so;
I give him full creditjfor j hat; but I do
not think he has any right to tAke
credit more thatn any other member of
this House for the advantages we all
desire to give to the children of this State.

Mn. BOLTON: Support the motion.
Ma. SPEAKER: Order!
Ma. EWING: I will not, because I

think the Government is going to gi.ve
farther and more mature consideration to
this question. I have no hesitation in
saying it. I believe we have in power a
Government that is willing to act in
accordance with the wishes of the
State. If that is so, and if an error has
been made, which ina my opinion has been.
made, how many of us have made errors?
If the Government see their way to
rectify this mistake -[Opposition laugh-
ter]-members may laugh. When the
member for North Fremantle speaks we
shalli hear him air h is eloquence in the way
in which we have heard it before, to no
effect. The hon. member may charge me
with being a blind supporter of this Gov-
ernment. I am not so blind a supporter
as he is -when he comes from caucus and
votes as the majority of his party directs.
I have freedom of action. [Opposition
laughter.] Ron. members are very
hilarious to-night.

MR. BOZJTONf: I challeuge you to show
your freedom on this vote.

Mn. SPEAKER: Order!
MR. EWING: The Opposition think

they are on a good wicket, and that they
are going to put the Government out of
office. They think- we arc going to be
led into a. trap by them, and that we
have more confidence in the Opposition
looking after the education of our young
than in the party sitting on the Govern-
ment benches to-night. I do not hold
that opinion. I do not believe that. I
have more confidence in the gentlemen in
power than in those occupying the Oppo-
sition benches. I have endeavoured to
make my position clear. Members on
the Opposition side need not be so very
pleased and utter shouts of laughter at
every statementt I wake, I defy them to
say that what I have st ated to-night is

[ASSEMBLY.] to Disallow.
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not common sense, and a full justificar-
tion of the position I have taken
up. And hon. members are werely
making a laughing-stock of themselves in
the country by treating in the manner
they are doing a question of such great
importance, and holding it up to ridicule.

MR. BOLTON: The ridicule camne from
your side.

Ma. E WING : It did no'.
Ma, BOLTON:- You spakc one way and

intend to vote the other way.
MR. EWING: I have not spoken one

way with the intention of voting another
way. I intend to support the Govern-
went, who, [ honestly believe, will place
the education system of this State on a.better footing than it is on now; and
having that opinion, [ intend to cast my
vote in favour of the Government.

Ma. A. A. HORAN (Tilgarn): I may
say that so far as my limited parlia-
montary experience goes, and my reading
Of constitutional history so far as it
affects Australia, I never knew a Gov-
ernment being placed in a more undig-
nified position than that in which the
Government is placed to-night. TO
cornmence with, this motion was pro-
posed by the member for Brown Hill,
the Leader of the Opposition, on Wed-
nesday last. It was not at that time
considered of sufficient importance to
be deemed one of no-confidence; but to-
night, apparently after the opinions of
memhers sitting on the Ministerial side
have been canvassed, the motion was
discovered to he of such im"portance that
the Premier has thought fit to whip his
followers into line by saying the Govern-
ment would treat it as a motion (if
no-confidence. I respectfully submit that
nowhere else in Australia, and never yet
in the whole of our constitutional history,
has such a. disgraceful scene been wit-
"1cased as has taken place here to-night.
No one would ever dream that the mere
publication of a notice in the Gazette a
few weeks ago should be deemed of such
importance as to be made a high parlia-
mentary question, to divide and tear
asunder all the conflicting views which
are held by members in this House, or to
bring about a dissolution or a change of
Government. No sensible man would
ever think anything of the kind. The

Premier of this State, following I sup-
pose on the mistake of the Treasurer,
and in order to extricate himself from an
awkward position into which he has
somewhat unwittingly dropped, bas taken
upon his own good self the duty of
bringing into line men on that side
who have already spoken against the
motion and who are yet prepared to vote
in favour of the Ministry, simply, because
the division will be taken on party lines.
Much has been said on the question of
education, and I should like to have
spoken at greater length upon it. And
if the Leatder of the Government is
prepared to sit until the next sitting of
the Rouse is due-I do not wish to make
any undue proposition-but I would not
be disinclined, if that position arose, to
speak until then. One of the most
authoritative statemeuts those of us who
have had opportunities of inquiring
into this question have been able to
glean is the report on education sub-
mitted by Mr. Knibba and Mr. Turner,
who were sent from New South Wales
all over the world to find the best educa-
tional system prevailing in any country
on the globe. And on glancing cursorily
through their report-for I have not
had timne to do more-I read in clause
2O as follows: --

Over a large part of Enrope, and a consider-
able part of America, free education is pro-
vided. Some places, Denmark for example,
have for their primary system free schools,
and also better equipped schools charging
slight fees. In some canes free education
extends right np to the university inclusive,
as for example California. The whole ques-
tion will, however, be dealt with in treating
of secondary and higher education.

And in the latter reports the same ideA is
elaborated upon; and there the basic
principle is laid down that we should
have free education as far as is practicable
throughout the whole of Australia. If I1
were Treasurer and Minister for Edluca-
tion and held the purse of Fortunatus,
there is one thing I should liberally
dispense, I should dispense freely for the
education of the children of the people of
the State. But as 1 am not in that
position, I shall raise my voice as far as
it may be raised ajgainst the proposal of
the Treasurer to place a tax on the
education of our children. I do not care
to make imputations against anyone;
but as has been pointed out by the
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members for Claremont, Kanowna, and
Suhiaco, if children are deprived .of
scholastic facilities up to 9, 10 or 11
years of age, are they, after a couple of
years' education, to be cast aside or com-
pelled to pay a shilling a week for the
privilege of being educated ? Can
opportunities for employment be found
for those boys and girls in the factories
of this country? Is it the intention of
the Treasurer, and I presume it is not,
that those children whose parents cannot
provide the necessary fees for their
farther education should be turned off to
earn their livinge Are they to swell the
ranks of the sweated whom we have
amongst us already? Are they to
replace manhood and womanhood labouir
in our factories? That may not be the
intention, but it certainly will be the effect
of the proposal put forward by the
Tr-easurer. I think that the Minister's
proposition was somewhat prenmturely
put forward; and the apologists who
have risen to-night on the Government
aide seem to indicate on his behalf that
before the 1st Novembher these regula,-
tions and Gazette notices will be for-
gotten and forgiven. But if so, why do
the Government take advantag-e of their
majority to insist on defeating this
motion to-night? I think it would
have been better on their part, and
would have accorded ten times better
with their dignity, if they had allowed
the regulations to stand over till the 1st
November, in view of the fact that they
will not come into force till that date,
and had in the meantime reconsidered
their position. Government supporters
have already indicated their intention to
catechise the Government; and I think
that when their next caucus meeting is
held some awkward questions will be
propounded to the Treasurer and the
Premier. In view of that fact I think
the country may rest assured that all will
be well, relying on the good sense and
good judgment of the Government, with
which I have not had much occasion to
find fault. If, however, the Government
proceeds on its present lines I shall
have to find very serious fault with it,
and to fight it at every step. I think
that in the circumstances it may well
cancel the regulations, and let them not
come inte force until the lst November
next.

Ma. H. CARSON (Geraldton): Before
casting my vote I wish to make a few
remarks. First, I regret that the Leader

ofthe Opposition has moved the motion
in its present form, and that the Govern-
ment has accepted it as a motion of
want of confidence. I feel sure that the
great majority of the people are opposed
to the regulations made by the Minister

'for Education; as we all recognise that
the better educated the people the more
progress ive are they, and the better
fitted to compete with the other nations
of the world. Speakers to-night have
instanced several countries in which
education has done much for the people.
Very few spoke of Scotland; but I think
that the Scotch are the best educated
people in the world. Scotland has a
f ree educational system, from the primary
school to the university; and in all
parts of the globe we find Scotch men
in the leading ranks of society, fore-
most in science and in all other
departments of activity. I know, too,
that members were pleased to hear to-
night the able address of the Minister
for Education If all that is foreshadowed
in his speech comes to pass I am sure
that every member will1 be pleased, an d th e
State greatly benefited, I certainly think
he made a mistake in gazetting the regulIa-
tions; and while he hai to some extent
withdrawn from tbme position he originally
occupied, I should have much preferred
to see him ivithd~aw the regulations.
Opposition members have twitted the
member for Balkatta (Mr. Veryaxrd)
with saying that while he is opposed
to these regulations he intends to vote
with the Government. I can quite
understandl why the member should take
up that position; for if we throw the
present Government out of power, how
are we to get from the other side of the
House a Government able to conduct theIaffairs of the State ? At the same time,

II regret that the Minister has gazetted
these regulations, and I believe that the
Government will withdraw them at some
future date, At any rate, there is ever~y
indication to-night that we shall have an
improved system of education.

Mna. M. F. TROY (Mt. Magnet) :I
wish at the outset to sympathise with the
miembher for Balkatte. on the very serious
predicament in which he finds himself;
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when, though he is opposed to the action
of the Government, he is compelled to
vote in its favour. In fact, he believes
that the principle enunciated by the
Treasurer is bad; bhe is strongly opposed
to it; tbut ho, cannot see his way to vote
against him, simply because he is a
follnwer of that Minister. That is not a
very pleasent position; and it need not
he 6he position of the 'un. member, if lie
bad the courage of his convictions and
would vote as he desires and as T am
sure the country demands. With regard
to the member for Colie (Mir. Ewing),
somebody once said, "1Save me from
my f riends." If the Government has
reason to ask that it mayv bv saved
from any friend, that friend is the hon.
mnember. He rose as an apologist, and
made a lot of statements which lie had
not weighed very carefully. He tried
his best to apologise for the Treasurer,
but made a very poor fist of the attempt.
[Mat. EWVING: Look after yourself.] 1
am looking after myself; and I venture
to say that never since I -first entered
this House hats there been a more deplor-
able exhibition of whipping than there
has been this evening; never has there
been found a more servile following
sitting on the Government side than is
there at the present moment; a Ministry
utterly wrong; a majority of memnbers
opposed to the proposition of the Ministry
only a few nights ago; but to-night,
because the Whip has been round this
evening, because the Ministry have held
their caucus, the members sitting behind
the Government have not the right to
exercise their individual freedom of
action. I always beard that it was
members on the Opposition side of the
House who were bound by caucus, that
the Labour party alone could not act
according to their convictions. But I
am satisfied that what we have forgotten
in that connection Ministerial followers
have learned. And indeed Ministerialists
are more hide-bound by caucus regulations
than any other party that ever existed in
this country. I have heard that in
the days of Sir 'Johu Forrest all that
Ministerial followers did when required
to vote was to ask, "Wheres Jack ?"
I think it was the member for West
Perth (Mr. Illingwortb) from whom I
first heard that statement. And all that
Government supporters do now, when

required to vote, is to ask where is the
Minister iu charge of the Bill, or in
charge of the particular matter on which
the House is about to divide, I venture
to say that if the people of the country

Ihadl an opportunity to-day or next week
of dealinug with t he present Ministry, very

Ifew Minisiters wvould find themselves back
here again. It was a lot of rot for the
Premier and the Treasurer to accept this
as a no-coafbdence movtion. It is acepted
as s~uch because the Ministry know it will

Inot be carried. If the Ministry thought
for a monzent that they could not rely on
their followers, the motion would never
have been accepted as one of no-confi-
dence. The modern Bill Adams has

Iaccepted this, knowing full well that he
Iwill be successful in defeating, the inten-
Itions of the Leader of theoOpposition;
because no sane Government would accept
this as a nvo-confidence motion if it

ithought that by so doing it would
have to appeal to the country. If it
appealed, the country would endorse
the ation taken by the Opposition. As
to the proposals of the Treasurer, I do
not know of a more unwise step ever
taken in this House. That step has only
been surpassed by the unwisdom of the
Government iii accepting this as a6 no-
confidence motion.

THE MINISTERA FOR W'ORKS: You find
Ithat out about something every week.

MR. TROY: Not about the Govern-
ment. I may find it out about the
Minister for Works; but he does so
many unwise things that we have ceased
to wonder at him. But the Treasurer
is not to be wondered at, because ever
since he entered politics he has been an

i opiponent of the workers, of the poorer
classes of the people. It wats he who said
at the last general election that the
working man in this State was worth not
more than six shillings per day.

AIR.fEWING: When did he say that?
Ma. TLROY: The Treasurer mnade the

statement that no working man was
worth more than six shillings per day;
and when the Government was charged
with endorsing that statemuent, it was
said that the Treasurer made it only in

irespeat of the fettlers. on the railways.
This is the lierso n wh o poses as the friend
of the poor; this is the person who comes
to th is House to-day and tries to lead us to
believe that he' -is bringing in these
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regulations in the interests of poor people.
The Treasurer said that the fathers of
those children were entitled to no more
than six shillings per day. Members on
the Government side mar wonder at his
present action; but I do not, because the
man who would state that the father was
not worth more than six shillings per day
would treat children as he would treat
the parent. It has been said that
children should not receive any education
after 14 years of age unless the parents
pay a fee considerably higher than they
have paid in previous years. If a child
of 14 is to pay Is. and a, child aged from
15 to 16 is to pay 2s. per week, we are
told this charge is to be made because a
person who is well off can afford to pay
a little more for the cil'icaioui of his
children. I venture to say that in this
State very few well-to-do people have
their children educated in State schools.
The majority of such children are
educated in private schools, the schools
with which the Treasurer desires that
the State schools should not compete.
The majority of children over the age of
14 being educated in our State schools
are the children 6f poor people; and it
must be remembered that the parents of
those children are making great sacrifices
in order that the children may receive an
education. The poor man with a boy 14
years of age would be assisted were that
boy to earn a few shillings to help to
keep himself or the rest of the family;
but the father, having generally had a.
hard struggle through life, determines
that his son shall have better oppor-
tunities, anud makes sacrifices to keep the
boy at school till his fifteenth or sixteenth
year; and it is only reasonable that he
should do so, because no child will learn
much between the ages of 6 and 12. It is
betweentheages of 12 and 16 that the child
acquires the greater portion of school
education. Before that age the majority
of children learn actujally nothing. They
learn much like a parrot. They can
repeat lessons taught them; but they
cannot. comprehend the subjects in the
curriculum. I know something of this
matter, because for three years I served
in the Education Department of New
South Wales; and I know that of little
children of less than ten years not one
has acquired any sort of education.
And in New South Wales the majority

of boys who went to school were kept at
school between the ages of 14 and 16 by
their parents, who made sacrifices in
order that the boys might acquire a
thorough grasp of the subjects taught.
It is such parents who will be injured by
the action of the Treasurer. While a
man may be able to pay threepence a
week for his child at school, and may be
able to make a sacrifice in order to keep
his child at school, he will not be able to
pay 2s. per week on that child's behalf.
The rich inan can easily pay that sum;
but he will not pay for a State school when
he can have his child educated at a high-
grade private school. So after all, the aim
of the Treasurer cannot be directed at
any but children of the poorer claisses. I
was surprised to-night to hear the member
for Katanaing endorse and hear-hear the
speech of the Treasurer.

HON. F. H. PrIgssn:- You never heard
of my doing anything of the kind. I
only agreed with a certain statement
because an hon. member said that T did
not agree. I admitted that I agreed,
but I did not endorse the speech. I do
not mind taking my share of the blame.

MR. TROY: The Treasurer said that
some children were not worth educating;
and I must have drawn on my imagina.-
tion if I did not hear the member for
Katanning saying that was correct, and
agreeing with it. As pointed out earlier
in the evening by the member for
Kanowna, the children who required the
most careful attention are the duller
children, the children who are hard to
teach, and who when once taught will
retain the lesson. And these children
after all frequently prove much better
men, far more capable men and more
serviceable citizens than the bright
children. At school, until the age of 14,
one boy may be very bright and another
very dull. After 14 the dull boy may
comprehend what is taught him, and
become a much solider and better scholar
than the bright boy; and later on in life
the bright boy often proves a failure and
the dull boy a success.

RoN. F. H. FImass: After this, we
will look out for all the dull boys.

Ha. TRtOY: I do riot know whether
the hon. member has any; but from the
manner in which he has spoken to-night,
I think he has none. The Treasurer
said to-night, though not previously, that
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he does not intend the poorer children to
have to pay the extra fee; that the
child's parents will not be charged with
it if they say that they cannot afford to
pay. This will raise at once a clas
distinction to which I take the strongest
possible exception. The same plan was
at one time tried in New South Wales,
when every child had to pa 3d. per
week, and the parent who could not
afford t he 3d. had to send to the teacher
a note pleading poverty. And when the
school register was read out John Smith
was called as having paid and William
Junes as being free. There at once arose
a class distinction which pervaded the
children in the school, and dlid no good.
In this democratic country the fact that
one parent happens to be poorer than
another is no justification for drawing
that distinction. The Treasurer is wily
putting his foot in it farther when he
tries to apologise for his action by ma king
.such a statement. Consider, for instance,
the case of a widow who has to rear a
number of children. She cannot have
any possible hope of educating them if
these charges are to be enforced. She
will have to struggle to raise those
children in order that they may he
the wage serfs of gentlemen like the
Treasurer. If that be theTreasuri-'s aim,
and if he succeeds, there must be one
class in the State who are to have all the
advantages over another class. The chil-
dren of the poor man, the wages man,
are to have no opportunities like those
possessed by the rich man's children, bit
are to lie raised merely to serve a par-
ticular circle of highly-favoured gentry.
That sort of thing should never obtain in
this or in any other State. It has
obtained loag enough in the past. In
olden times working, people reared chil-
dren to minister to the wants of people
who were not as good as they, but held
themselves up as the masters of the
workers. We do not want that repeated
in a democratic country. We want to
see everybody get an equal opportunity,
to see the son of the poor man getting
the same consideration as the son of the
rich; and if the poor boy is the better,
as he often is, let him be recognised as
the better. That is the policy for which
the Opposition are fighting to-night. It
has been clearly pointed out by a mem-
ber on this side that the country which

lags behind in the matter of education is
bound to go to the wall; that the
countries which are progressing most
speedily in the race for success are those
which spend most on education. Con-
sider the case of Germany. It is not
many years since Germany was a very
backwardl nation. Only 20 or RO years
ago any Britisher would have laughed at
the notion of Germany ever competing
with Gremt Britain. But to-day, because
of the one fact that Germany has set

i about educating her people, and because
there is a greater percentage of educated
people in Germany than in any other

Icountry of the world, Germany has
Ibecome Britain's greatest competitor.

HON. F. H. PiEses- They put a great
deal of push into it as well.

Ma.TROY: They could never have
the push if they had not the education.

IThe ignorant man has no push. Chinese
Imay be a pushing nation; they are in
certain directions, in selling, vegetables;
but they could never compete with the
Japanese, the British, or the Germans,
because they have not the education.
The country that is go ing to put obstacles
in the way of children getting education
or in the way of higher education of
citizens, is going to fallI beh ind in the race
of progress. That is what we are asked
to do in this State. Without the slightest
doubt, members on the Government side
of the R1ouse are ashamed of the action
they are taking. I believe that several
believe in the motion just as emphatically
as we do on this side, but they are unable
to follow their principles because the
whip is held over theni by the Govern-
ment. The Treasurer said last week that
the children of the poor man, when they

iget education, become discontented. That
is the crux of the whole matter. When
the child of the poor man gets education
his eyes are opened, and if he is an
honest mjan he holds himself just as good
a man as the son of the Treasurer. Being
educated, and knowing that the oppor-
tunities are just as munch his as any
person's, he is not compelled to follow in
the same humdrum grade of life asa his

Ifather was. Hle feels that he should be
up ani] doing, that he is heir to alt those
opportunities which the son of the rich
person is heir to, aind so he becomes dis-
contented. No person with any spirit of
progress in him but is discontented; no
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country can become progressive unless
its people are discontented; and the son
of the poor man is discontented because
desiring to progress. The Treasurer wants
to keep the poor man's son just
as the poor man's father was kept, to
be just the serf, the wage earner and cats-
paw for the rich maan. The Treasurer
has shown the cloven foot in connection
with his intentions here to-night. It has
been said that the Government is doing
this with a view to economy. It is very
mean economy, the meanest economy I1
have heard an~y Government advocating.
I know hundreds of ways into which the
Government could econonaise if it so
desired. Take last year's Estimates and
take the Sussex electorate, represented by
the Treasurer. The Minister spent
£25,417 in that litie electorate on un-
necessary works; but while we are spend-
ing this amount on unnecessary -works he
desires to cut down expenditure by,
curtailing education in this State. There
are other ways in which the Government
could economise. Could it not have
refused to spend £900 in building the
snake-house at the Zoo? It desires
now to make up that £900 by refusing
to give educational facilities. We had
£900 spent on a pleasure jetty at Cottesloc,
and the Treasurer is endeavouring to
make up that.£900 by cutting money off
the vote for education. This is the
Government that tries to justify its inten-
tion of economising by spending money
in that extravagant manner and by bring-
ing down regulations of this character.

Mnu. SPEAKER:- Before the hen.
member proceeds farther, I have given
him a lot of latitude because this is a.very imiportant subject; but the hon.
member is really wandering from the
motion. J am sure the words of the
motion will appeal to his common sense
at once. What reference have the snake-
house and these other matters metntioned
to the question before the House? I
hope the hon. member will not continue
in that strain.

MR. TROY: I have no desire to ques-
tion your ruling, sir.

MR. SPEAKER: I have given the
hon. member every latitude, as he knows.

MR. TROY: The only relation those
matters have to the motion is that the

Treasurer said it was his desire to
economise. I point out how he may
economise in a better manner; but if it is
not desirable I should. proceed farther
with the subject I shall not do so in
deference to the Speaker's ruling. How-
ever, I may be permitted to point out
that if we wanted money for educa-
tional purposes we could easily have
got that money instead of giving facili-
ties to combines in this State, instead
of releasing combines and other big
monopolius f romn taxation, and instead of
giving sops here and there to mining
companies, combines, and other interested
persons. It seems a peculiar thing
indeed that we should be asked to
penalise the citizens by putting a heavier
burden on the poor taxpayers of this
State, by refusing their children the
right to education, while these cutupanies
are allowed to go exempt. I can only
say that there seems a desire on the part
of the Government to consider these coin-
panies more than the people of the State
generally. I think this is the most ill.
advised thing the Government ever did.
It is a most ill-advised step, and it speaks
little for the supposed wisdom of the
Treasurer. It is a, backward step; and
if it is economy it is false economny,
economy which nmeans that the children
of the State shall not receive the edluca-
tion which other children in other
countries enjoy, that the State will not
progress on the same lines, and that. the
people of the State will not have the
same advantages and will not be able to
compete against other nations of the
world, because our children have been
denied education. If the Government
accepts this as a no-confidence motion,
it only does so because it knows very
well It has sufficient support on that
side of the House, and because it knows
very well that it can command that
side of the House by a caucus decision,
by whipping the party up and by the
aid of Mr. James Gardiner invoking
members to vote just as they are asked
to vote. There is not one man (in the
Government side of the House who is
game to resign to-night and go to his
constituents on the matter.

MAf . Jonlsoq: The member for Fre-
mantle is.

MR. TROY: The hon. inember would
not go to his constituents oti any matter
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just now, nor would any member of the
Government side. The action of the
Premier in taking this as a no-confidence
motion is about one of the most unwise
steps any Government could take, because
it proves conclusively that we have in
power a Government that cannot be
trusted, and that the Government is
isincere in its desire to make the children
of this State the tools of the monopolist.
This shows it is sincere in the en-
deavour to retard the progress of the
State, and if any member on the Govern-
ment side went to the country to-morrow
he would not be allowed to comie back
with his political Scalp intact. I want to
say in conclusion, this is the most pitiful
spectacle ever beheld in this House, and
it does, little credit to the Government or
its following.

TO ADJOURN DEBATE.

MIR. J. B. HOLMAN (Murchison) - I
move that the debate be adjourned.

Motion put, and a division taken with
the following result:

Ayes .. .. .. 15

Noes .. .. .. 28

Majority against ... 13
AYES.

Mr. Bath
Mr. Bolton
Mr. Collier
Mr. Da ih
Mr. Hei=a.
Mr. Huoan
Mr. Hor
Xr. Johrnson
W. Scauldan

Mr. Talyor
Mr. Underwood
Mr. Walker
Kr. Ware
Mr. A. 3. Wilson
Mr. Troy (Teller).

NOES.
'Mr. Barnett
Mr. Drebber
Kr. Brown
Xr. Carson
Mr. Coweher
Kr. Davies
Mr. Eddy
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Foulkes
mr. Gordon
Mr. Gregory
Mr. Gull
Mr. Haywatrd
Air. Illimgworth
Mr. Laymnan
Mr.Moet
Mr. Ml
Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Mongeror
Mr. N4.J. Mor
Mr. S. P. Moore
Mr. Flaes
Mr. Pricea
Mr. "4mith
Mr. "toeMr. Veryard
Mr. F. Wilson

IMr. Hardwick (Teller).

Motion thus negatived.

DEBATE RESUMED.

MR. J, B. HOLMAN: I am sorry
indeed that an important question like
this should be sprung upon the Chamber
just about tea-time. The Premier, in a
bold, brave manner, made the announce-

ment.t hat tis was to be a no-confidence
debate. He shook and trembled and
looked around the House, and Said it
would be unmanly if he did not adopt the
course which he had taken. The Prem ier
either made a grave miistake when he did
not take the constitutional course by
treating the motion as one of no confi-
deuce when it Wvas first tabled, or he now
makes the Guvernment~the laughing.stock
of the country. When this motion was
brought before the House by the Leader
of the Opposition there was no intention
what ever of having it treated as one of
no confidence. That was not intended
by ihe Opposition. I do not think
the 'Leader of the Opposition consulted
any member on this side before tabling
the motion.

MR. MoNea: I am surprised at that.
Mit. HOLMAN:- No one would be

astonished at the member for York being
surprised at anything. The only surprise
is that the member for York is Sitting
here to-night. My opinion is that the
Premier is using several of the bayonets
belonging to the corps which he has the
honour to command, and has placed
them behind several members on the
Government side, and these members are
afraid to go back for fear they may be
pricked. The Leader of the Opposition
has only taken the ordinary constitutional
course which members are allowed to
take, and members should place their
views fully before the country. With aL
view of allowing the Leader of the Oppo-
sition everyv opportunity of replying to
the statements, mainly inaccurate, by the
Treasurer, it is not my intention to 'keep
the House long to-night. I got up to
enter an emphaitic pro;test against the
unmianly attitude adopted by the Premier.
So far as the threat of the Premier is
concerned, we all know what he means.
We have heard several members on the
Government side express the opinion
that they were in entire accord with the
motion of the Leader of the Opposition.
The speech of the mew ber for Bal katta won
over the majority on the Government s ide.
And we have tbe member for Collie (Mr.
Ewing), who spoke entirely in accord
with the motion only a week ago. We
have also the member for Geraldton (Mr.
Carson) and several other members on
that side of the House, who although
they stated emphatically that they were
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entirely in favour of the motion moved
by the Leader of the Opposition, are
going to vote for the Government. These
are the members who criticise and talk
about the members of the labour party
being bound down. Never in the history
of politics has a, more servile attitude
been shown by any members of the
Legislature than has been- shown by the
members on the Government side of the
House. It was a. most cowardly action
on the part of the Premier to get up in
this Chainber and make the announce-
ment he did. Instead of being the brave
and manly action he thought he was
taking part in, it was one of the most
cowardly and despicable actions ever I
saw a Premier take advantage of.

THE PREMIER: I must call -upon
the hon. member to withdraw that term.

Mn. SPEAKER:- Yes. The hon.
member must withdraw that term.

MR. HOLMAN:. Very well, I with-
draw it. I do so with great pleasure,
because I think the Premier was hardly
responsible for the attitude he took up
when he made the, announcement to-
night.

MR. SPEAKER:, I do not quits
understand the meaning of that word.
How does the hon. member mean it to
apply ?

MR. HOLMAN:- I do not mean any
insinuation against the Premier. I mea~n
he was led away when be made the
statement he did toD this Chamber about
a bayonet being poked at him. ie was led
away by the fact of his being a military
man, and thought he was taking part
in some great military action in this
State. When the Premier makes a state-
ment like that, aL threat held over the
heads of members of this (Opposition)
side of the House, it should, I think, be
only a, manly action for members,
instead of supportin g the Premier, to vote
according to their opinions. There was no
intention on the part of members on this
(Opposition) side to turn Ministers out
of the positions they hold at the present
time. [MR. MONGER:- You could not
do it.] We do not want to do it. If
we had to rely on the support of mem-
bers like the hon. member interjecting
we would not do it at any time. The
only object of the Leader of the Opposi-

tion in moving this motion was to
endeavour to protect the children of this
State against being com pelled. to pay for
their education, and to prevent those
men who bold responsible positions at
the present time from taking advantage
of those positions to rob the children of
this State of the education they should
receive. I have no doubt that the
Treasurer would, had he the opportunity.
take away the whole of the education
from the children of this State. As far
as education is concerned, perhaps no one
in the House can speak more feelingly
than I. My father never had any educa-
tion at all. He went to work at the age
of seven years, and went underground
when eight years of age, with no
education at aD. I had to go to work
underground when 18 years of age, with
but very little education; and when we
see men like the Treasurer trying to rob
the children of this State and put them
farther hack than the children in most
civilised countries of the world, it is a
disgrace for members to stand up in
their piaces and support such a man,
who has used his position in this State
andl endeavours-

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member
is exceeding the rules of debate. He
must confine himself to the subject before
the House.

MR. RIOLMAN: Very well. The
Treasurer has used hisposition as Minister
for Education to try to rob the children of
this State of free education. Rather than
speak myself upon a question like this. I
wish to let the Leader of the Opposition
have an opportunity, which the Premier
of the State refused to afford him, of
giving a good reply on the qursation
before the House.

MR. E. E. HEITMANN (Cue): In
speaking on this motion, I desire tit say
but few words. I believe the sole desire
of the Government in bringing in new
recommendations in this matter has been
to effect economy. In fact this has been
an economical Government right through.
We find that it even goes so far in its
endeavours to economise as to send the
representative of this State to England
working his passage.

MR. HOLMAN:. The Government gave
himu £250 to work it, then.
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MR. HEITMANN: Whether the Gov-
ernment gave him £250 or not, the fact
remains that according to at least certain
newspapers in this State the representative
of this Government in England--

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member
must not proceed in that strain. I am
not going to allow that sort of debate to
continue. He must confine his remarks
to the subject-matter before the House.
I have given every latitude on this
subject, because it is an all-important
one, to my mind; but I wvill insist upon
the rules being adhered to. If the hon.
member does not confine himself to the
matter before the House. I shall take the
necessary steps to deal with him.

ME. HEITMANN: Am I not entitled,
in view of the fact that the Government
has accepted this as a no-confidence
motion, to refute the actions of the Gov-
ernment in other than educational
matters ?

Mn. SPEAKER: I allowed the hon.
member, as I did other members, to use
all the arguments that had any bearing
on the question; but I do not think
what took place with regard to the
passage of the Agent General has any-
thing to do with the question before the
House. I appeal to the hon. member's
sense of decency to leave that matter
alone. It is not in touch with the matter
before the House.

MR. HEITMAN: I bow to your de-
cision. But at the same time, the Trea-
surer mentioned in bringing this matter
forward that it was a question of economy.
I was just then enlarging upon the actions
of the Ministry in their economy. How-
ever, I have no desire to follow out this
matter; but speaking purely in connee-
tion with the education question. I would
like to say it appears the Government
thinks it can economise on this question.
and has arrived at the conclusion that the
parents of a great proportion of the
scholars attending our State schools are
able to pay for their education. Appa-
rently they are prepared to bring down
legislation which will force certain people
to pay for the education of their children.
I think that if the y study the matter for
a moment they will find that a line of
demarcation will be drawn between
scholar and scholar. I do not think it is

the desire of the Government to do this.
At the same time, I am certain that will
be the result. If von say certain people
are able to pay for their children's edu-
cation and other people are not, you
bring about a state of affairs in Western
Australia Dot at all desirable. If we find
a proportion of the people able to pay
for their children's education, there are
other ways to get at them without drawing
a line between scholar and scholar,
without making one a pauper and
the other the child of a rich man.
The Minister for Education has no idea
of those conditions. He was brought up
in fairly good circumstances. He has no
notion of the struggles of poor people
to-day and in days gone by to educate
their children ; no notion of bow the poor
man struggles to give his children that
education of which he has been deprived
because of his own parents' inability to
pay for it. If the Minister persists in
these regulations he will draw a line
between scholar and scholar; lie will
have each school consisting of a pauper
section and a section of scholars who pay
for their education; and it is natural
that the latter should look down on the
former. I ask the Minister to think for
a moment before he carries out his inten-
tion, to devise some means of collecting
taxation from those able to pay, without
drawing this line of demarcation, without
setting scholars one against the other, as
he will do if be enforces the proposed
regulations.

[MR. ILLINOWOETHR took the Chair.]

Ma. A. J1. WILSON (Forrest.): Ihave
but few remarks to make on this motion.
It strikes me that the whole situation has
been unnecessarily exaggerated, and an
endeavour made to place the proposals of
the Government in a light which was
never intended when the regulations were
framed, and to prophesy results that are
not likely to accrue from those regula-
tions. One cannot help feeling that this
is so. Even in reading the discussions
held outside this House by public bodies
which have considered the question, one
cannot help thinking that the whole
matter has been discussed without due
consideration of the meaning of the
regulations. After the Minister's state-
ment to-nighbt there can be no doubt that
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the proposals will not deprive anyone of
the opportunity of getting the fullest
possible advantage from the free educa-
tional institutions of this State.

MR. SCALDDALN: Then what is meant
by the regulations?

MR. A. J. WILSON: I do not know
whether the bon. member's education
has been so sadly neglected that hie can-
not understand the question before the
House; but I think that anyone who is
prepared to approach the question in a
fair, calm, and deliberate manner can
but come to the conclusion that our
present educational system gives some
children in the community a very unfair
advantage over the great miajority of
boys and girls who attend our public
schools, anid that this advantage accrues
in the main to the children of people who
can well afford to pay for higher educa-
tion. And my objection to that state of
affairs being continued unnecessarily and
extended unreasonablyv is that I know
the difficulty we have, owing to the heavy
expenditure of the Education Depart-
meat, in securing reasonable educational
facilities for people now located in. the
back portions of our State. In the
timber districts and the agricultural dis-
tricks we see only too frequently how
inisossible it is to secure even necessary

ruimentary education for the children;
and I am firmly convinced that many
parents are now reaping the advantage
of a higher education for their children
at the expense of the unfortunate work-
man and the poor widow so frequently
referred to in this debate. People who
have the ability to pay for the higher
education of their children ought not to
be permitted to sponge for that educa-
tion on a beneficent State. That is
undoubtedly the question.

MR. ScADDAWN: What about the spong-
ing by the Timber Combine?

MR, A. J. WILSON. I dare say the
Timber Combine are able to look after
themselves; that the Timber Combine
may have sponged on the hon. memiber
is no reason why T, as a public man,
should consent to wealthy parents in the
metropolitan area being allowed to sponge
on the Education Department at the
expense of the unfortunate people in the
more remote portions of the State. I am
convinced that if the records were investi-
gated, if the names of the 1,700 pupils over

*the age of 14 attending our public schools
and receiving the advantages of the higher
education were published, it would hie
conclusively proved that between 75 to 8O
per cent, of the parents can easily afford
to pay for the children's education. And
I say that the expenditure thus incurred
prevents in many cases the possibility ot
our getting even half-time schools in
some of the remnote portions of our thither
and agricultural di..tricts. For that
reason, if for no other reason, there is
ample justification for somne measure of
reform, which cannot be regarded as in
any sense retrogressive. In the Jmes
Street school we shall find Mr. Jaines
Gardiner's children. Why does lie send
them to a public schoolF

R. SOADDAN:- Why single out that
gentlemanP

Mn. A. J. WILSON: I wish to do
what other members have failed to do.
They did not single out any instance at

Iall. Vague generalities are all very well,
but we want some practical instances;i
and I have numerous instances concern-
ing which members can discourse if they
feel disposed to do so. I recognise that
M r. Gardiner possibly would not send
his children, and that hundreds' of other
parents in equally favourable circum-
stances do not send their children to that
school, merely to save the expense which
would be incurred in private sc-hoots. I
do not suggest that for a Moment. It
may be that those parents recognise-
and I think they pursue a wise policy-
the hardships that their children wvill
have to face when they grow up to mian's
estate; that they will be better fitted for
a practical life by brushing shoulders
with what one may call the rougher
elements of society, and may learn to
come in contact more freely and success-
fully with men of the world. As a rule
men of the world do not come from
our colleges but from our public
schools; and those parents recognise
that by brushing shoulders with boys
in public schools their children will be
better qualified for the battle of -life.
But if they want this, and if they can
afford to doso, Isayit isacrime, it is a
crying shame on the part of any Govern-
wnent to sacrifice the interests of the
unfortunate children who are placed in
outlying districts in the State, in order
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that the children of the affluent may be
educated at the expense of the State.
[Mu. HOLMAN: Cheers.] Under the cir-
cumstances it would not worry me if the
hon. member jeered; but that is beside
the question. The point at issue is,
whether or not we are pursuing a wise
policy by continuing the system which
obtains at present. involving an expendi-
tire on the part of the State for the
education of children of some people in
certain standards and certain branches of
knowledge which they can well afford to
pay for, at the expense of the education
of children of people who are situated in
less fortunate cireumstauces in outlying
districts. [Opposition dissent.] I do
not know how many more speeches mem.-
bers on the Opposition side wish to
make. If some of their friends will move
an amendment, they will have ample
opportunity to speak at the proper time.
I think there has been imported into this
debate an amount of exaggerated import-
ance and- [Mu. JOHrNSON: Ignorance]-
ignorance, certainly, as I am glad the
member for Guildford has reminded me,
otherwise I would have forgotten about
it-there is attached to this question an
amount of exaggerated importance and
eloquence. I am sure the subject is not
of sufficient importance or of sufficiently
grave concern to justify the exaggerated
importance attached to it, or the eloquent
periods of the member for Kanowna. I
am convinced that the position taken up
by the Government in this matter is one
that will make for advancement and pro-
gress in our educational institutions
in those portions of the State which
are at present so sadly neglected. I
know they do not require these institu-
tions. in the GJuildford electorate, because
the people of that district have already
manifested. their intelligence by return-
ing the hon. member to this House. His
return to the House is evidence of their
higher education; and because I want to
get education in more remote parts of
this State, because I want to appeal,
when I do at some subsequent date, to
the intelligrence of the community to be
returned to this House, because I want
education disseminated in these remote
places, I have every confidence in sup-
porting the Government in this matter,
and in voting against the motion of the
Leader of the Opposition.

MR. TAYLOR: The hon. member baa
now announced himself.

MR. BATH (in reply as mover): The
hon. member who has just spoken has
been at some pains to define the issue
before members this evening; but there
is no difficulty in regard to this problem,
because we find that when any question
is of keen concern to the people in the
State, they in their attitude towards it
clearly define the issue themselves. After
all it is a matter for congratulation that
whatever mistakes are made in the course
of our political institutions, in the long
run the saving common sense of the people
rises superior to the opinions and delibera-
tions of mere members of Parliament.
The question to-night is about the most
important that could possibly be con-
sidered by this or any Parliament in the
world. It is the consideration of the
question which lies at the basis of all
material and moral progress. It is a
consideration of the question which has
been responsible for bridging over the
great gulf between barbarism and civili-
sation, a consideration of the question
which is responsible for this much
vaunted evidence of progress about
which we boaet to-day, the extension
of educational facilities. The sacrifices
that have been made by people in order
that education may be frtee, in or der that
it may be widely disseminated, have been
responsible for the presence of the mem-
ber for Forrest in this House- The
sacrifices made by people who have had
this ideal of education before them have
resulted in that gentleman being per-
mitted to represent his constituency, and
the hon. gentleman has rewarded them
in a wanner that -we would expect him to
reward them from our knowledge of his
behaviour, he has rewarded them in a
manner in which that past-master from
which he and others have taken guidance
showed the way about 1,900 years ag.
[Mu. HOLMhAN: Judas.] The hon.
member thoroughly understands the
allusion. I need say no more on the
point. I hope the time will come when
those who have made sacrifices, when
those who have worked for this true ideal
of education, will recognise the action the
member for Forrest has taken in regard
to the subject, in spite of the fact that he
has been placed in this House by a,
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movement which has in its forefront the
extension of educational facilities. In
regard to the attitude of the Govern-
ment in reference to this question, I can
only say that in no sense is it serious
politics. It is more reminiscent of comic
opera. In the first place we have a
motion tabled hr me without consulting
any member of the Opposition, as a
motion to be considered on private
members' day. No action was taken by
the Premier or any of his colleagues on
that occasion, except that when I had
spoken the Treasurer moved the adjourn-
ment of the debate to some future occa-
sion. We find now that the Premier
comes forward in a valiant wood and

says that it is a motion of want of con-
oidnce, and that he will accept it as

such; and as a. result we find that mem-
bers have been whipped into action, and
that those who, aL week or a fortnight
ago, were strong in their denunciations
of ay proposal that would strike at the free
education system of Western Australia,
who said that this was the basis of all
material and moral progress, now turn
round and in almost the same breath
declare that they are going to vote for the
Government whiich has perpetrated this
action. On no occasion in tbis House
was there ever any greater exemplifica-
tion of the truism that silence is golden.
Silence would have been better for those
members in consonance with the decision
of caucus, in consonance with the efforts
of the Government Whips who have worn
themselves to a, shadow in order to secure
a majority against the motion- [Mn.
HARDWICK: That is an insult to me] -the
Premier stated that when moving the
motion Imust have known it would be
accepted as a want of confidence motion.
I say that 1 gave notice of the motion
because of my deep interest not only in
the maintenance of the present system
of education, but because of my deep
interest in the extension of it, and in
order to bring it into line with otherElaces that are forging ahead. I did it

ecause I wished to seize the first oppor-
tunity of entering my protest against the
attitude of the Government because it
was a matter on which I felt keenly. I1
did not care whether the opposition came
fromn the Government aide or f rom, my
own side, I was determined to move
that motion in order to try and stay an

Faction which we must admit will be
destructive of the best principles of our
material and moral progress. This
question is one which altogether tran-
scends party politics. It is above all
considerations of party. It is, as I said
before, the very fountain of our national
progress, the very source of our existing
civilisation. And the Premier asks me
to believe that if the motion were couched
in some other way, it might have received
other consideration than that extended to
it. If, for instance, the motion had been
submitted to the House asking it to
disapprove of these regulations or
this proposal, although it might have
been somiewhat milder, would it not
have been just as essentially a
want of confidence in the action of
the Treasurer? I say if any Minis-
ter takes an action which aimns at
these institutions and which seeks to
destroy the principles of free education,
in no matter how slight a form, the
Minister must be prepared to take the
responsibility for his action. I ask menm-
bers, is this a question upon which they
can take up a, party attitude ? Was this
made a party question at the last elections
h eld in the State? Did the then Premier,
Mr. Rason, submit any proposal of this
nature to the electors of Western Aus-
tralia for their consideration ? I guarantee
if he had, and if members who sit behind
the present Government had gone to the
countr 'y pledged to such a course as that,
there would have been an altogether
different position of parties in the House.
They know better than to fight an elec-
tion on such a ground as that. We find
members who were not pledged to any
such course, who came into the House
according to their own utterances pledged
to help in the maintenance of free edluca-
tion, at the behest of the Premier who
decides making a party question of it
turning round on their convictions. They
have said they were opposed to the pro-
posal and did not believe in an amendment
of the regulations, yet they will vote for
the Government. To show how un-
popular this proposal is in the country, I
have received almost what may be termed
an inundation of letters from aLl parts
of the count rv ; from constituencies
represented by Government supporters,
protesting against the amendment of the
rgulations. I received even this after-
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noon three letters from different bodies
in the electorate of the member for Cool-
gardie protesting against the regulations,
and I have received letters of protesta-
tion and resolutions in opposition, not
only from labour organisations in my
own electorate, but also from every
progress association which operates
within that electorate. I have letters
from people who have never been
numbered as labour supporters, strongly
protesting against interference with the
principle of free education. Meetings of

protest and leading articles in the leading
dailies of the State go to show that this

is one of the most unpopular moves ever
mooted by a Government in this State.
It is unpopular because the people with
their saving common sense recognise that
it is an influence destructive of all those
things which make for the progress of
the community in this State. The Trea-
surer with that artfulness which is his
characteristic has argued all round the
question. He has talked about the
hopes of the Government in regard to
future extensions of the educational
system. He has carefully selected statis-
tics from countries which will suit his
particular line of argument, in order to
avoid the obvious inferences that would
be drawn if the member quoted statis-
tics of countries that may be regarded as
parallel with our own. And in the
course of his remarks this evening, he
has taken up an altogether different
attitude from that adopted by him when
discussing the motion of the member for
Perth in regard to pupils attending the
James Street school. He has also tried
to lead the discussion by a side-wind by
saying that I cast a stigma on the educa-
tional officers of the State in the course
of my remarks. I did not. The only
remark I made was when I denied the
statement, or when I doubted the state-
ment, that we had been particularly
generous in regard to our expenditure
on the Education Department, and I
referred to that as a delusion and went
on farther to say that our educational
system lagged behind that of many other
civilised countries of the world. I will
prove my contention in a moment or two
from the very best authorities on the
question. I wish to say that I have not,
nor do I desire to cast any slight whatever
on the officers who are doing good work

in our educational system to-day. With
the limitations placed on them, with the
imperfect idea of educational matters and
what should be the educational spheres
of the State, they are doing wonders;
and if we had in the Minister for educa-
tion one who recognised his responsibili-
ties and was guided by the lessons daily
taught by practise in other parts of the
world, they would be given greater
powers for the exercise of their abilities,
and the time would come when our
system would be competent to range in
comparison with that of any other part of
the world. The Treasurer has denied
the statement that we lag behind many
other parts of the world. I have only to
go to the very best authority on the
question. Men specially commissioned by
the Government of New South Wales,
men of'the best educational qualifica-
tions, with an almost free and unlimited
commission, were told to go through
America and Europe to examine into the
systems of primary, secondary, higher,
and university education in those coun-
tries; to cornpare them with the system
existing in New South Wales and make
any recommendations they thought would
tend to improve the New South Wales
system. These gentlemen in Carrying
out that commission visited nearly every
country in Europe, America, and Oanada,
and they made the most exhaustive
investigations into the systems of educa-
tion in all parts of the world, and this is
what they have to say. [MEMBER: Five
years ago.] In 1902-8. In regard to
the educational system in New South
Wales in comparison with the rest of the
world, and our system is very much on
all-fours with that in New South Wales,
and the compairison will equally apply as
far as Western Australia is concerned,
the report says:-

It would have been a most agreeable task
bad it been possible to return with the report
that the educational system of our Stat. was
excellent, or needed but slight amendment or
insignificant additions. Unfortunately to so
represent it is quit. out of the question, for it
has been made evident to the commissioners
that the citizens of this State have educa-
tional opportunities falling far short of those
in other parts of the world, and in the training
of our teaching staffs there are defects, the
seriousness of which can hardly be over-
stated.

I have quoted the educational system in
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New South Wales and Western Austraia,
and although there may be one or two
points on which we may show superiority
over them, there are points on which
they show superiority over us. But
taking the thing at large. New South
Wales and Western Australia are very
much on a par, and that comparison
would apply equally* to Western Aus-
tralia as it does to New South Wales.
They say:-

There are two special reasons why our
State system of education should be advanced
till it is comparable with the education of
Europe and America. These ar -e)The
issues which may arise at amy time through
national rivalries demand that our industrial
ad commercial activity should be at least as
wisely and ably directed as in other countries
of the world. To secure this wYe must depend
on our primary education conferring the
requisite self-reliance, purpose, general intel-
ligence, skill, and moral force on our popula-
tion. (b.) The rapid progress in all depart-
ments of human knowledge, and in the applica-
tion of science to industry and commerce,
demands that our educational system should
be such As to make it possible to keep in touch
therewith. It is necessary, therefore, so to
educate our teachers As to enable them to
follow intelligently and with interest the
world's economic and scientific development
in order that they may -become inspirers of
the children stheticailly, intellectually, and
morally.
In January, 1904, appeared a. masterly
criticism of the Australian nation pub-
lished under the title of " The New
Nation." which contained the follow-
ing:-

But perhaps most hope of all in the accept-
ance,albeit tardy, of kindergarden principles in
thewscools; for it; isin their earliest years that
men and women are most susceptible to colour
andform. Children have hitherto in Australia
been brought up for the most part among
influences of abnormal ugliness, most Aus-
tralian schools being considerably more repel-
lent in appearance thau Australian gaols...
The key for national progress in music, as in
all else, lies in the nation's schools. And
there are sinsi Australia of a wise and
efficient discotn with the mechanical school
system at present in vogue, and of a growing
determination to substitute the methods of
Pestalozzi and Common Sense for those of
Tape and Drill.
It goes on in a most scathing criticism of
the primary education in Australia as
compared with other parts of the world.

MRt. H. BROWN: I would like to ask
who are the commissioners?

MR. BATH: If the bon. member were
interested in the question, he would know.

MR. H. BROWN: Who are the commis-
sioners the member for Brown Hill is
referring to?

MR. BATH: Is the hon. member in
order in interrupting?

THE: DEPUTY SPEAKER: The hon.
member has no right to demand an
answer to the question.

MR. H. Baowr: I would ask, who
are those commissioners to whom the
hon. memb er so eulogistically refersP I
believe that one is Mr. Crick.

MR. BATH: The hon. member is
absolutely wrong.

MR. H. Baowg : Would you give us
the names, please ?

LABOUR MEMBERs: Do not give them.
to him.

MR. BATH: The bon. member can
have the report. If the lion. member had
any interest in education other than with
an idea of saving a few paltry pounds to
those who are to be asked to pay their
fair share of the cost of education, he
would be acquainted with this and other
reports relating to the development of
our educational system. But apparently
the only reasons for his being here
is opposition to the land tax and utter-
ing shibboleths about the Labour party.
Let the hon. member educate himself on
this and otber questions, and he will be
able to get up and speak.

Mn. H. BROwN4: Quote year authority.
MR. BATH: This authority compares

our system with that in force in Germany,
in Switzerland, and in America, and
points out in language that cannot be
doubted, language that is plain on the
face of it, how far we in Australia lag
behind other parts of the world in regard
to the primary education facilities pro-
vided. In the course of their remarks,
the commissioners refer to Switzerland,
and say :-

From the standpoint of any democratic cw-n
wanity. Switzerland is a very important place
to visit, sinee the spirit of the people has in
some respects a semblance to our own. What
difference there is is mainly due to the tem-
peraments of the Swiss, which are very dis-
similar in the French, German, and Italian
parts. In democratic spirit they are more
thoroughly in agreement with the Australian.
(It is worthy of note that one of the presi-
dents of the Swiss Confederation did not re-
gard it as beneath his dignity to continue his
academic teaching during the term of his office
as president.) But as regards their attitude
to public instruction, it may be said that
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Switzerland has a practical respect for educs.
tion which has no counterpart in this State
Their educational institutions are very fine
and very thoroughly equipped; their organi-
sation and plan of instruction possesses a
degree of thoroughness that would well serve
as s; model for our future effort. The study
of Swiss education was therefore made as
thorough as was possible in so rapid a move-
ment, for its primary system is probably un-
surpassed.

MR. Hf. BROWN : W ho is your autho-
rity ?

MR. HEITMANN: The Gas Company.
Tim DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order!

MR. TROY : On a point of order, are
there two rules for members on different
sides of the House? Is it possible for
members on one side to indulge in
buffoonery whilst members on the other
other side are engaged in debateP

THE DEpuny SPExAE: What is the
point of order?

MR. TROY: Is the member for Perth
in order in indulging in buffoonery?

MR. H. BROWN : I only asked for in-
formation from the member for Brown
Hill.

THE DEPUTY SPEAKER: The hon.
member is not entitled to demand it. It
is not in order.

[MR. SPEAKER again took the Chair.]

MR. BATH : In the course of his
remarks the Treasurer endeavoured to
refute some statistics which I quoted in
the course of my introductory speech in
reference to this motion last Wednesday
night; but the bion. gentleman did not
take the trouble to find out exactly how
far the statistics be quoted represented
the expenditure on educational develop-
went in those different countries. In
Switzerland, instead of 8s. 6d. per head
being expended, as stated by the Minister
for Education, l3s. 9d. per head of
the population is spent on education.
The figures which he quoted in regard to
Chili are not the figures of the national
government. He has not considered the
amounts spent by the local government
in whose bands the educational system of
Chili rests. Just to show what is being
done in Chili in the matter of education,
I have but to quote from a book. written
in 1904, and entitled "Through Five
Republics of South America ":-

The constitution of Chile declares that
public education shall receive special attention

*from the Government, that Congress shall
establish a&general system of education, and
that the Minister of Public Instruction shall
present each year a report on the condition of
the public schools throughout the republic.
There is a fine national university established
at Santiago; a Catholic university (nearly all
well-known French, English, Italian, and
Spanish university degrees are recognised in
Chile); a national institute, school of practice,
high schools at nearly every town of 5,000 in.
habitants; and for the whole republic there
are 1,426 schools known as "public," with
about 700 private academies. Ina, country
with a population scarcely exceeding SAW00,,
with but 5-03 inhabitants to the square kilo-
metre, this is by no means a bad record.

The town of Chillan wvould alone be notice-
able for an excellent Government school for
teachers. This well-conducted and practically-
conceived institution is one of four similar

ischools built and entirely supported by the
Government for the purpose of training young
men to become schoolmasters. I know of no
quite similar institution to this in any other

Ipart of the world, for the Government not only
provides free education, but board, lodging,
books, and all materials employed in the
youths' studies. Farthormore, the pupils are
all found situations in the national schools as

psoon as they have thoroughly qualified them-
selves. Throughout the republic there are
some 2,000 national schools, and those which I

for Public Instruction, appeared to be very
well conducted end s well attended.

The pupils of the school for teachers, of
whom there are at present some 150, enter at
the age of from 14 to 16, and remain for five
years. They study for 10 months in the yewr.
and mate vacation for the remaining two.
The school breaks up on January 1, and re-

Iassembles on March 1.
Nothilug that can conduce to a healthful ad

useful scholastic career is overlooked; in fact,
the impression created on my mind in going
over this establishment was that if a Govern-
ment could by any possibility be too prodigal in
matters of public education, it had been so in
this case.

The Argentine Republic not only pro-
vides for primary education but free
secondary education, and has an enor-
mous number of institutions, not only
primary schools but secondary, also tech-.
nical schools and other institutions
necessary to give the public a complete
educatiou, as opposed to the mere impart-
ing of certain routine instruction. And
that is a distinction that should be made
by every member interested in educational
progress. In the course of his remarks,
too, the Treasurer quoted the statistics of
Western Australia in comparison with
those of the other States. And when he
worked them out on the basis of the
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expenditure per bead of population, he
practically bore out my contention that
Western Australia was behind a number
of the other States. According to the
Treasurer's own figures we are behind New
Zealand, New South Wales, and Queens-
land; and then he tried to alter those
figures by pointing out that if the pro-
portion of children to adults were the same
here as elsewhere the expenditure per head
of population would be considerably
higher. But he forgot that the greater
proportion of adults in our population
leads to a larger revenue, gives us greater
facilities for spending larger sums on
education, thus counterbalancing any
disadvantage under which we may labour
owing to our higher percentage of
adults. Then the Treasurer itnstanced
some of the Provinces of Canada; but
he carefully selected those which showed
the smallest educational expenditure per
head of population. When I drew com-
parisons between Western A ustralia and
the United States I selected those States
of the Union which, from their recent
development, from their industries and
from other circumstances, are cases
almost parallel with Western Australia.
I instanced States such as Colorado,
Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, and Nevada.
California spends on education 21s.
per bead of population ; Colorado,
29s.; Idaho, 24s. 8d.; Montana, 20s.;
Nebraska, l~s.; Nevada, 23s. 9d.; Utah,
24s.; and Washington, 318. And when
we consider those figures the miserable
12s. 4d. of Western Australia pales into
insignificance. Those are the countries
which are forging ahead of Australia,
which are forging ahead ('f Great Britain
in their scientific education and industrial
life; and their progress is due to the
fact that for many years they have recog-
nised that a good sound educational
system is the best possible asset that a
State can possess. They recognise that
every pound spent on education is well
invested;i that it is like bread cast on
the waters, which returns after many
days. Members have to consider how
far the State will go in imparting educa-
tion. The Treasurer, striking a Philis-
tine attitude when dealing with the
motion of the member for Perth (Mr. H.
Brown), said that it was sufficient to
give the children a primary education, to
reach them to read, to write, and to calcu-

late; and that then the State had done
its duty. The ordinary than who owns a
horse imparts to that horse sufficient
instruction to enable it to go ahead,to stop,
or to back; arid he thus makes the animal
a more useful beast of burden thafi it
would otherwise be. And it seems to me
that the miserablo theory .that the
State should stop short at the mere
mechanical teaching of reading, writing,
and calculating, is one which regards a
child of the State much in the light in
which the horse is regarded by its owner
-as something to be slightly improved
SO that, it may be utiised as a mere
servile worker, and not to be sufficiently
educated to make the child not merely an
intelligent worker but one who will in
future be worthy to take his place as a
citizen. In Western Australia, as in
other States of the Commonwealth, there
is a higher desideratum than the mere
impartinig of a certain degree of instruc-
tion. We in Australia, like the people
of Switzerland and the United States; of
America, enjoy -t democratic constitu-
tion. Our political fabric rests on the
public will; and if that public will is to
be directed into right and proper
channels, then, as Daniel Webster said,
"It is essential that free education
should be imparted, in order that those
who have such privileges conferred upon
them may be worthy of those privileges,
and may exercise them in a way* which
will be conducive to the welfare of the
State." In the United States this is
recognised. It was recognised by George
Washington in the very beginning of the
nineteenth century, when in his farewell
address to the electors of America, after
finally retiring from the presidency, be
declared that above all things they
should widely disseminate knowledge;
because, he said, in proportion as
the Government was based upon the
will of the people, it was essential
that the people should be enlightened.
And that has been the attitude through-
out American history, since America has
been a nation controlling her own
destinies. The United States have recog-
nised that education is certainly an
essential qualification for the industrial
side of a man's life, and also in a higher
degree essential to fit a man for a citizen's
duties. It would be a danger and a
menace if we, with the free institutions
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we are enjoying, gave every man the
right to exercise his political duties and
to fulfil his part in the Government of
the State, but said "1We will give you
that right, yet we will deny you the right
to know how to exercise tbat right in-
telligently." The granting of the one
right presupposes that the Government
is prepared to grant the other; and when
we recognise what magnificent results
have flown from the advancement in
educatiou in other countries, we can go
forward in safety and say that Western
Australia, with her magnificent resources
and with her splendid foundation won
for her by our forefathers in Great
Britain, not only hopes to keep pace with
those other countries if we recognise our
duties, but hopes in the future to outstrip
them. The Treasurer referred to the
United States and stated that they spent
12s. Gd. per head of population for the
whole area of theUnited States. Even that
shows that the United States arc in advance
of Western Australia; but we must bear
in mind that throughout America to-day
there are over ten million negroes, and that
there are many States where the negroes
are In greater numbers than the white
population. In those States they spend a.
very small sum on education compared
with the snore enlightened States of the
Union, and itis in those Statesthato-nefinds
the very sink of evils. There the negroes
are utilised under conditions that almost
represent the slavery of other days;
there they have the lynchings, and they
have the worst debased passions of men
worked out. These, however, are not
things you find in States where education
is widely disseminated. The whole
record of history, all the writings of
educationists and the whole mass of
opinions on the subject, point indelibly
in one way, and. that is: educate, educate
in a thorough manner; not the mere
imparting of instruction, but the develop-
ment of mental and moral faculties. If
we wish to hold our position in the world
of competition to-day, it is not so much
a question of armies as a question of
rivalry in commercial and industrial
spheres. It has been argued that we
must co-ordinate our system Of educa-
tion, and that it is essential to lop off
some of the subjects in our elementary
schools and to provide other schools in
which what may' be termed higher

instruction may be imparted. But how
is that going to come about in the schools
in outlying districts we heard of to-night P
The children attending these schools will
be denied these privileges. We are told
by the Treasurer that it is only the
people who can afford it that will send
their children to school after 14, and that
it is only cajileen who are incapable of
any ambition who will be sent there
irrespective of their capacity to acquire
education. Thie position is this, so far
as our education system is concerned-I
will admit it is an evil which has been
gradually remedied all throughout Aug.
trahia-tere haa been a policy of cram
as opposed to a policy of genuine educa.
tion. The genuine education to fit a
child for the world to-day must take into
consideration mnany sides of the child's
character. There must be first develop-
ment of the ethical side; we must
develop the moral instincts of the child;
there must be development of the obser-
vant character, flow few children
you will find to-day who may be
characterised as bright children, capable
of developing in a speedy way, who if
you take them down the street would
be able to tell what was on the right
of them or what was on the left.
That is because the observant faculty
is not developed. There is necessity
to develop also the rationa faculty, the
faculty of reasoning. I quoe the
opinion of Sir Richard Jebb, who said
that it was not only essential to teach the
children of our democracy to read, but it
was also essential to teach them to think.
It is also necessary to teach physical
culture in a. system of complete education.
All these things are necessary if we
desire to fit a child for the world, to be
capable of taking its part in the com-
petition of nations to-day. Evils flow
not so much from imparting instruction
in this subject or in that subject, hut
more from an imperfect education; and
what is essential to-day is not so much
the mere imparting of instruction, as the
necessity to ascertain first how we are
going to develop the mental faculties of
children, bow we are going to find out
the particular groove in life, or the par-
ticular direction in which their energies
may be directed. That is the system
adopted by those nations in the forefront
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of education. They have recognised. that
education is a science and that it must be
studied as other sciences are studied. It
is not sufficient to have pupil teachers
and others who will go through a mere
routine and put children to the age of
12, 13, or 14 through just such and such
a course; but we must have teachers
who recognise that there is a higher duty,
that there is a mental faculty to he
developed, and moral instincts to be
trained. We must recognise that it is not
so much a question of imparting a cer-
tain course of instruction as to draw out
the mental and moral character of
children. I do not wish to labour this
subject, except to say that I regard it as
of greatest importance. I would not
have submitted the motion if I did not
regard it as one in which the future pro-
gress and welfare of Western Australia
is intimately bound up. When we
speak of education, sometimes we
fail to realise, as I have said before, that
it has bridged over the great gulf
between barbarism and civilisation. I
we read in books about Palestine we will
read about tourists going into ecstasies
because of the fact that they found in
that country, and in Egypt, certain
people ploughing their land with bul-
locks and the same bent stick as was
used a thousand years ago. We may
read of them telling with gushing fervour
about the fact that the fellaheen along
the river Nile are still raising their water
fram the Nile to irrigate their land with
the same old primitive appliances used
thousands of years ago. Why ? Be-
cause in Egypt and in the Holy Laud
there has been the tendency to say to
the few, to the priests and rulers of the
land, that knowledge shall be exclusively
retained in their hands, and that the
great bulk of the people must be content
to remain in a low state of ignorance,
practically in a condition of serfdom.
What is the difference? We find in
Egypt, alongside these primitive appli-
ances used by the primitive peasant, the
steam pump pumping water to the
estates of those who have acquired land
in Egypt. That is the whole difference.
Education has bridged over the gulf
between these two people. It is educa-
tion which has given us, instead of
primitive bullock wagons, the loco-

motive and the electric car, which has
given us, instead of the insanitary con-
ditions which obtained in towns not only
of Great Britain but in other parts of the
world, the modern sanitary methods
which have made such a great difference
in the death-rate by lowering it, and in
the birth rate by increasing it. It has
bridged overthe difference between the day
of the doctor whose only idea, of curing
a patient was to bleed him for all the
ills to which flesh is heir, and to-day

1when we hare specialists for eyes and
ears, and men who possess a great
amount of knowledge and confer lasting
benefits on the people of the world.
In almost every department of activity
in science, art, and literature, in every
walk of life, in every intellectual enjoy-
ment we have, it is education that has
bridged us over and given us the privi-
leges we enjoy to-day. Tt is not a question
of a few monopolising the educational
advantages, and by their very monoply
having an opportunity to exploit. it is
not giving to the three or four the oppor-
tunity to exploit the 96 or the 97, but it
is a question of wider views, the dis-
semination of knowledge; education giv-
ing to people an opportunity to think for
themselves and enjoy all the privileges and
the advantages of civilisation, without
having to pay toll to the one who
previously nmonopolised it. These are
the objects to wbich we should direct
attention. These are questions which
should be in the minds of members when
dealing with this subject. If one mem-
ber in the House in the position of
Premier can dictate that this is a party
question, and that we should depart from
all these things and go on the road back-
ward instead of forward, it is a lamentable
state of things as far as the State is con-
cerned, and as far as members are con-
cerned who have no mandate from the
people to vote on the question in the way
they say it is their intention of voting.
Let those members go to the people and
say, " What is your opinion on the
matter ? Do you wish usto depart from
the system of education ? Do you wish
us to go back on the road instead of for-
ward? " If those members did that, they
would not return to the House, because
the people would rise in their wrath and
cast them into outer darkness.

["SEAIBLY.1 to Disallm.
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Question put, and a division taken
with the following result:-

Ayes ... ... ... 14
Noes ... ... .. 27

Majority against

Arts.
M~r. Bath
Mr. Collier
Mr. D::liu
Mr. Vole

Mr. Holman
Mr. Horan
Mr. Johnson
Mr. Scaddan
Mr. Ta~ylor
Mr. Underwood
Mr. Wafter
Mr. Ware
Mr. Troy (Teltrr).

13

NotE.
Mr. Esrnttt
Mr. Drebber
Mr. Brown
Mr. Carson
Mr. Coveter
Mr. Davies
Mr. Eddy
Mr. Ewing
Mr. Gordon)
Mry Gregory
Mr. Gull
Mr. Hardwick
Mr. Hayward
Mir, flingwortb
Mr. Metarty
Mr. MOlO
Mr. NI Itchell
Mr. Monger
Air. N,.J. Moore
Mr. Piesse
M1r. Price
Mr. Smith
Mr. stabs
My' Veryurd
Mr. A. .' %isn
Mr. F. Wilson
Mr. Laymn (Tolley),

Question thus niegatived.

ASSENT TO BILLS (2).

Message from the Governor received
and read, assenting to the Stamp Act
Amendment Bill and the -Public Works
Act Amendment Bill.

ADJOURNMENT.
On motion by the PREMIER, resolved

that the House at its rising do adjourn
until 7-30 p.m. on Wednesday ; the object
being to give memibers an opportunity of
attending the Police Tournament held in
aid of charitable institutions.

The House adjourned accordingly at
12-48 o'clock, midnight.

3regishafibc asaemhLg,
Wednesday, 19th September, 1906.

FAGs
Questions ;Hospital Cook. Imaported..........1721

irmif rt Norweuiains. SawmaiUs ... . 1722
Reprt =dSelctinsMr. Scott's (S.W.), pre-

munted ... .. .. .. .. 12
Hopia Cookgt smtedt...........1722

Fee, Mga atinslafherMullen to disap.
Stanin~rde Ruliur, discussion.......... 1721

Emp re rs Amendmenl moin . 1728
eluded...............1732

nm (Mr. A. J. Wilson): Vaccination Act Amend-
went, 2a. resumed, Adjourned.......... 1730

THE SPEARER took the Chair at
7-30 o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

QUESTIONS (2)-ROSPITAL COOKS
IMPORTED.

Mnt. DAUKEISH asked the Premier: i,
Has his attention been called to the fact
that the Perth Hospital Board propose to
introduce two immigrants froim England
to act as cooks at that Inititution P2z
Will the Government allow the funds
voted by Parliament for the upkeep of
this Hlospital to be used for the pin-pose-
of paying the passages of immigrants to
the State 3, Were the arrangements
for the engagement of th ese cooks for the
Hospital made through any Minister.
and if so, whom? 4, Did the Board
obtain any Ministerial approval at any
time to this use of public moneyF 5,
Did any of the memubers of the present
hospital board sanction the engagement
oif these cooks, and if so, who? 6, Whbat
action does the Government ptopose to
take in the matter?

THE PREMIER replied:- i, Yes. 2
Under Section 12 of the Hospital Act, -.11
expenditure is under the control of the
Board. 3, No; the arrangements were
wade by the Board, as is usual. 4, NO
expenditure has yet been incurred. 5,
Yes; Dr. Lovegrove, Mr. James kendall,
and Dr. O'Connor. 6, The Government
does not propose to interfere.

MR. BATH asked the Premier: r
What wages are being paid to the women
cooks brought out by the Perth hospital
authorities under the agreement which
has been entered into? 2, Were any
eudeavours made to secure suitable per-
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